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Metamaterials and metasurfaces have emerged as promising technologies in the field
of antennas and wireless applications. They offer unprecedented control over electromag-
netic waves, enabling the design of novel antenna structures with enhanced performance
capabilities. By integrating metamaterial structures into antenna designs, it is possible
to achieve electrically small antennas without sacrificing efficiency or bandwidth. Meta-
surfaces, on the other hand, are planar arrangements of subwavelength elements that
manipulate the properties of incident electromagnetic waves. They are constructed by
patterning a surface with precisely engineered meta-atoms, tailored to achieve specific
functionalities. Metasurfaces can be used to control wavefronts, as well as the polarization
and reflection properties of antennas. Metasurface antennas offer numerous advantages in
wireless applications. They can achieve beamforming and steering capabilities without the
need to use bulky and complex phased arrays in future wireless networks. Furthermore,
metasurfaces can be used to create conformal and flexible antenna structures. This opens
up new possibilities for the utilization of Internet of Things (IoT) applications and wearable
devices. The use of metamaterials and metasurfaces can lead to significant advances in
wireless communication systems, including improved signal quality, increased data rates,
and seamless integration into various devices and environments.

The scope of this Special Issue encompasses a comprehensive exploration of metama-
terials and metasurfaces, covering every facet of their design and construction. Moreover,
it strives to spotlight captivating advances, prevailing trends, and recent accomplishments
in this field. This Special Issue is a collection of 10 papers that are briefly explained in
the following.

Lopato et al. [1] examine the impact of fabrication process uncertainties on the quality
of terahertz metasurfaces, specifically focusing on how inaccuracies in metasurface fab-
rication affect resonances. They employ a numerical model to analyze the influence of
uncertainties in the different geometric parameters obtained during the fabrication process,
including layer deposition, photolithography, and etching processes, with respect to the
resonance behavior of the designed metasurface. To validate their findings, the researchers
verify the developed numerical model by applying it to a fabricated structure.

Wang et al. [2] investigate the challenge of anti-jamming matching reception for small-
signal anti-jamming in the presence of intense electromagnetic jamming. The authors
employ the Charnes–Cooper (CC) transform algorithm to identify the most favorable
dynamic metamaterial antenna (DMA) array–element–codeword–state matrix, which maxi-
mizes the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). Through simulations, it is
demonstrated that DMA offers notable advantages over traditional array antennas. More-
over, the utilization of DMA leads to reduced communication overhead, with a promising
potential to upgrade existing wireless communication systems.

Liu et al. [3] delve into the exploration of negative group delay (NGD) metamaterials
by utilizing split-ring resonators (SRRs). Their theoretical analysis involves the calculation
of equivalent circuit parameters for two distinct types of SRRs. The measured results of the
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prototypes align closely with the theoretical predictions and simulated outcomes. In addi-
tion, through simulations, it is demonstrated that the proposed metamaterials effectively
reduce beam walk, showcasing their potential to serve as a solution in this context.

Zhang et al. [4] present the development of an ultra-broadband and angular-stable
reflective linear into a cross-polarization converter utilizing a metasurface. The converter’s
unit cell is constructed using a slant end-loaded H-shaped resonator. Through simula-
tions, is the authors reveal that the proposed design achieves a polarization conversion
ratio exceeding 90% within the frequency range of 9.83–29.37 GHz, resulting in a relative
bandwidth of 99.69% with high efficiency, ultra-broadband capability, and angular stability.

Amer et al. [5] present a polarization-insensitive broadband metamaterial absorber
structure that exhibits wide-angle reception capabilities. The structure is based on square
split-ring resonators (SSRRs) and incorporates lumped resistors. The proposed metamate-
rial absorber achieves absorption levels exceeding 90% over a wide frequency range from
1.89 GHz to 6.85 GHz, with a relative bandwidth of 113%.

Zhang et al. [6] demonstrate an inverse design framework for isomorphic metasurfaces
utilizing representation learning. Through the use of autoencoders (AEs) with various archi-
tectures, the original high-dimensional space is effectively mapped onto a low-dimensional
space with minimal information loss. It achieves a remarkable average accuracy of 94% on
test sets, while also providing the design matrix within a matter of seconds, meaning that it
significantly saves resources and time compared to traditional methods.

Voronov et al. [7] introduce new configurations of a magnetoinductive device that
exhibits directional filter properties. Additionally, a new method is presented to enhance
the device’s filtering performance by compensating for multipath loss. The authors demon-
strate techniques for constructing tunable devices that utilize toroidal ferrite-cored trans-
formers in which experimental results confirm the agreement with the theoretical models.

Tavora de Albuquerque Silva et al. [8] introduce a novel unit cell design for electromag-
netic bandgap (EBG) structures, utilizing a HoneyComb geometry (HCPBG). The design
offers several advantages, including a reduced occupied area and flexible rejection band
properties. Additionally, a strategy for the design of reconfigurable HCPBG filters is pre-
sented where the resonance frequency can be adjusted. The behavior and reconfiguration
of the HCPBG filter are demonstrated through EM simulations.

Mitra et al. [9] employ transformation electromagnetics/optics (TE/TO) to realize a
non-homogeneous, anisotropic material-embedded beam-steering technique without the
need for phase control circuitry. The theoretical framework is supported by numerical sim-
ulations, validating the feasibility of the proposed approach. These innovative designs and
methods have practical applications in various domains such as wireless communications,
radar systems, beamforming, and beam steering.

Abdalrazak et al. [10] conduct a comprehensive literature review focusing on the
squint phenomena in antenna arrays at mmWave frequencies. The study examines the
challenges associated with the squint phenomena. The authors categorize the main effective
solutions into beamforming techniques, antenna geometry modifications, and channel
estimation algorithms. Additionally, another classification is explored, specifically one
that leverages the beam squint phenomenon to improve channel localization and capacity.
The literature review provides valuable insights into understanding and mitigating the
challenges associated with squint phenomena in mmWave antenna arrays.

We would like to express our sincere appreciation and gratitude to all the authors
who have made exceptional contributions to this journal. We would also like to extend our
heartfelt thanks to the reviewers for their valuable comments and feedback, which have
greatly improved the quality of the articles. Additionally, we would like to acknowledge
the editorial board and the editorial office of Electronics for their support and guidance
throughout the publication process. We hope that our readers will find the articles in this
journal informative, insightful, and full of new and valuable information on Metamaterials
and Metasurfaces for wireless communications.
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Numerical Analysis of the Influence of Fabrication Process
Uncertainty on Terahertz Metasurface Quality
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* Correspondence: plopato@zut.edu.pl (P.L.); michal.herbko@zut.edu.pl (M.H.)

Abstract: The purpose of this paper was to investigate the influence of fabrication process uncertainty
on terahertz metasurface quality. The focus was on the effect of metasurface fabrication inaccuracy on
resonances. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to study the effect of the metasurface
fabrication process on its resonant frequency. The terahertz split ring resonator-based metasurface is
under consideration. Using a numerical model, the influence of the uncertainty of various geometrical
parameters obtained during the fabrication process (mainly layer deposition, photolithography, and
etching processes) is analyzed according to the resonance of the designed metasurface. The influence
of the following parameters causes a shift of resonant frequencies of the considered metasurface:
etching deviation e, metallization thickness tAl and SiO2 layer thickness tSiO2. The quality of the
metasurface affected by the variations of obtained geometrical parameters was determined by the
deviation of resonant frequency ∆f r. The developed numerical model was verified by THz-TDS
(terahertz time-domain spectroscopy) measurements of the fabricated structure.

Keywords: metasurfaces; terahertz devices; electromagnetic waves; finite element model

1. Introduction

A metamaterial (MM) is an artificial material/device consisting of an array of sub-
wavelength-size structural elements (shown in Figure 1) that can take on the properties of
non-naturally occurring materials [1]. It can be more specifically described as a ε-negative
(ENG) or µ-negative (MNG) material of either negative permittivity or permeability, re-
spectively, a double-negative (DNG) when both of these quantities are simultaneously
negative in a particular frequency range, and ε-near-zero (ENZ) or a µ-near-zero (MNZ)
material with small, close-to-zero values for these quantities (this might be the case when
the materials are close to their electric or magnetic plasma frequency) [2]. This creates new
opportunities to interact with electromagnetic waves (from microwave band to visible light)
and mechanical (ultrasonic) waves. In this paper, we will focus on electromagnetic waves
in the terahertz frequency band. In this case, various field transformations of arbitrary
incident fields can be achieved. Planar versions of MM-metasurfaces (MS) are much easier
to fabricate (in comparison to 3D structures) and can potentially have many applications.
The first of the areas in which metasurfaces can be used is telecommunications. Among
other things, it can be used to improve the efficiency of antennas by increasing directivity,
increasing power gain, increasing selectivity, or by multiplexing signals [3–6]. Other pe-
ripheral areas for metasurfaces are selective absorbing structures [7,8], polarizers [9,10],
surface wave control devices [11,12], wave front manipulation devices [13,14] and imaging
systems (for lensing electromagnetic waves) [15,16]. Particularly noteworthy are works
showing plasmonic metasurfaces used as perfect absorbers and pulse controllers [17,18].
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Other peripheral areas for metasurfaces are measurement systems. Among the most fre-
quently mentioned are applications for evaluating biological samples, where it is most
often indicated in the detection of biomolecules, microorganisms, cancer, or tumors [19].
Other applications include testing chemicals and measuring strain [20,21]. Exemplary
metasurface structures are presented in Figure 1.
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Characterization of the fabrication process uncertainty is a key question for quality con-
trol. So far, the effect of changing the geometry of the metasurface created by inaccuracies in
the fabrication process has been studied for different dimensions of rectangular structural
elements in the work [22]. In our work, we investigated the effect of the fabrication process
on the operation of SRR-based meta-surfaces; it is a more complicated structure to analyze
because as a result of the process, some dimensions increase (gap width and distances
between elements) and some decrease (line width and size of the square loop) as a result of
over-etching. In our work, the effect of not only changing the geometry as a result of the
etching process but also of oxidation and metallization was studied. The paper [22] studied
the effect of the fabrication process on the metasurface in a hologram application, where
the effect of fabrication on the phase of the electromagnetic wave was examined. In this
paper, the effect of the fabrication process on resonances was studied, as we are interested
in sensor applications. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to study the
effect of the fabrication process of a metasurface on its resonant frequency.

The fabrication of the MS in the terahertz range is carried out using a silicon-based
microtechnology process. Although this technology is precise, there are some deviations
from the planned geometric dimensions or thicknesses of individual layers. In this paper,
the split-ring Resonator (SRR)-based metasurface was designed for the resonant frequency
of f r = 1 THz, and the influence of fabrication process uncertainty on terahertz metasurface
quality was characterized using numerical analysis. In this article, the square version of
the SRR was chosen. The quality of the metasurface affected by the received variation
geometrical parameters was determined by the resonant frequency shift ∆f r. The increase
in the metallization thickness tAl as well as the SiO2 layer thickness tSiO2 causes an increase
in the resonant frequencies of the considered metasurface, while etching deviation e has
the opposite effect. The ±20% parameter variation range was assumed. The resulting
frequency deviations potentially causing a degradation of metasurface performance in
some applications were examined. Thanks to the use of a validated numerical model, it
was possible to estimate the deviations of electromagnetic parameters of the designed
structures resulting from the inaccuracy of microfabrication. This problem becomes partic-
ularly important in the higher bands of the spectrum—infrared and visible light—where
(as the electromagnetic wavelength decreases) the inaccuracies in the manufacturing pro-
cess increase significantly. The developed numerical model was verified by THz-TDS
measurements of the fabricated structure.

2. THz Metasurface Design and Fabrication

The arbitrary selected split-ring resonator metasurface was designed with the follow-
ing assumptions: a primary resonant frequency of f r1 = 1 THz, and a secondary resonant
frequency of f r2 < 3 THz. Moreover, we assumed that the magnitude of transmission
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coefficient obtained within simulations |S21| < −40 dB for both resonances. Additionally,
there were some restrictions according to the planned fabrication process that will be
described later in this paper. The design (determination of dimensions) was based on a
simple optimization procedure. In the first step based on the literature review, an initial set
of geometrical parameters was developed. Relationships from the paper [23] were used to
develop the initial design. Then, this model was implemented and simulated in the COM-
SOL Multiphysics environment. In the third step, the geometrical parameters describing
the structural element were tuned to meet the assumed electromagnetic parameters (f r1,
f r2, and |S21|). The obtained dimensions are presented in Table 1 and the geometry of the
squared SRR structural element with the description of dimensions is shown in Figure 2.
The structure was developed on a 520 µm thick silicon (Si) wafer. First, the wafer was
covered with a thermal oxide layer (SiO2) (on both sides) with a thickness of 170 nm. The
front side of the wafer was coated with thermally evaporated aluminum. The wafer was
coated with an AZ 1518 photoresist layer and exposed with the designed terahertz filter
mask. The aluminum layer was wet-chemically structured with a phosphoric acid etching
mixture, and the photoresist layer was removed in an oxygen plasma. The individual
chips for the measurement were separated with a diamond saw. The flowchart of the
manufacturing process is shown in Figure 3. The obtained line width was 2.5 µm, while
the capacitive gap was 2.5 µm and the length of the side of the square loop was 21.7 µm.

Table 1. Dimensions of designed SRR metasurface.

Dimensions [µm]

Periodicity, p 24.2
Square loop size, a 21.7

Line width, w 2.5
Gap, g 2.5

Aluminum thickness, tAl 0.5
Silicon dioxide thickness, tSiO2 0.17

Silicon thickness, tSi 520
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The design and further analyses were carried out using a finite element method (FEM)
based numerical model. All the computations were made in the COMSOL Multiphysics
6.0 software. The geometry of the model is shown in Figure 4. The following values of
dielectric properties were assumed for the materials. The refractive index of silicon is
nSi = 3.48 (permittivity is εrSi = 12.11) [24]. The real and imaginary parts of the complex
permittivity of silicon dioxide for the terahertz range are ε′rSiO2 = 4.45 and ε′′rSiO2 = 0.03,
respectively [25]. The Drude model was used to describe the value of the aluminum
refractive index nAl [26]:

nAl =
√

ε′rAl + iε′′rAl =

√√√√1−
ω2

p

ω2 + γ2 + i
ω2

pγ

ω3
p + γ2ω

(1)

where ωp is the plasma frequency of the conductor (depending on the dielectric constant
in vacuum, the density of free electrons, electron mass, and charge), ω is the angular
frequency of the incidence wave, and γ is the damping coefficient of the conductor. The
plasma frequency for aluminum is ωp = 2.123 × 1016 rad/s, while the damping coefficient
is γ = 1.975 × 1011/s.
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Figure 4. Numerical model of SRR metasurface on the silicon wafer (the thickness of the Si substrate
not in scale).

The wave excitation and scattering matrix parameters calculation were enabled
through ports (excitation and S11 calculation on port 1, S21 calculation on port 1 and
2). Port 1 is placed at some distance over the MS element separated by an air layer, while
port 2 is placed on the end of the metasurface stack. The scattering boundary condition
was set on the bottom boundary of the computational model in order to fully absorb the
outgoing wave and omit its influence on the results including the Fabry–Perot effect. How-
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ever, this effect can also occur in the case of the Si substrate. For this reason, the solution
proposed in paper [27] was utilized: the Si wafer consisting of metasurface (not in scale
in Figure 4) was backed with an Si layer (not an air layer such as in ordinary operating
conditions), and the receiving port was placed on the back surface of the Si wafer. This
causes a lack of reflection on the Si wafer‘s back layer boundary. Thus, this configuration
makes it possible to eliminate the Fabry–Perot effect while conserving the original response
of the metasurface. The Fabry–Perot effect strongly affects the results obtained in the tera-
hertz frequency range (multiple, relatively high amplitude ripples obtained in spectrum);
thus, in the case of frequency domain computations, some sophisticated methods for its
reduction should be applied.

In this high-frequency electromagnetic problem the following frequency domain
equation is solved [28,29]:

∇× µ−1
r (∇× E)− k2

0

(
εr −

jσe

ωε0

)
E = 0 (2)

where: E—electric field, µr—relative permeability, ε0—permittivity of vacuum, εr—relative
permittivity, σe—electric conductivity, k0—wave number, ω—angular frequency. The
exemplary mesh used during numerical calculations consists of 106,029 domain elements,
17,278 boundary elements, and 1602 edge elements.

To reduce the computational complexity of the developed model (instead of the
simulation of a large matrix of structural elements) just a single-element analysis was
performed. This simplification was based on the application of Floquet periodic boundary
conditions on the side boundaries. Such simplification of the model is acceptable, as will
be shown later in this paper, through the comparison of modeled and measured resonant
frequencies and S21 reflection coefficient frequency responses.

To investigate the influence of the fabrication process and material properties on the
quality of the designed SRR structure, the following parameters were analyzed: etching
deviation e, metallization thickness tAl, and SiO2 layer thickness tSiO2. The quality of the
metasurface affected by the above parameters was determined by the deviation of resonant
frequency ∆f r:

∆ fr = frD − frB (3)

where f rD—resonant frequency of the structure with deviated parameters, f rB—resonant
frequency of the structure with a base set of parameters (shown in Table 1).

The influence of each of the above parameters on the behavior of the metasurface was
determined using a developed finite element method (FEM)-based numerical model.

3. Results

The developed numerical model was utilized to perform the considered analyses. The
exemplary results of the simulations are presented in Figure 5; the frequency response of
transmission |S21| and the reflection |S11| scattering matrix parameters were presented
for the dimensions given in Table 1. One can observe that there are two resonances: 1 THz
and 2.77 THz. The distribution of the electric field on the surface of MS is shown for the
first resonance (frequency of 1 THz). As was expected, there is an enhancement of the
electric field intensity in the vicinity of the capacitive gap. The presented results show that
the designed metasurface meets the requirements assumed in the design process. This
positive verification allowed us to perform the fabrication process based on the dimensions
presented in Table 1. The photo of the fabricated structure is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Photo of manufactured SRR metasurface on the silicon wafer (light area—Al metallization;
dark area—lack of metallization, SiO2).

The fabricated structure was experimentally evaluated to verify the results of the
design process, as well as the numerical model and the applied assumptions (such as fre-
quency domain computation, Floquet periodic boundary conditions, plane wave excitation,
dispersive modeling of the metallization layer, etc.). The measurements were performed us-
ing the THz-TDS (terahertz time domain spectroscopy) system TeraFlash smart of Toptica,
Germany, shown in Figure 7. A transmission setup was utilized, whereby the transmission
Tx and receiver Rx heads are on opposite sides of the examined device/structure under
test (DUT). The electromagnetic pulse with a terahertz frequency content is generated by
a photoconductive antenna and focused on the evaluated metasurface structure using a
set of curved reflectors. After interaction with the DUT, the modified pulse defocuses and
propagates through another set of curved reflectors and is passed to the receiving photo-
conductive antenna. The focusing spot size (the area of incidence of the terahertz beam)
is less than 1 mm diameter. The results of the measurements are presented in Figure 8.
The presented time domain pulses were obtained for two scenarios: the Si wafer without
metasurface (reference signal), and the Si wafer containing an MS. As the frequency domain
data are of more importance in the considered analysis (resonant frequency analysis), a
transformation of the data from the time to frequency domain was obtained using Fourier
transform. In the first step, the measurement without DUT was made (air transmission
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spectrum) in order to verify the transmission band. In the obtained frequency response, the
usable signal (above the noise level) can be observed for the frequency band below 2.5 THz.
This means that the second resonance will not be possible to measure for this configuration
(the frequency responses presented in Figure 8 obtained for the Si wafer also confirm a
maximum usable frequency of 2.5 THz). Within the transmission band, there are multiple
absorption peaks visible, caused by the absorption of certain frequencies by water, nitrogen,
and oxygen molecules. In the next step, the measurement of the Si wafer without metalliza-
tion was made to obtain the reference signal. Finally, the measurement of full DUT (the
Si wafer with a metallization metasurface) was performed. One can observe the decrease
in the transmission spectrum in the vicinity of a frequency of 1 THz, which is caused by
the resonant behavior of MS. After de-embedding, the metasurface transmission spectrum
consists of just one (primary) resonance for the desired frequency of 1 THz. The resonant
frequency obtained in the simulations was f r1Sim = 1.0023 THz, and in the measurements
was f r1Meas = 1.040 THz. Good agreement between the simulations and measurement
results was proved by an absolute difference of 37.7 GHz and a relative difference of 3.76%.
The measurement results are consistent with the resonance frequency f r = 1 THz assumed
in the design process and is within the deviation of +46.47 GHz/−42.83 GHz determined
(in a later part of this work) by numerical analysis. As indicated in the article, due to the
limited bandwidth of the measurement system used, experimental verification in the case
of the second resonance was not possible.
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After positive verification of the developed numerical model and all the assumptions
made, analysis of the influence of selected geometrical parameters was performed. These
parameters (etching deviation e, metallization thickness tAl, and SiO2 layer thickness tSiO2)
were selected as the most susceptible to possible deviations during the production process.
The values of the tAl and tSiO2 parameters presented in Table 1 were taken as reference
values, and during the analysis, these values were changed in the range of ±20% of the
reference value: e = −20 . . . + 20%, tAl = 0.400 . . . 0.600 µm and tSiO2 = 0.136 . . . 0.204 µm.
The etching deviation parameter is a more complicated value, consisting of the line width
w, which was changed from the range of ±20%, while simultaneously changing the gap g
and the square loop size a. The considered values of w, g, and a for the different values of
the etching deviation parameter e are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 8. Results of measurements using THz TDS spectroscope. Results were obtained through the
Fourier transform of time domain data.

Table 2. List of parameter sets for individual etching deviation parameter values e.

Etching Deviation
e [%]

Line Width
w [µm]

Gap
g [µm]

Square Loop Size
a [µm]

−20 2 3 21.2
−15 2.125 2.875 21.325
−10 2.25 2.75 21.45
−5 2.375 2.625 21.575
0 2.5 2.5 21.7
5 2.625 2.375 21.825
10 2.75 2.25 21.95
15 2.875 2.125 22.075
20 3 2 22.2

An exemplary result of such analysis—the shift of the resonant curve caused only
by the change in the metallization layer thickness tAl—is presented in Figure 9. One can
observe the increase in resonant frequency f r1 while the metallization thickness tAl increases.
This relationship is presented for both resonances and all three considered parameters
in Figure 10. In all cases we can observe a quasi-linear relationship when considering
±20% variation ranges.
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Figure 10. Numerically calculated influence of various geometrical parameters (e, tAl, and tSiO2) on
the shift of resonant frequencies ∆f r1 and ∆f r2: etching e (left), aluminum metallization thickness tAl

(right), and silicon dioxide layer thickness tSiO2 (bottom).

The influence of the analyzed parameters can be considered based on an equivalent
circuit—for SRR—schematically modeled as a parallel resonant circuit with a resonance
frequency f rSCH [30]:

frSCH =
1

2π
√

LC
(4)

where f rSCH—resonant frequency of equivalent circuit, L—equivalent inductance, C—equivalent
capacitance.

Increasing the thickness of the metallization increases the conductance but decreases
the inductance of the wire constituting the resonant ring. Reducing the inductance in the
equivalent circuit increases the resonant frequency.

The capacitance of the SRR structure depends to the greatest extent on the capacitance
of the gap, which can be approximated by a flat capacitor, in which the electric field is
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partially distributed in air and partially in a silicon wafer, in particular the SiO2 layer on
the surface. Therefore, to determine the capacitance, it is necessary to use the equivalent
permittivity (depending on the depth of the SiO2 layer). In the case of a thin SiO2 layer, part
of the electric field exists in the Si (high permeability) layer. The increase in the thickness of
the SiO2 layer causes the electric field to be distributed to a greater extent in the material
characterized by lower permittivity, so as a consequence the resultant capacitance decreases.
A smaller value of the gap capacitance increases the resonant frequency.

According to Table 2, an increase in the etching deviation factor causes an increase
in linewidth and square loop size and a decrease in capacitive gap size. An increasing
linewidth causes a decrease in the inductance and, as a result, an increase in resonant
frequency. A reduction in gap size causes a higher capacitance and consequently a lower
resonant frequency. If the square loop size increases, the inductance increases too, thus the
resonant frequency decreases. Finally, in the case of the etching deviation factor increasing,
the resulting resonance moves to lower values.

The comparison of the influence of considered parameters on the maximum shift of
resulting resonant frequencies is presented in Table 3. The comparison was divided into
two stages: first, each of the considered parameters was analyzed separately, then two
worst-case scenarios were verified:

• first worst case: the lowest considered etching deviation e, and the highest consid-
ered metallization layer thickness tAl, and silicon dioxide thickness tSiO2—causing an
increase in resonant frequencies;

• second worst case: the highest considered etching deviation e, and the lowest consid-
ered metallization layer thickness tAl and silicon dioxide thickness tSiO2—causing a
decrease in resonant frequencies;

Table 3. Comparison of various parameters’ influences on the maximum shift of resulting resonant
frequencies.

Uncertainty Source ∆f r1 [GHz] ∆f r2 [GHz]

Etching deviation, e® − 20% 25.39 120.41
Etching deviation, e® + 20% −28.33 −134.70
Aluminum thickness, tAl

® − 20% −10.02 −23.48
Aluminum thickness, tAl

® + 20% 9.82 24.80
Silicon dioxide thickness, tSiO2

® − 20% −12.76 −35.91
Silicon dioxide thickness, tSiO2

® + 20% 12.98 36.02
First worst case (e) – 20%, (tAl + tSiO2) + 20% 46.47 170.61
Second worst case (e) + 20%, (tAl + tSiO2) − 20% −42.83 −192.12

This was possible because of similar and monotonic characteristics of the relationships
shown in Figure 10.

In the case of only one parameter variation, the biggest influence was caused by
the line etching deviation e, while the smallest one was by aluminum thickness tAl. The
frequency shifts, as expected, were 2–5 times higher for the second resonance. Finally, in
the case of the worst-case scenario (all the considered parameters deviations were taken
into account), the maximum change in f r1 was close to 46 GHz and the change in f r2 was
192 GHz. This caused the following relative deviations of resonant frequencies: 4.6% for f r1
and 6.9% for f r2. The shifts of resonant curves caused by the cumulative change in etching
deviation e, aluminum layer thickness tAl, and silicon dioxide thickness tSiO2 are presented
in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Results of FEM numerical simulations: shift of resonant curve caused by the cumu-
lative change in etching deviation e, aluminum layer thickness tAl, and silicon dioxide thickness
tSiO2—worst cases.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the design and fabrication of split-ring-resonator-based metasurfaces
were performed and a further analysis of the fabrication process uncertainty on resulting MS
parameters was numerically conducted. The process of terahertz metasurface fabrication
is relatively complicated (lots of parameters need to be precisely controlled), and may
be the source of some deviations from the planned (designed) dimensions resulting in
shifts of assumed electromagnetic parameters. The sources of probable inaccuracies in the
fabrication process were identified (etching process deviation e, aluminum metallization
thickness tAl, and silicon dioxide layer thickness tSiO2 variations) and their influence was
analyzed using the numerical model. The commonly utilized metasurface structure of
the square split-ring resonator was chosen and designed for operation in the terahertz
frequency range. In this case, not the full matrix of structural elements but a single-element
numerical analysis (with periodic boundary conditions) was utilized. This assumption
regarding the periodicity enables the examination of various fabrication aspects, as long as
there is no asymmetry in the metasurface’s geometry.

It was assumed that the geometrical parameters (e, tAl, and tSiO2) were modified in the
range of ±20%. All the evaluated sources of geometric deviation caused a linear change
in both resonant frequencies. This caused the following relative deviations of resonant
frequencies: 4.6% for f r1 and 6.9% for f r2. Such frequency deviations can cause significant
degradation of the MS performance in some applications. Depending on the application of
a particular metasurface, other parameters (than resonant frequency) should be considered
for evaluation; e.g., in the case of reconfigurable structures (flexible or MEMS devices),
tunability range can be evaluated.
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Abstract: Considering the difficulty of receiving small signals under strong electromagnetic jamming,
this paper proposes a small-signal anti-jamming scheme based on a single dynamic metamaterial an-
tenna (DMA). Our scheme uses the dynamic-adjustable characteristics of the DMA to perform spatial
filtering at the antenna radio frequency (RF) front-end, to suppress strong jamming signals in advance
and to improve the receiver’s ability to receive and demodulate small signals. Specifically, we take
the maximization of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) as the optimization goal, transform
the fractional non-convex objective function model into a quasi-convex semi-definite relaxation (SDR)
problem, and use the Charnes-Cooper (CC) transform algorithm to find the optimal DMA array-
element codeword-state matrix. Simulation results show that DMA has better spatial-beamforming
capability than traditional antenna arrays, and the proposed scheme can better resist strong jamming.
DMA realizes the effect of digital beamforming at the back end of the traditional communication
system, has the advantages of traditional digital-spatial filtering, and further improves the receiver’s
ability to receive and demodulate small signals.

Keywords: dynamic metamaterial antenna; small signal anti-jamming; matched filtering; signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio maximization

1. Introduction

With the increasingly complex electromagnetic environment on the battlefield, the
dynamic range of the signal has deteriorated sharply under battlefield conditions of large
broadband and strong jamming. The jamming patterns faced by radar detection are
becoming more and more diverse, and it is becoming more and more difficult to receive
target signals. In particular, when a strong jamming signal enters the receiver, it will force
the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to work in the nonlinear region, causing a large
number of nonlinear spurs in the received signal, resulting in nonlinear distortion and a
small signal. It is submerged in the distortion of the large signal, so that the small signal
cannot be received and processed normally. In order to correctly identify small signals,
it is often necessary to increase the receiving gain. It can be seen that the wireless signal
receiver is a key device in the communication link. Its dynamic performance determines
the signal range that the receiver can handle. The lower limit of the dynamic range is the
sensitivity of the receiver, that is, the smallest signal that the receiver can normally receive.
The upper limit of the dynamic range is determined by the maximum acceptable signal
power. When the input signal power is too large, distortion occurs due to the nonlinearity
of the receiver. Therefore, the dynamic range of the receiver signal becomes an important
bottleneck, restricting the receiving performance of the wireless communication system. A
typical wideband receiver includes a low-noise amplifier (LNA), mixer, ADC, and filter; a
large dynamic receiver requires the above devices to have good linearity and to reduce the
generation of nonlinear distortion [1]. Among them, the ADC is required to have a wide
spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR). In order to prevent the working range of the ADC
from the linear segment into the nonlinear segment, resulting in nonlinear distortion [2],
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the power back-off method is used in engineering to deal with this problem. It means to
adjust the power of the signal by selecting a lower-gain LNA or by adding an attenuator to
ensure that the ADC works in a linear state. However, this operation increases the decision
threshold for small signals and reduces the dynamic performance of the receiver. However,
the traditional self-adaptive zeroing and anti-jamming technology has been unable to
achieve signal alignment due to the dynamic deterioration, or even blockage, of the front
end [3]. In fact, high-performance ADC devices have not fundamentally reduced the
pressure of back-end digital processing. Therefore, under the premise of not reducing the
input-signal power, it will have practical engineering significance to ensure the detection
and reception of small signals by suppressing the generation of nonlinear distortion.

At present, research on optimizing wireless signal receivers and improving SFDR
signal reception is mainly divided into circuit optimization [4] and digital compensation [5].
In [4], in order to reduce the nonlinear error introduced by capacitance mismatch, the
residual voltages of the two sampling stages, before and after, were complementary by
exchanging the sampling capacitor. However, the complexity of analog-circuit design
is high, and it is difficult for the same circuit to meet the needs of different application
scenarios. Therefore, digital-compensation technologies having higher flexibility and
better performance have gradually become the focus of research. In existing research,
the digital-compensation technology is mainly based on the signal-processing technology
of the array antenna [6]. Compared with the traditional antenna, the array antenna has
the characteristics of high spatial resolution, long detection distance, and anti-jamming.
It is widely used in radar, sonar, wireless communication, space telemetry, and other
fields [7–14]. For the electromagnetic jamming problem, the classic digital compensation
technology is mainly signal separation. One approach is adaptive-beamforming technology,
which can automatically adjust the beam pointing and nulling, according to the direction
of the target and the jamming with a specific adaptive criterion, so that the signal output of
the array antenna forms a main lobe beam in the direction of the target, and forms a null as
low as possible in the jamming direction to suppress the influence of the jamming signal. At
the same time, the side-lobe level is minimized to reduce the influence of clutter. Existing
studies have applied this technology to enhance target signals, suppress jamming signals,
and improve the resolution, energy, and channel utilization of airspace detection. The other
was based on the jamming-blocking algorithm and its extended application [15–18]. Its core
idea is to use the angle information to construct a jamming-blocking matrix to eliminate
the jamming part. In addition, there was an extended-noise subspace algorithm [19], which
constructs an extended subspace of strong jamming and noise, and performs conventional
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation on this basis. In [20], the authors proposed an
improved jamming-blocking algorithm, and reconstructed the Toeplitz matrix so that
the coherent signal is decoherent, and the jamming signal was suppressed by using the
jamming blocking matrix method, but the robustness of the algorithm was not strong.

However, the above-mentioned research methods have been widely used in the re-
ception scenarios of homogeneous-array antennas with electromagnetic jamming, such
as anti-jamming. Among them, the homogeneous array-antenna adopts the method of
enlarging the array aperture to improve the resolution ability of airspace signals, but when
the aperture is limited, it is difficult to achieve the desired signal-separation effect simply
by increasing the number of antennas. Currently, both 5G massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) and 6G ultra-massive MIMO face the problem of limited aperture. In fact,
the homogeneous array antenna only utilizes the processing gain of the array and ignores
the processing gain of the array elements, and the spatial-signal processing-capability of
the array antenna is limited [21–23]. At present, an emerging receiver architecture, based
on DMA, combines adjustable analog in the hardware level with an array of microstrips,
each embedded with configurable radiating-metamaterial elements, the physical properties
of which, such as permittivity and magnetic permeability, are dynamically adjustable. By
configuring stacks of metamaterials on the surface, they can be tuned to achieve different
transformations for transmission, reception, or strike waves. So far, the two main appli-
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cations of metamaterials have been considered for wireless communications. The first
used passive metamaterials as reflectors, also known as reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS), which generated flexible reflection patterns to change the wireless propagation en-
vironment in desired ways [24–26]. Currently, research has been done on holographic
imaging [27], intelligent perception [28], wireless communication [29–31], and direction
of arrival estimation [32]. The applications are still expanding. Additionally, another
emerging application of metamaterials in wireless communications is to exploit their con-
trollable radiation- and reception-patterns as antennas, i.e., the DMA mentioned in this
paper. The difference from RIS is that DMA is directly connected to the RF channel, which
can change the receiving-response of electromagnetic waves from different directions in
real time. It can achieve programmable control of receive-beam patterns through advanced
analog signal-processing capabilities. This kind of antenna structure generally consumes
less power and costs than traditional array-based architectures. So far, DMA-related re-
search has mainly focused on reducing path loss [33], improving multi-user communication
throughput [34–36], and directional beam focusing [37,38], which motivates the study of
the effect of DMA on the reception-performance of desired small signals under conditions
of strong jamming.

This paper focuses on the matching-reception problem of small signals under the
battlefield scenario of strong electromagnetic jamming. Different from the existing antenna-
array receiving system, this solution relies on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
to adjust the DMA array-element codeword-state matrix in real time, which will couple
guided waves from in-plane sources into a free space, manipulate the extracted free-space
waves on demand, and enable beamforming and steering functions. Each metamate-
rial element is independently controlled by a positive–intrinsic–negative (PIN) diode to
switch the element between the coupled (coded as “1”) and uncoupled (coded as “0”)
states. It can realize the periodic harmonic amplitude and phase-independent adjust-
ment of each metamaterial array element, and can realize the independent adjustment of
electromagnetic-wave specific-harmonic pattern and intensity. It is useful to change the
electromagnetic-wave response, improve the receiving gain in the direction of the desired
small signal, perform spatial-filtering processing in advance at the RF front-end, suppress
strong jamming signals, improve the equivalent SFDR of the receiver, and reduce the
loss of small-signal information. Considering these advantages of DMA, we innovatively
propose a small-signal anti-jamming scheme based on a single DMA, which can perform
spatial-filtering and matching reception on multipath channels of multi-stream signals, and
improve the receiving gain of desired small signals.

The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
First, we established a basic model of small-signal anti-jamming based on single DMA,

and the optimal-array element codeword-state matrix of DMA was designed according to
the prior direction of arrival and multipath-channel value of the expected small signal and
strong jamming, so as to achieve the effect of zero trapping aligned with incoming waves
of strong jamming. That is, strong jamming signals will be attenuated, but desired small
signals will be boosted at the receiver.

Secondly, in the process of designing the optimal array-element codeword state matrix,
our optimization goal is to ensure the maximum SINR of the receiver, so as to maximize
the suppression of the impact of strong jamming on the desired small signal. Aiming
at the challenging problems caused by non-convex constraints and fractional forms of
high-dimensional matrices, we propose a CC transform algorithm, which transforms
the fractional-order non-convex objective-optimization model into a quasi-convex SDR
problem, to find the optimal DMA array-element codeword-state matrix that maximizes
the received SINR to maximize the receive gain of small signals.

Simulation results show that the scheme can achieve higher SINR performance in the
face of strong electromagnetic jamming. In addition, the scheme can still improve the effect
of small-signal information-loss to a certain extent in the face of strong main lobe jamming.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the small-signal
matching-receiver system model and framework based on a single DMA. Section 3 in-
troduces the small-signal anti-jamming matching-receiving scheme. Section 4 offers the
numerical results analysis and performance evaluation. Section 5 draws conclusions.

2. Multi-Stream Signal Matched Reception Scenario

In Figure 1, we consider the small-signal matching receiving system scenario under
strong jamming conditions based on DMA, where the antenna RF front-end of the receiver
Alice is a DMA with metamaterial array elements, and Bob is a small-signal source. Jammer
is a strong jamming signal source. In the process of electromagnetic wave propagation,
affected by the terrain, the expected signal transmitted by Bob will reach the DMA of Alice
through multiple paths. Each element of the DMA array combines the observed signals
at the output port of the microstrip, and feeds the RF chain and ADC through Nyquist
rate sampling.
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In this paper, we assume that the directions of arrival of Bob and Jammer are known,
and the corresponding multipath channel values have been obtained from the channel
estimation results. Then in a single symbol period, Bob’s multipath channel estimate can
be expressed as:

h(θB) , [h(θB,1), . . . , h(θB,L1)]
T , (1)

where h(θB) ∈ CL1×1 is the multipath channel estimate between Bob and Alice, the multi-
path number is L1 and θB , [θB,1, . . . , θB,L1 ]

T represents Bob’s multipath angle of arrival
(AOA) at Alice.

Meanwhile, Jammer’s multipath channel estimate can be expressed as:

g(θJ) , [g(θJ,1), . . . , g(θJ,L2)]
T , (2)

where g(θJ) ∈ CL2×1 is the multipath channel estimate between Jammer and Alice, the
multipath number is L2, and θJ , [θJ,1, . . . , θJ,L1 ]

T represents Jammer’s multipath AOA
at Alice.

Then the wireless channels between Bob, Jammer, and Alice, respectively, can be
expressed as:

hB = φT(θB)h(θB), (3)

gJ = φT(θJ)g(θJ), (4)
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where φ(θB) ∈ CL1×1 is the patten response of DMA at θB, φ(θJ) ∈ CL2×1 is the patten
response of DMA at θJ and hB is the equivalent channel between Bob and Alice, gJ is the
equivalent channel between Jammer and Alice.

3. Small-Signal Anti-Jamming Model Based on Single DMA

DMA can adjust the response of each metamaterial to incident electromagnetic waves
in real time to change the mode, as shown in Figure 2. We consider DMA to be a ULA
composed of N × 1 metamaterial elements.
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The metamaterial array-element pattern of DMA can be written as

φT(θ) = [1 · · · 1][Ψ(ω)� A(θ)], (5)

Ψ(ω) =




ψ(ω1, θ1) · · · ψ(ω1, θL)
...

. . .
...

ψ(ωN , θ1) · · · ψ(ωN , θL)




=




ejϕ(ω1,θ1) · · · ejϕ(ω1,θL)

...
. . .

...
ejϕ(ωN ,θ1) · · · ejϕ(ωN ,θL)


,

(6)

where θ represent the direction of arrival AOA of the signal, � is for Hadamard product.
A(θ) represents the manifold matrix, where A(θ) , [a(θ1), . . . , a(θL)], and

a(θ) = [1, . . . , ej2πd(N−1) sin θ/λ]
T

. ψ(ωn, θl) represents the amplitude and phase of the
incident electromagnetic wave changed by metamaterial elements. Then (5) can be further
derived as follows:

φT(θ) = ΩT(ω)A(θ), (7)

where Ω(ω) , [ejϕ(ω1), . . . , ejϕ(ωN)]
T

, ϕ(ωn) represent the DMA codeword-state parameter
used in the k-th symbol period. The mode of DMA can be customized by adjusting the
value of the codeword. Therefore, during the k-th symbol period, assuming the channel
remains constant during estimation, the channels of Bob and Jammer can be re-expressed as

hB = ΩT(ω)A(θB)h(θB)

gJ = ΩT(ω)A(θJ)g(θJ),
(8)
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4. Small Signal Anti-Jamming Scheme

To simplify the analysis, we assume that the scheme is in a quasi-static wireless
communication, and the channel is a fast-fading channel, so the channel remains unchanged
during signal-reception and subsequent digital processing.

4.1. Signal Processing

During the k-th symbol period, we set the number of samples at Ns = 512, k ∈ [1, K].
When the k-th pilot symbol is sent, the signal received by DMA can be expressed as

yk = hBsB,k + gJsJ,k + nk, (9)

where sB,k ∈ C is the pilot signal sent by Bob, sJ,k ∈ C is the pilot signal sent by Jammer.
Also nk , [nk,1, . . . , nk,N ]

T is the noise received by the N metamaterial elements of the
DMA, following the independent and identical distributed (i.i.d.) CN

(
0, σ2

n
)
. Arranging

the signals received by N metamaterial elements into a column vector, Formula (10) can be
re-expressed as

yk = ΩT(ω)(A(θB)h(θB)sB,k + A(θJ)g(θJ)sJ,k) + nk, (10)

where Y , [y1, . . . , yK], SB , [sB, . . . , sB] and SJ , [sJ,1, . . . , sJ,K] represents the pilot
sequence respectively. Therefore, in the k-th symbol period, the complex baseband received
signal power output by the DMA array can be expressed as

Pout = E[
∣∣∣ykyk

H
∣∣∣], (11)

According to (10), the complex baseband received signal power output by the DMA
array can be re-expressed as

Pout , ΩÂ(θB)P̂B ÂH(θB)ΩH + ΩÂ(θJ)P̂J ÂH(θJ)ΩH + σ2, (12)

where σ2 ∈ C is the noise power received by DMA. To simplify the analysis, we normalize
the signal powers sent by Bob and Jammer to be 1. Then the receiving SINR of Alice at the
receiving terminal can be written as

SINR =
ΩÂ(θB)P̂B ÂH(θB)ΩH

ΩÂ(θJ)P̂J ÂH(θJ)ΩH + σ2.
(13)

4.2. Problem Formulation

In order to ensure the reliability of small-signal transmission, we take the maximiza-
tion of the SINR of the received signal as the optimization goal. Therefore, the problem is
transformed into optimizing the codeword corresponding to each metamaterial array ele-
ment of DMA, that is, optimizing Ω(ω) to maximize the SINR. Therefore, the optimization
objective function can be written as

P1 : max
Ω

ΩΦΩH

ΩRΩH+σ2

s.t. |Ωn
∣∣2 = 1, n = 1, . . . , N

, (14)

where (P1) is actually a problem of maximizing a fractional non-convex objective function [39].
For such non-convex problems, we can transform it into another more feasible form.
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That is ΩΦΩH = Tr(ΦΩHΩ) and ΩRΩH(ω) = Tr(RΩHΩ), where we define
V = ΩHΩ in which V ≥ 0 and rank(V) = 1, (P1) is equivalent to

P2 : max
V

Tr(ΦV)
Tr(RV)+σ2

s.t. Vn,n = 1, n = 1, . . . , N
V ≥ 0
rank(V) = 1

. (15)

We will discuss the optimal solution to (P2) in the next section.

4.3. Optimization Algorithm for P2

For this kind of problem, this paper uses SDR to solve it. The term (P2) can be used for
the problem of maximizing a fractional non-convex objective function. This usually requires
solving using a convex optimization tool. Firstly, we need to remove the rank(V) = 1
constraint, so (P2) is simplified as the following SDR models as

P3 : max
V

Tr(ΦV)
Tr(RV)+σ2

s.t. Vn,n = 1, n = 1, . . . , N
V ≥ 0

. (16)

However, since the objective function of (P3) has a linear fractional structure, an SDR
solution cannot be obtained. A classic solution is a binary search algorithm with high
computational complexity, which searches for the global optimum by solving a series of
SDR solutions. We use the CC transform algorithm to effectively solve this kind of fractional
objective function problem, and get the optimal solution of (P3). By introducing a variable
µ ≥ 0, we transform V as

V = µV. (17)

Thus (P3) can be re-expressed as

P4 : max
V

Tr(ΦV) Tr(ΦV)
Tr(RV)+σ2

s.t. Tr(RV) + µσ2 = ζ

Vn,n = µ, n = 1, . . . , N
V ≥ 0, µ ≥ 0

, (18)

where ζ is a constant that ζ 6= 0 according to [25]. To solve (P4). We use the CVX toolbox to
solve the problem.

5. Numerical Results

In order to establish its input-output relationship, the DMA used in this paper is
a single-antenna uniform linear array composed of eight metamaterial array elements.
In this paper, we assume that the directions of arrival of Bob and Jammer are known,
and the corresponding multipath-channel values have been obtained from the channel
estimation results.

5.1. Comparison of Strong Jamming Suppression Effects

In order to verify the performance of the scheme against a strong jamming signal, we
first needed to simulate the beam pattern of a single DMA. We set the number of DMA’s
metamaterial array element bits to bits = 2. The metamaterial array-element spacing
of the DMA was set to 0.25, the number of snapshots is Ns = 512, and the number of
metamaterial array elements was N = 8. Bob uses a conventional omnidirectional antenna.
The simulation scenario architecture is shown in Figure 1. Without loss of generality, the
scheme assumes that the channel remains unchanged within a frame period, and each path
follows CN (0, 1). The signal-to-noise ratio is SNR = 10 dB, and the jamming signal-to-
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noise ratio is JNR = 30 dB. The multipath numbers of the small signal and the strong
jamming signal were L = 3. The multipath angle distribution was θ = [−π

2 , π
2 ]. Finally, the

single DMA and the homogeneous array antenna have the anti-jamming reception effect
on small signals, and the solved pattern is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Pattern comparison of the CC algorithm based on DMA and the same-dimensional homo-
geneous array antenna.

In Figure 3, the green vertical line represents the incoming wave direction of the
expected small signal. The red vertical line represents the strong jamming signal. The blue
solid line represents the DMA reception pattern of the CC algorithm of this scheme. The
orange dotted line represents the receiving pattern of the same-dimension homogeneous
array antenna (PHI = [1 · · · 1]). It can be seen that the scheme forms a null in the incoming
wave direction of strong jamming, and effectively suppresses strong jamming. Compared
with the homogeneous array antenna, the array pattern of DMA is aligned with the direction
of arrival of the expected small signal, and the small signal is effectively received, which
proves the effectiveness of the scheme.

5.2. Comparison of Small Signal Anti-Jamming Performance

In order to further verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithm, the simulation
parameters are basically the same as in Section 5.1, only the value ranges of SNR and JNR are
changed respectively. We compared the small-signal anti-jamming performance between
the traversal search algorithm (PHI = phiTra) and the traditional adaptive beamforming
MVDR algorithm (PHI = phiMVDR), and the CC algorithm of this scheme, as shown in
Figure 4. It can be seen that the overall range of the SINR of the received signal of the CC
algorithm of the scheme is better than that of the other two algorithms, and the SINR of the
homogeneous array antenna is the worst. In particular, when the JNR of the strong jamming
signal gradually increases, the algorithm can still effectively receive the small signal, and
the anti-jamming performance of the small signal is strong, as shown in Figure 4a. This
further verifies the effectiveness of this scheme for the strong jamming suppression effect.
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5.3. Single DMA Performance Analysis

In order to further verify the influence of DMA on the small signal anti-jamming per-
formance, we changed the multipath value in the simulation parameters, the number of bits
of the metamaterial element, and the metamaterial-element spacing from the perspective
of the array antenna itself. The simulation results are shown in the following chapter.

5.3.1. Effect of the Number of Paths

Under the same simulation conditions, we set the multipath number of small signal
and strong jamming signal to L ∈ [3, 5, 7]. The SINR of the received signal after processing
is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the overall SINR of the signal received by this
algorithm is better than that of the traversal search algorithm, and the small-signal receiving
effect of the homogeneous array antenna is the worst. From only the three curves of this
algorithm, it can be seen that the anti-jamming performance of the number L = 3 is the
best, followed by L = 5, and finally L = 7. This shows that the sparsity of the channel
in the space will affect the receiving effect of the array antenna. With the increase of the
multi-channel number L, the difficulty of aligning the beam of the array antenna to the
small signal increases, and only a few of the channels can be matched, thereby reducing the
reception performance of the signal DMA.
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5.3.2. Effect of the Number of Bits in a Single Metamaterial Element

In order to illustrate the effect of the algorithm in this paper on improving small-signal
information loss, it is compared with the traversal search algorithm, the traditional adaptive
beamforming MVDR algorithm, and the homogeneous-array antenna. The number of bits
of each metamaterial element is adjusted to bits ∈ [1, 2, 3], and the other parameters are
the same as in Section 5.1. The SINR of the received signal after processing is shown in
Figure 6. It can be seen that by increasing the number of bits of a single metamaterial
element, this solution can slightly improve the receiving SINR of small signals, but the
trend is not obvious. This shows that although the increase in the number of bits can enable
metamaterial elements to have more receiving states, the signal-processing capability of a
single DMA line array is limited, while the shape and parameters of the DMA should be
configured according to specific scenarios. Even so, this solution still has good anti-jamming
performance against strong jamming, and the method of increasing the signal-processing
gain by increasing the number of bits cannot be denied, just like the suboptimal traversal
search algorithm in Figure 6. However, the homogeneous array antenna only utilizes the
processing gain of a single array and ignores the processing gain of the array element itself.
Therefore, the method of increasing the number of bits does not essentially improve the
processing performance of the homogeneous array antenna for airspace signals.
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of bits in a single metamaterial element.

5.3.3. Effect of Metamaterial Element Spacing

Under the same simulation conditions, we set the multipath number of small signal
and strong jamming signal to d/λ ∈ [1/2, 1/3, 1/4]. The SINR of the received signal after
processing is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the element spacing
can also affect the SINR of the array antenna to the received signal. On the whole, when
the metamaterial element spacing is further reduced, the SINR of DMA for small signal
reception shows a downward trend, which indicates that in the strong jamming scenario, the
metamaterial element spacing should not be too small, and the spacing should be adjusted
according to the actual scene to improve each metamaterial element’s perception and
observation ability. The signal can further improve the receiving-gain of the small signal.
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Figure 7. Comparison of anti-jamming performance of different algorithms based on metamaterial
element spacing.

5.3.4. Effect of Strong Main Lobe Jamming

In order to further analyze the performance of this scheme against strong main-lobe
jamming, we set strong jamming signal sources in the range of 2◦ deviation of small signal
incoming direction. We confirmed that the jamming signal enters the main lobe range, and
that the other simulation conditions were the same as Section 5.1. At this time, the SINR of
the received signal is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that when the strong jamming signal
enters the main lobe range, the reception-gain of all schemes for small signals is greatly
reduced, and the small signal information loss is large. However, CC algorithm can still
improve the effect of small-signal information loss to a certain extent, which proves the
feasibility of the proposed algorithm.
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6. Discussion

In summary, the scheme proposed in this paper has good small-signal anti-jamming
performance. Compared with the traversal search algorithm and the traditional adaptive
beamforming MVDR algorithm, the CC algorithm we adopt not only improves the receiving
gain of small signals under strong jamming, but also can be used even when strong jamming
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enters the range of the main lobe. To a certain extent, the information loss of small signals
is reduced, which proves the feasibility and superiority of this scheme.

In addition, we also conducted an in-depth analysis of the parameter characteristics
of single DMA. This solution can effectively improve the receiving SINR of small signals
when dealing with strong far-field electromagnetic jamming scenarios, as shown in Figure 5.
This method of adjusting the number of DMA bits or the metamaterial element spacing
can improve the anti-jamming effect of small signals to a certain extent, and the specific
parameters should be reasonably configured according to the actual scene.

7. Conclusions

This paper studies the problem of anti-jamming matching-reception of small-signal
anti-jamming based on single DMA under strong electromagnetic jamming. In view of the
limited dynamic range of signal processing of traditional antenna receivers, and the fact that
the small signal cannot be received normally in the scene of strong electromagnetic jamming
on the battlefield, this paper proposes a small-signal anti-jamming reception-enhancement
model based on a single DMA to ensure the maximum SINR as the optimization goal,
transforming the non-convex optimization model into a quasi-convex SDR problem. We
use the CC transform algorithm to find the optimal DMA array-element codeword-state
matrix that maximizes the received SINR. The simulation results show that DMA has more
advantages than traditional array antennas. With better spatial beamforming capability,
the scheme can resist strong jamming. Even if the jamming intensity is high, the scheme
can form attenuation in the jamming direction, and form a main lobe in the direction of the
desired small signal, and the small signal can obtain a large receiving gain.

Additionally, this paper provides a feasible solution for the direction of small-signal
anti-jamming in the field of strong electromagnetic countermeasures. In the future, we
will be able to study the anti-jamming performance of multiple DMA line-arrays, or
two-dimensional arrays for wireless communication, from both spatial and temporal
dimensions in combination with the digital coding and control characteristics of DMA.
In addition, DMA is coded and regulated based on FPGA, so it can be matched to and
compatible with existing wireless communication software and hardware architectures.
Compared with traditional antenna arrays, the communication overhead is further reduced.
These advantages of DMA make it possible to innovate and upgrade existing wireless
communication systems.
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Abstract: In this report, negative group delay (NGD) metamaterials based on split-ring resonators
(SRRs) are discussed. A theoretical analysis is proposed to calculate the equivalent circuit parameters,
NGD values, and S21 amplitudes of two types of SRRs. Metamaterials made from tantalum nitride are
simulated, and the parameters of the two types of SRRs are discussed. Prototypes of metamaterials
were fabricated and tested. Measured real-world results were found to be consistent with theoretical
and simulated predictions. For EC-SRR, a negative group delay of up to −0.1 ns was achieved at
12–13 GHz. For SR-SRR of the same size as the out ring of EC-SRR, a negative group delay of up to
−0.04 ns was achieved, with a loss lower than 2.7 dB. The proposed SRRs were applied to continuous
transverse stub (CTS) antenna to reduce the beam walk. The simulation shows that the beam walk
can be reduced using the proposed metamaterial.

Keywords: negative group delay; split-ring resonator; tantalum nitride

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a great deal of work devoted to metamaterials. Metama-
terials have many excellent properties: low cost, easy fabrication, excellent properties, and
low profile. Among the metamaterials, split-ring resonators (SRRs) are the most commonly
used structures [1]. In [2], Chen et al. proposed far-field decoupling of a two-element
antenna transceiving system. In [3], Huang et al. designed a multi-band SRR antenna
array. In [4–6], a negative group delay (NGD) performance was achieved. In [7], Liang
et al. studied strong field enhancement using SRRs. In [8], Lalbakhsh proposed an all-metal
wideband metamaterial.

Since Brillouin et al. discovered NGD performance in the 1906s [9], NGD devices
have been used in many systems. In [10], NGD devices were used to achieve a flat group
delay response when cascaded with conventional microwave components. In [11], NGD
devices were used to achieve power dividers. In [12], an amplifier using the NGD circuit
to achieve group delay equalization was proposed. NGD in metamaterials was observed
in a 1999 report by Pendry et al. [1], and was further discussed by Woodley et al. [5], but
performance metrics such as NGD values and the relationship between parameters and
loss have not been extensively studied.

In this study, equivalent circuits were proposed for both a single-ring SRR (SR-SRR)
and an edge-coupled SRR (EC-SRR), both with negative group delay. The equivalent circuit
parameters, especially resistance, were given and the NGD performances of these proposed
circuits were then analyzed; prototypes made from Tantalum Nitride were then fabricated
and tested. Additionally, the application of the SRRs to CTS antenna is discussed.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed equivalent circuit
and details our analysis of its SRRs; Section 3 describes the simulated and measurement
results of the SRRs; Section 4 describes the application of the SRRs; the main conclusions of
this study are then summarized in Section 5.
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2. Theory
2.1. Stucture and Equivalent Circuit

The structures of two types of SRRs are shown in Figure 1 below.
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These two kinds of SRRs have been studied by many researchers [1,13], and the same
equivalent circuit can be obtained for them, as shown in Figure 2. A transmission line with
a series resistor–inductor–capacitor (R–L–C) circuit was used to analyze them, which was
consistent with our simulation and experiment setups. The inductance and capacitance
(LC) parameters of SR-SRRs can be obtained [13,14] by:

L =
µπr2

h
(1)

CSR =
εWh

t
(2)

where µ is the permeability, ε is the permittivity, r is the inner radius of the split ring, W
is the width of the split ring, h is the height of the split-ring resonator, and t is the gap
width. The inner radius r can be obtained using the surface resistance multiplied by the
area fraction, as shown below:

R = RsP =

√
ωµ

2σ
C f rπ(r + W)2

a2 (3)

where a is the period of the metamaterial, σ is the conductivity of the surface, and

Rs =
√
ωµ
2σ is the surface resistance. Pf r is the area fraction constant, which can be set to

2 for the two surfaces of the metamaterial, and can be optimized if losses from other parts
of the SRRs are considered.

The inductor, L, and resistor, R, of an EC-SRR are the same as for a SR-SRR, and the
capacitor C can be obtained by:

CEC =
ε

π
ln
(

2W
d

)
(4)
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It should be noted that with a sufficiently large d value, an EC-SRR becomes equivalent
to a SR-SRR, and that with a small d value, coupled capacitance is the main factor that
influences the resonant frequency.

2.2. Negative Group Delay and Loss

S11 and S21 can be obtained from an ABCD matrix of the equivalent circuit as:

S11 =
Sn

R + jSn
I

Sd
R + jSd

I
S21 =

2
Sd

R + jSd
I

(5)

where
Sd

I = 2 sin(βd) +
wLR(R−w2 LCR) cos(βd)

(R−w2LCR)2
+(wL)2 + (wL)2r sin(βd)

(R−w2LCR)2
+(wL)2

Sd
R = 2 cos(βd)− wLR(R−w2 LCR)sin(βd)

(R−w2LCR)2
+(wL)2 + (wL)2R cos(βd)

(R−w2LCR)2
+(wL)2

Sn
R =

wLR
(

R− w2 LCR) cos(βd)

(R− w2LCR)2 + (wL)2 +
(wL)2R sin(βd)

(R− w2LCR)2 + (wL)2

Sn
I =

(wL)2R cos(βd)

(R− w2LCR)2 + (wL)2 −
wLR

(
R− w2 LCR)sin(βd)

(R− w2LCR)2 + (wL)2

In this formula, d is the total length of the transmission line, β is the propagation
constant, R is the resistance, L is the inductance, C is the capacitance, and w is the angular
frequency. The amplitudes of S11 and S21 can be simplified at the resonant frequency as:

|S11| =
R

2 + R
|S21| =

2
2 + R

(6)

The total loss can be obtained by:

Loss = 1− |S21|2 − |S22|2 =
4R

(2 + R)2 (7)

The loss increases proportionately with R when R is lower than 2. It should be
noted that the loss is included with the return loss, but for transmission metamaterials the
transmission power is more important than the absolute loss; therefore, S21 which is the
ratio between input power and output power, is the critical parameter to evaluate.

S21 phase and group delays can be simplified at the resonant frequency as:

ps21 = arctan(− SI
SR

) (8)

GD =
∂ps21

∂ω
|w=w0 =

∂β

∂ω
|w=w0 −

2CR2

2 + R
(9)
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It can be deduced from Equations (6) and (9) that the amplitude of S21 is determined
by R, and the group delay is determined by L and R.

3. Simulation and Measurement Results
3.1. Simulation Results

Simulations were conducted using the Ansys HFSS suite (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg,
PA, USA). The simulation setup is shown in Figure 3. The TE00 mode was used to excite
the SRRs; this is same as the transformation metamaterial setup. Teflon substrate was
used to as a supporting structure which is widely used and has good electromagnetic
properties and the height of which is same as the SRRs. The periodic boundary and the
input floquet port are adopted which are used to simulate infinitely large structure and the
edge effect can been ignored. The material used for SRRs is tantalum nitride (TaN), and
the conductivity is 7400 S/m. The skin depth of the TaN at 15 GHz is 0.04 mm. Therefore,
the smallest possible size of the structure should be greater than 0.04 mm and the solving
inside threshold of its conductivity was set at 10,000 S/m. It should be noted that the TE00
mode was used in simulating the metamaterials with periodic boundaries, which is the
normal input field mode of metamaterials; however, in measurement setup, the mode of
the rectangular waveguide was the TE10 mode, which may cause a slight difference in
resonant frequency compared with TE00 mode excitation.
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3.1.1. SR-SRR

It can be seen from the simulation results (Figure 4) that as w and r increase, the
resonant frequency is reduced, which is due to the increase in L and C. The loss increases
with the reduction in resonant frequency, which is due to the fact that when r and w
increase, the area of the ring increased as well, which in turn increases the loss. When t
increases, the L and C reduced and then the resonant frequency increases as well. Although
the increase in t can reduce the area of the ring to some extent, the increase in the frequency
of the surface resistance mainly influences the loss. Additionally, according to Equation (9),
the increase in the surface resistance will increase the NGD value.
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3.1.2. EC-SRR

The performances of r, t, and w for EC-SRRs (Figure 5) are the same as for SR-SRRs,
which can be seen from the equivalent circuit of EC-SRRs where the L term, and part of
the C term, are decided by the outer ring. The only difference between the two is in the d
parameter. When d increases, the coupled capacitance between the rings is reduced and the
resonant frequency is reduced, which in turn decreases the surface resistance. Additionally,
according to Equation (9), the decrease in surface resistance will reduce the NGD value.
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3.2. Measured Results

The prototypes of the proposed structures were fabricated (Figure 6a) and tested using
an Agilent E8364C network analyzer (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA)
(Figure 6b). Due to the high hardness and high machining accuracy requirement of the
SRRs, laser cutting was used to process the TaN material, which has a low cost in mass
production. Additionally, the Teflon substrate was fabricated using computer numerical
control (CNC) machining.
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The metamaterials were put into the same type of WR75 rectangular waveguide
used [1]. in their 1999 report which is a widely used measurement setup. The parameters
used were: t = 0.5 mm, r = 1.3 mm, w = 0.5 mm, h = 0.3 mm, and d = 0.5 mm. The simulated
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and measured results are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, to illustrate the consistency
between them. The simulation was performed in the waveguide condition. The small
observed differences may be attributable to the Teflon substrate used in the real-world test,
of which the dielectric constant is not stable. The cut-off frequency of WR75 waveguide is
10 GHz, and the S21 and group delay performance below 10 GHz should be ignored. It
can be seen from Figures 7 and 8 that with the same outer ring dimension, the S21 of the
EC-SRR was lower than that of the SR-SRR, due to the reduction in the resonant frequency.
The measured S11 was also consistent with the theoretical and simulated predictions.
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4. Application

The structure of continuous transverse stub (CTS) antenna is shown in Figure 9. The
antenna comprises two layers: radiation and waveguide layers. The radiation layer is
composed of transverse stubs. The electromagnetic power radiates from the slots between
the stubs. The waveguide layer and the radiation layer form a parallel plate waveguide
structure and antenna aperture.

The beam direction of CTS antenna with θ can be detected by

k sin(θ)p + k
√

εg p = 2π (10)

where θ is the elevation angle, λ is the wavelength, εg is the effective dielectric constant, k
is the propagation constant in free space and p is the slot period.
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It can be seen from Equation (10) that as the frequency increases the beam direction
moves closer to the normal direction. The frequency scanning is caused by the time delay
between each slot. Therefore, the NGD can be introduced to reduce the frequency scanning.
NGD metamaterial can be placed in the waveguide layer or below the radiation layer, but
here only the waveguide situation is discussed and EC-SRR was used. It should be noted
that the metamaterial element period should be same as the slot period and the NGD value
and frequency should be adjusted using the metamaterial parameters.

Simulations of the proposed CTS antenna were conducted using the Ansys HFSS suite
(Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). The boundaries of the two sides are set using the
perfect magnetic conductor (PMC), which are the same as for the CTS antenna, and the
TEM mode is generated in the waveguide. For the CTS antenna, the TEM mode feed can
be achieved by linear source generator. CTS antenna with five slots was simulated. The
parameters were h1 = 8 mm, h2 = 5 mm, h3 = 5 mm, p = 19 mm, h2 = 5 mm, w2 = 15 mm,
w3 = 11 mm, r = 1.5 mm, t = 0.5 mm, w = 0.5 mm, h = 0.1 mm, and d = 0.5 mm.

The simulated E-plane patterns of the CTS antenna are shown in Figure 10. The beam
walk reduction can be observed. The simulated S parameters are shown in Figure 11. S11
and S21 are both below −12 dB.
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It should be noted that although the frequency scanning can be reduced with the
introduction of the NGD metamaterial, the gain of the antenna also reduced. Additionally,
because the gain varies with frequency, the instantaneous bandwidth may also be reduced.
However, this issue can be resolved using the wideband flat NGD device.

5. Conclusions

In this report, negative group delay (NGD) metamaterials based on split-ring res-
onators (SRRs) were evaluated. A theoretical analysis was first performed to obtain the
equivalent circuit parameters, NGD values, and S21 amplitudes. The parameters were then
simulated and discussed, and the metamaterials were fabricated from tantalum nitride
before being tested in a laboratory setting. The measured results were found to be consis-
tent with the theoretical and simulated predictions. For EC-SRR, a negative group delay
of up to −0.1 ns was achieved at 12–13 GHz. For SR-SRR of the same size as the out ring
of EC-SRR, a negative group delay of up to −0.04 ns was achieved with a loss lower than
2.7 dB. The application of the metamaterial was discussed, and the frequency scanning
reduction in CTS antenna was achieved using NGD metamaterials.
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Abstract: Due to the fact that the quality of the received signal is adversely affected by the beam
squint phenomenon, which is especially pertinent to the millimeter wave (mmwave) bands, many
studies have been utilised by other researchers to provide light on some of the challenges that come
with analysing this type of occurrence. Squint causes several issues, the most important of which are
its detrimental effects on gain, line of sight, angle of arrival, progressive phase, usable bandwidth, and
fading effect. As a result of these obstacles, the advantages of adopting a high-frequency band such
as mmwave in modern wireless communication systems are severely limited. Squint-phenomena-
related difficulties, such as decreased channel capacity, increased bit error rate (BER), and lowered
quality of services, may have a substantial detrimental impact on channel performance. The squint
phenomenon and associated issues become more pressing with the expansion of the frequency
spectrum and the deviation of the arrival angle from boresight. The purpose of this article is to
provide a comprehensive overview of the relevant literature and to compare and contrast various
methods in order to identify the most fruitful lines of inquiry for future research.

Keywords: beam squinting; massive MIMO; millimeter waves

1. Introduction

In today’s world, almost everyone has a mobile device, and the number of people who
do is growing. Concurrently, the number of interactive multimedia apps is also growing,
and experts predict that this pattern will continue into the foreseeable future [1]. In spite
of the fact that mobile technologies of the first, second, third, and fourth generations have
spent the last 25 years working to increase the speed and efficiency of wireless networks,
there are still some specific application areas in which current wireless networks are unable
to deliver [2]. As the need for mobile traffic steadily develops, a bottleneck between
spectrum constraints and capacity requirements is becoming more obvious. This bottleneck
is becoming more and more apparent. The wireless bandwidth bottleneck is one of the
most serious challenges faced by 5G communications [3]. Wireless carriers need to be ready
to sustain a growth in total mobile traffic that may be as much as 1000 times higher than
it is now since the need for capacity in mobile broadband communications is growing
at a substantial rate each year. The pursuit of inventive solutions is required in order to
make the transition to the fifth generation (5G) of wireless technology [4]. Because of the
growing need for bandwidth, the millimetre wave spectrum has been standardised for
use in high-speed wireless communication [5]. mmwaves are an interesting possibility
since they have a significant amount of bandwidth and spectrum that is readily available
(approximately 60 GHz) [6]. mmwave communications may make use of the large capacity
that is now being underutilised, which will help them fulfil the high demands of the future
generation of wireless networks [7].
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Although the potential bandwidth of mmwave frequencies is promising, the prop-
agation characteristics of these frequencies are very different from those of microwave
frequency bands [8]. These propagation characteristics include path loss, diffraction and
blockage, rain attenuation, air absorption, and foliage loss behaviours. The massive
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology is a potential answer to this prob-
lem. With this technology, a considerable number of antennas might provide sufficient gain
to compensate for the route loss [9,10]. Massive MIMO over mmwaves is a novel approach
that combines the benefits of massive MIMO antenna arrays with the vast amount of
bandwidth that is currently accessible over mmwaves [11]. Massive MIMO over mmwaves
has the potential to revolutionise wireless communication. Beam squint is one of the issues
that arise in mmwave communications. This issue manifests itself as a change in the spatial
direction of a beam as a function of frequency. As a consequence, there are discernible
variations in the path phases at various frequencies.

In this paper, we explore the research that has been conducted so far on the subject
of beam squint and how it might be alleviated while also minimising the complexity and
expense of hardware implementation. Specifically, we examine how it might be possible
to fix the problem while also keeping the implementation as simple and inexpensive as
possible. Additionally, the segment of the research that relates to the exploitation of beam
squint is presented in this study. The following is the structure of the paper: In Section 2, we
discuss the many issues that pertain to the broadband communication. In the third section,
the research that pertains to the beam squint effects are presented. While the research
concerning the beam squint exploitation are discussed in Section 4, this section also focuses
on other topics. Section 5 is where the conclusion of the paper can be found.

2. Broadband Communication
2.1. Millimeter Waves and Massive MIMO

In order to attain more bandwidth than traditional frequency bands, 5G and the follow-
ing 6G mobile networks operate in high-frequency zones [12]. This allows for high-capacity
wireless transmission of data at speeds up to several gigabits per second (Gbps) [13]. It is
generally agreed that mmwave communication [14] is one of the most crucial technologies
for reaching peak data rates of 10 Gbit/s [15]. This is due to the fact that increasing the
bandwidth is an effective method for increasing the system’s capacity [7] and that there
is a lot of bandwidth available in the mmwave channels. Measurement and modeling of
mmwave channels [16] and assessment of the band’s potential for future wireless systems
have received significant academic and industrial attention because of the spectrum’s
abundance [17]. However, due to negative propagation effects, particularly those brought
on by obstructions in the line of sight (LoS), these high frequencies have been used only
sparingly up to this point [18]. It is important to handle the greater propagation losses asso-
ciated with mmwave frequencies, especially beyond 100 m and in non-line of sight (NLoS)
environments [19]. On the one hand, signal transmission becomes more difficult in areas
with dense foliage and higher propagation loss [20]. Nonetheless, the link could be forced
into the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) zone due to the constrained send signal power
dispersed over a broad bandwidth [21]. To address these problems, several transceiver
topologies have been created that steer the received or broadcast beams in the appropriate
direction. [22]. The two main technologies that will enable 5G mmwave communication are
MIMO and beamforming [23]. Beamforming is a method for using MIMO/array elements
to direct the main lobe radiation beam at the transmitters and receivers in the desired
directions, eliminating the undesirable spatial selectivity [24]. The beamforming array is
widely divided into the following categories: analog, digital, and hybrid beamforming
array [25]. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of massive MIMO system.
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cannot be adjusted, and the phases of the phase shifters are normally quantized to low 
resolution [28]. A beam is created as a result of the send signal, which is constructive in 
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features [27]. 
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2.1.2. Digital Beamforming 
The radio frequency (RF) signal in a digital array is transformed into a digital signal 

at the sub-array or element level, and beamforming is accomplished using a digital signal 
processor [30]. In order to process the control signals for beamforming, a digital signal 
processor is used, which offers additional flexibility and degrees of freedom for the im-
plementation of effective beamforming algorithms. Due to the method’s requirement for 

Figure 1. Functional block diagram of massive MIMO system [26].

2.1.1. Analog Beamforming

The architecture of analog beamforming is shown in Figure 2. A phased array is
used to accomplish analog beamforming, and the single RF chain is powered by either an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in the receiver or a digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
in the transmitter. Frequency-up converters, power amplifiers, and other components
form a transmitter’s RF chain; low-noise amplifiers, frequency-down converters, and other
components form a receiver’s RF chain [27].

The phased array’s antenna weights are required to be digitally controllable phase
changes. The relative amplitudes of the signal sent into the antennas of the transmitter
cannot be adjusted, and the phases of the phase shifters are normally quantized to low
resolution [28]. A beam is created as a result of the send signal, which is constructive in
certain directions and destructive in others. On the basis of precise beam-steering tactics,
the phase shifters’ phases can be dynamically changed. The receiver has a similar set of
features [27].
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2.1.2. Digital Beamforming

The radio frequency (RF) signal in a digital array is transformed into a digital signal at
the sub-array or element level, and beamforming is accomplished using a digital signal
processor [30]. In order to process the control signals for beamforming, a digital signal
processor is used, which offers additional flexibility and degrees of freedom for the imple-
mentation of effective beamforming algorithms. Due to the method’s requirement for a
separate RF chain for each antenna element, it consumes a great deal of power and has a
complicated architecture [31]. Figure 3 shows the structure of digital beamforming.
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2.1.3. Hybrid Beamforming

Recently, interest in the hybrid analog/digital beamforming array has increased [32,33].
This type of array increases the efficiency of analog beamforming while reducing the
complexity of digital beamforming [34]. The hybrid beamformer is composed of two parts:
an analog and a digital component [35]. The RF chains that compose the digital portion
share a common structure with the many plans under discussion. For each user on each
subcarrier, a hybrid beamforming’s digital component can be used, just like in traditional
fully digital beamforming. In contrast, this is not true of the hybrid beamforming analog
network or analog component. Since the transmitted signals for all users are combined by
the digital beamformers and analog RF beamforming is a post-IFFT (inverse Fast Fourier
Transform) operation, all users and subcarriers in an analog network share the same RF
component [36]. Hybrid beamforming’s fundamental architecture is depicted in Figure 4.
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Beam squint is a phenomenon caused by the frequency dependence of the magnitude
of the phase shift in analog beamforming [37]. This can cause issues with wideband com-
munication. The Digital Signal Processing (DSP) logic and digital beamforming algorithms
can both use actual time delay. As a result, a phased array architecture with every element
digitalized would naturally lend itself to solving the frequency dependency problem as
well as offer the greatest degree of programmable flexibility. However, issues with this
solution’s strength, size, and price can arise.

A time delay among elements occurs as a wavefront approaches an array of elements,
and it depends on the wavefront angle in relation to boresight. The beam steering can be
achieved with a single frequency by substituting a phase shift for the time delay [38]. This
is true for narrowband waveforms, but in wideband waveforms when a phase shift is used
to provide beam steering, the beam’s direction can change with frequency. As a result, the
needed phase shift varies with frequency for a given beam direction. Alternately, the beam
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direction varies with frequency for a given phase shift. Beam squint is the effect where the
beam angle changes depending on the frequency [39]. Figures 5 and 6 shows the effect of
beam squint.
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In addition, keep in mind that there is no phase shift between the elements at boresight
(θ = 0◦); hence, there is no way to induce any beam squint. As a result, both the frequency
variation and the angle must be functions of the amount of beam squint [38]. Beam
squint can seriously affect performance since mmwave communications depend heavily
on accurate beam alignment between the transmitter and the receiver [40].

2.2. Effect of Beam Squint on the Communication System Performance

• Bandwidth and Capacity:

The system bandwidth in wideband communication is constrained by the beam-
squint phenomenon [41]. The beam squint effect is closely correlated to bandwidth; as
bandwidth rises, the beam squint effect becomes more pronounced, and a larger fraction of
the subcarriers experience tiny array gains. Even outside the main lobe, certain subcarriers
may exist. As a result, the whole system’s capacity starts to decline [42]. Figure 7 shows
the channel capacity versus the bandwidth with and without beam squint. It is clear from
this figure that the capacity decreases as the array’s element count, fractional bandwidth,
and beam focus angle rise.
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• Channel estimation:

Channel estimation algorithms for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM), Maximum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimator, and Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) estimator are widely used [41]; however, these estimators do not con-
sider beam squint phenomena. In [42], the MLE channel estimator was used to investigate
the effect of beam squint on the estimation process, Fading was considered fixed, and the
results showed that beam squint increases the error of channel estimation, even without
any noise. The error also increases with increasing the number of antenna elements in
the array, fractional bandwidth, and the magnitude of beam focus angle. Figure 8 shows
an example of the MLE channel estimation with beam squint, where H(n) represents the
true channel, and H (̂n) represents the estimated channel. It is clear from this figure that
there is a difference between the actual channel and the estimated channel, even without
considering the noise.
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3. Studies Related to the Beam Squint Effects

Since the 1990s, beam squint phenomena in antenna attracted much attention; in [43],
the authors drew a comparison between prime focus beam squint and offset fed of mi-
crostrip reflect arrays. Results from an examination of a linear reflectarray are presented,
and a straightforward criterion for decreasing beam squint with frequency is discussed.

The author in [44] describes the design of a tri-mode matched feed horn in order to
counteract the effects of beam squinting in a circularly polarized offset parabolic reflector
antenna. Three modes—TE11, TM11, and TE21—are merged in a conical horn at the correct
amplitude and phase ratio to provide a tri-mode matched feed arrangement. The circularly
polarized offset parabolic reflector antenna is then lit using the suggested tri-mode horn as
the primary feed mechanism. The radiation parameters of the offset reflector are simulated,
the amount of beam squinting is calculated, and the results are compared with those of a
conventional offset reflector fed by a potter horn. The study also includes the experimental
findings regarding the secondary radiation pattern.

In [45], in order to calculate beam squinting in a phased array antenna system, a general
formula was created. This formula is especially useful for estimating wide band beam
squinting (time-delay) in phased array antenna systems. To determine beam squinting, the
authors calculated the criterion (fφ = 0, cell) from the delay cell’s phase-transfer function,
then used (fφ = 0, cell) as a parameter in the beam-squinting formula.

In radar communications, the beam squint phenomena were studied in [46]. By
employing phase shifters as opposed to time-delay, Matt Longbrake was able to construct a
formula for beam squint and demonstrated how the array factor varies. In order to address
the beam squint issue, true temporal delay (TTD) beam steering was applied using two
different techniques, the first of which was dubbed optical delay lines, and the second,
electronic delay lines. In the first technique, an RF signal was used to modulate a laser
diode’s bias current. A length of optical fiber delays the light, which is subsequently
transformed by a photodetector back into an electronic signal.

The main drawback of optical time delay was the modulator’s and detector’s subpar
RF performances, particularly insertion loss. Traditional microstrip lines or coax wire was
employed in electronic technologies to delay the signal. Overall, the results demonstrated
that TTD beam steering outperforms phase shifters; however, this implementation came at
a considerable cost and complexity of the system.

Waleed A. and Amir M. in [47] implemented a novel design for a serially fed antenna
array using a negative group delay (NGD) in their study of the beam squint problem in
mobile communication [48]. Each active antenna unit included an amplifier, a T-junction
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power divider, and an antenna in the array of series-fed active antennas that composed the
design (see Figure 9).
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Beam squinting was a significant problem with the conventional series-fed antenna
array. To solve this issue, the phase shift among the antennas should be frequency-
independent. In other words, there cannot be a delay in the group. To achieve zero-group
delay between the adjacent antennas, a negative group delay (NGD) circuit was added to
the feed line. The variance of phase shift with frequency was decreased and the beam squint
was minimized by fusing the NGD circuit with the connecting line. With no additional
losses, this method significantly reduced the beam squint problem by a factor of six.

In [49], the authors investigated the 60 GHz mmwave wireless communication beam-
forming process’s beam squint issues in 2013. The goal of beamforming was to choose the
best weight vectors for the transmitter and reception antennas with high antenna gains or
the best beam pattern pairings, and this criterion depended on several factors, including
capacity, the signal-to-noise and interference ratio (SNIR), and others. It was found that the
phenomena of beam squint are caused by distinct frequency bands away from the 60 GHz
core frequency.

The authors established three different codebook strategies in order to cut down on
beam squint. The initial methodology is referred to as the “Phase Improvement Scheme
Based on 3C Codebook.” The authors of this plan developed codebooks for a number
of different bands and altered the phase by utilising an additional phase shifter. The
suppression of the beam squint resulted in a reduction in the amount of spatial interference
and an increase in system capacity. On the other hand, the enhanced system capacity came
at the expense of an increase in the complexity of the implementation. A comparison of the
most common approaches of removing the squint effect from beams is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison among the main methods used to remove beam squint effect.

Parameter Digital Beamforming Analog Beamforming Codebook Design

Complexity High complexity Acceptable complexity

Increases the number of
phase shifters, which
increases the
complexity

Cost
Increased hardware
requirements lead to a
high cost

Compared with their
digital counterparts, the
costs are much lower

Power and cost rose
significantly

Effectiveness Incredibly efficient at
correcting the squint

Has the potential to
decrease the effect of
squinting and improve
efficiency

Able to significantly
lessen the “squint”
effect
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The authors proposed the “MRA Alignment Scheme Based on Uniform-Weighting
Codebook” as the second scheme to enhance system performance. The final proposal
assumed that since neighboring parts have a strong correlation, it was possible to alter the
phase of two nearby antennas using a single-phase shifter, which significantly reduced the
complexity of the transceiver.

Figure 10 shows compression among the three schemes as a function of the system
capacity. Although these schemes worked very effectively in removing the beam squint,
they increased the system complexity by increasing the number of phase shifters.
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In [50], the beam squint problem in Uniform Linear Array (ULA) was modelled, and
its effect on codebook design was analyzed. The study demonstrated that beam squint
reduces the bandwidth that is usable. The authors created an algorithm to fix codebook
designs with beam squint. The goal of codebook design was to ensure that every beam
exceeds a specified threshold and has a minimal gain for a variety of frequencies and angles
in the wideband system. Analysis and numerical examples indicated that to account for
beam squint, a denser codebook was needed. In other words, compared with a codebook
design that disregards beam squint, more beams were required.

In order to boost the expected average beam gain, the authors of [51] studied the beam
squint issue in mmwave communication and suggested a beamforming architecture that
optimizes average beam gain inside the bandwidth while minimizing average beam gain
outside the bandwidth. Additionally, the design shows little variation in the bandwidth at
various frequencies. To take into account the beam squint and guarantee constant beam gain
for each subcarrier in the wideband system, the authors suggested a beamforming approach
based on space–time block coding. In order to offer a less-than-ideal answer, on the basis of
eigenvalue decomposition, the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) approach was applied. The
simulation results showed that, under specific circumstances, the suggested transmission
method can effectively reduce beam squint and improve wideband communication systems’
throughput performance.

In order to demonstrate how the number of antenna elements influences beam squint
and how wideband beam squint affects the traditional narrowband models, an analysis of
capacity was carried out in [52]. Combining two state-of-the-art cooperative algorithms led
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to the suggestion of a method for assigning subcarriers to beams. The first methodology
determines the optimal beams for allocation in a multi-carrier implementation and deter-
mines how much beam squint is present in the system, whereas the second methodology
maps data to the appropriate beams. The results of the investigation showed that beam
squint significantly affected system capacity. The results also showed that beam squint
might be utilized to better manage resources and expand system capacity, as shown in
Figure 11.
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The beam squint effect on channel estimation had been analyzed in [53]. In this study
the authors clarified that beam squint in an MIMO-OFDM system causes the subcarri-
ers to see distinct angles of the same path and renders the existing channel estimation
and precoding algorithms inapplicable. For frequency-division duplex (FDD) mmwave
massive MIMO-OFDM systems with hybrid analog/digital precoding, the authors sug-
gested a channel estimation approach that takes the beam squint effect into account. The
angle of arrival (AoA) and time delay, which are frequency-insensitive parameters of each
uplink channel path, as well as the complex channel gain, which is frequency-sensitive,
were extracted using a compressive sensing-based methodology. The reciprocity of these
frequency-insensitive parameters in frequency division duplex (FDD) systems allows for a
significant simplification of the downlink channel estimating process, using only a small
number of pilots to acquire the downlink complex gains and reconstruct the downlink chan-
nels. The results of this study showed that the proposed channel estimation scheme can
perform better than the other conventional methods under general system configurations
in mmwave communication.

The authors of [54] developed an off-grid CSS technique to calculate the uplink channel
and offered a non-negligible beam squint in the field of channel estimation with beam
squint. According to the authors, the direction of arrival (DOA) and the delay parameters
might be calculated from the signals received on the uplink channel’s pilot subcarriers
using a shift-invariant block-iterative gradient technique. The entire set of channels over all
subcarriers was then rebuilt using the DOA and delay settings. The outcomes demonstrated
that this offered superior outcomes in comparison with previous approaches that neglected
to account for beam squint.
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The authors in [55] present a unique digital method for correction of beam squint by
utilizing Nonlinear Frequency Modulation (NLFM) Tansec waveforms when addressing
phase-based phased array antennas. An algorithm was designed that chooses Tansec wave-
forms with phases that rectify FM-induced phase variations in the necessary transmitted
signals phases. Simulations for a typical 77 GHz automobile radar with a 3 GHz BW show
that the suggested technique can reduce beam squint.

The authors of [56] examined the issue of estimation of channel for mmwave MIMO
systems with hybrid beamforming. A beam squint for channel estimation and an asymp-
totically ideal analog-beam scanning and pilot tone allocation system were developed. The
suggested architecture is expanded to include the Uniform Planar Array (UPA) situation
that satisfies the channel vectors’ asymptotic orthogonality. To further support the effec-
tiveness of the proposed design, a numerical comparison with the computed Cramer Rao
lower bound (CRLB) was performed.

The wideband mmwave communication supported by a reconfigurable intelligent
surface (RIS) suffering from the beam-squinting effect was first studied by [57]. Each
component of the RIS is a nearly passive device, similar to the phase shifter [58], and it is
a novel sort of “array” that has garnered considerable interest from both academics and
the industry. Compared with a conventional antenna array, which has energy-hungry
radio frequency chains, RIS is able to adaptively reflect the incident signals in the desired
directions while using less power. Given that a passive reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS) is applied in time domain and that mmwaves communications will have bandwidths
up to several GHz, the phase shifts are assumed symmetrical for all frequencies. This will
result in significant performance degradation. Several phase shifter design ideas were put
forth to address the beam squint issue, taking into consideration both line of sight and
non-line of sight instances.

A near-optimal phase shift design approach was developed, which is dependent only
on the long-term angle data after identifying the best phase shift for each frequency in the
LoS scenario. To achieve this, the obtained upper bound of the cumulative attainable rate
was maximized. For the non-line of sight (NLoS) scenario, a method based on the mean
channel covariance matrix (MCCM), was presented in order to determine the common
phase shift for all frequencies. When a large number of components or a high bandwidth
were used in the RIS, the detailed numerical analyses showed that the beam squint would
result in a performance loss of more than 3 bps/Hz, and the effectiveness of the suggested
approaches was proven to lessen the influence of the beam squint.

In [59], two wideband hybrid beamforming techniques were proposed. The authors’
first approach suggested dividing the array into virtual subarrays, as illustrated in Figure 12,
to produce a bigger beam and provide an evenly distributed array gain across the entire
operational frequency spectrum. Results showed that this technique can reduce beam
squint to some extent.

The second method modified the analog beamformer/combiner for a hybrid phased
array transceiver on the basis of true time delay lines (TDD). Instead of replacing the phase
shifters entirely, a small number of TTD lines are utilized to reduce the costs. The phase
shifters were divided into groups and each group had one TTD line, as shown in Figure 13.
The results of this method showed better results in removing beam squint while reducing
the cost.

In [60], the authors investigated the impact of beam squinting on single carrier fre-
quency domain equalization (SC-FDE) transmission systems used in mmwave commu-
nications. In high-throughput mmwave LoS multiple-input single-output (LoS-MISO)
systems, the response of a uniform linear array (ULA) antenna and the common analog
beamforming vector was described as a spatial equivalent channel. It was discovered
through analysis of the spatial equivalent channel’s characteristics that it behaves similarly
to frequency-selective fading. The spatial equivalent channel’s deep fading points were
eliminated using an improved analog beamforming technique based on the Zadoff-Chu
(ZC) sequence. The receiver then uses low-complexity linear zero-forcing and minimal
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mean squared error equalizers to reduce ISI brought on by the beam squint. The simulation
results show that the proposed analog beamforming based on ZC can successfully reduce
the performance impact of beam squint.
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Beam squint in RF lens antenna was discussed in [61] for ultra-wideband millimeter-
wave (mmwave) systems. According to the authors of this study, phased array antennas
are not affected by the same factors that cause RF lens antenna beam squint. According
to Snell’s law, if an electromagnetic wave passes through a dielectric lens, it will be bent.
Refraction is a result of permittivity being a function of frequency, one of the reasons of
beam squint, according to the Drude–Lorentz model [62]. Due to the resonance frequency
and damping constant, permittivity is also nonlinear. Permittivity has both genuine and
fictitious components. The real component is represented by the dielectric constant, and
the tangent loss is the ratio of the real to the imaginary component. As can be seen, the
component of the refractive index, known as the real part, is the one that determines the
degree to which the beam is deflected. Because permittivity affects the actual portion of the
refractive index, the beam squints at the lens when a wave with a different frequency band
travels through a material with a different degree of refraction, as shown in Figure 14. This
occurs because a wave with a different frequency band travels through a material with a
different degree of refraction.
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To make fully digital beamforming less complicated, the authors developed hybrid
beamforming. The lens structure at the front of the antenna array and the antenna array
itself formed the two components of the RF lens antenna. The analog beamforming process
uses the lens structure to concentrate the beam produced by the antenna array. With the
antenna switched on and off, beam steering was accomplished utilizing lens refractions.
Under comparable circumstances for beam squint, beamforming gain, and received power,
the authors compared and contrasted the lens antenna and the phased array. Through
study, they were able to confirm that stable permittivity materials can be used to minimize
the beam squint issue with the RF lens system. Then, they demonstrated the reduced
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spectral efficiency brought on by beam squint for both the lens antenna and the phased
array using 3D ray tracing in an interior setting. Finally, they used the constructed RF lens
to illustrate the indoor mmwave link level and to confirm that beam squint negatively
affects performance.

In [63], the authors proposed a transceiver design based on lens antenna subarray
(LAS) and analog sub-band filters to compensate for the beam squinting. The design
is based on the idea of dividing the ultra-wideband signal into narrowband beams and
controlling them with a simplified exhaustive search-based precoding that is proposed to
align the beam angle to the target direction. Analysis was based on various performance
parameters, such as beam gain, complexity, power consumption, and capacity. The pro-
posed design involved using both phase shifters and switching networks to steer the beam
to compensate for the beam-squinting problem while maintaining the intended beamwidth
performance. Phase shifters were used to steer the beam to the desired direction on the
basis of the location of the targeted user, and the switching mechanism was used to select
an antenna element under the lens that can correct/minimize the deviation of the beam
(due to squinting) from the intended direction. The results of this study showed significant
performance improvement. However, this study requires the use of high-quality narrow-
band filters for higher frequencies. This can increase the complexity of the system as well
as the cost.

Another approach, based on reconfigurable intelligent surface for satellite-to-terrestrial
relay networks, was developed and described in [64]. The Taylor expansion and penalty
function methods were used in this approach to optimise phase shifters between the surface
unit cells by adding a weight function in order to maximise the channel performance under
certain conditions.

4. Studies Related to the Beam Squint Exploitation

Beam squint is not always a bad thing; the idea of the main beam changing direction
with frequency was appealing for many researchers, and some studies even used it to
enhance system performance. For instance, in [65], the authors formed many beams
using the beam-squinting property of planar arrays using wideband perfect phase shifters
instead of an existing hybrid structure. The following steps can be used to describe the
work: initially, the authors determined the beam characteristics of the wideband array.
Second, they created a coplanar array using the concept of the fractal that can operate
across three mmwave frequency bands. The array’s phase shifter was then swapped with
one based on cells, as shown in Figure 15, which illustrates the steps for the suggested
Sierpinski carpet antenna array with three antenna tiers, and in Figure 16, which illustrates
the extensions and variations of the three-tier Sierpinski carpet array. Finally, they created
the squinting multi-beam algorithm that facilitates multi-user communications on the basis
of the beam-squinting property of the wideband array with optimal phase shifters. Under
ideal circumstances, the study demonstrated an improvement in system performance
(mutual coupling and isotropic elements were assumed).

In [66], a joint optimization design based on non-orthogonal multiple access-based
satellite–terrestrial integrated network at mmwave was developed for cellular network tech-
nology. They developed, in their work, a user pairing scheme, therefore; non-orthogonal
multiple access technique was exploited through grouping more than two users in the
same cluster.

In [67], the authors explained how beam squint can be utilized for user localization.
The author’s idea was to control the beam squint using time delays and using it for
localization. They created a method to regulate the trajectory of these beam squint points
by deriving a trajectory equation for near-field beam squint points, as shown in Figure 17.
In order for users in various positions to obtain the most power at various subcarriers,
beamforming from various subcarriers would purposefully point to various angles and
distances. Therefore, using the beam squint effect, one can easily determine the positions
of the various users. The efficiency of beam squint in user localization can be shown from
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the study’s findings. In addition, the same authors in [67] applied an advanced technique,
called reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) [68], which suppressed the beam-squinting
effect in broadband mobile communication.
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We believe that, in the future, there will be a considerable number of studies that,
rather of focusing on eliminating beam squint, would instead focus on using it in a certain
way in order to accomplish a certain goal. As a direct consequence of this, mmwave
communication systems will become simpler and less expensive. Table 2 is a synopsis of
the studies that were conducted on beam squint by a number of different people, and it lists
the conclusions from that research. We have accomplished all that is within our ability to
answer the most pertinent results and remarks, in addition to the several types of methods
that were used in these studies. It was found that the tradeoff between the array size and
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the reduction of the impacts of beam squint was significantly similar and directly related
to the cost and design complexities of the hardware that was employed for these systems.
This was found to be the case after it was discovered that these two factors were directly
related to each other.
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Table 2. Comparison among various studies conducted in the field of beam squint from 2012 to 2022.

Ref. Year Method Results Remarks

[46] 2012 TTD instead of phase shifters TDD provided good result in
overcoming beam squint Increasing complexity and cost

[47] 2012 Negative Group Delay Circuits Reduced the beam squint Hardware complexity

[49] 2013 Three beamforming codebook design
schemes Reduced the beam squint

Increases the number of phase
shifters, which increases power
usage and complexity

[50] 2016 Algorithm that ensures minimum gain for
all frequencies and angles Reduced the beam squint

Greatly increases the size of
codebook, which leads to high
latency

[51] 2018 Alamuti-based beamforming scheme
May successfully fix the beam
squint and increase throughput
performance.

Proposed beam pattern
optimization involves
eigenvalue and -vector
computation, the computation
complexity of this scheme grows
with the number of antennas

[52] 2019 Proposed subcarrier-to-beam allocation
scheme

Exploited beam squint to
enhance system performance

Hardware complexity since it is
applied in digital domain

[53] 2019

Frequency-division duplex (FDD) massive
MIMO-OFDM systems with hybrid
analog/digital precoding using a channel
estimation scheme

Provided more accurate channel
estimation than other conventual
methods

The assignment of pilot
subcarriers and the design of
training beams were not
considered
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref. Year Method Results Remarks

[54] 2019 Shift-invariant block-sparsity-based
compression sensing (CS) algorithm

Provided more accurate channel
estimation than other conventual
methods

-

[55] 2020
Tansec waveform with nonlinear
frequency modulation to account for
carrier frequency variation

Beam direction error was
reduced

Implemented in digital domain
which increase complexity

[56] 2021

Algorithm for channel estimation using
the greatest likelihood criterion in relation
to the analog training beam and pilot
subcarrier assignment

The proposed algorithm
minimized the mean square
error

-

[57] 2021

For RIS-aided wideband (mmwave)
communications, phase shift design
approaches are used to reduce the impact
of beam squint in both LoS and NLoS
scenarios

Beam squint in such systems
was effectively reduced by the
proposed phase shift architecture

-

[59] 2021 Virtual subarrays and TDD lines Effective in removing beam
squint Increasing hardware complexity

[60] 2021
Advanced analog beamforming method
proposed based on the Zadoff-Chu (ZC)
sequence

The performance loss caused by
the beam squint can be
efficiently reduced using the
suggested strategy

-

[61] 2021 Three-dimensional electromagnetic
analysis software

Clarify how beam squint
occurred in RF lens antenna and
compare its effect with phased
array antenna

-

[63] 2022
Transceiver design based on lens antenna
subarray (LAS) and analog sub band
filters

Results showed performance
enhancement

Higher frequencies require high
quality filters which increase
hardware complexity

[65] 2020

Create multi-user communication plans
that make use of squinting multi-beam
properties and small multi-wideband
antenna arrays

Effective method to exploit beam
squint with multi-user systems

Squint-beam-based compact
multi-wideband array for
millimeter-wave
communications

[67] 2022 Control the beam squint using time delays
and using it for localization

Effective method to exploit beam
squint in localization -

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a literature review has been introduced to analyse the relative issues
of the squint phenomena of mmwaves in antenna arrays for modern communication
systems. It is found that such problems become very effective at high-frequency bands due
to the dispersion effects of antenna arrays in terms of angle of arrival and gain variation,
which directly effect the channel performance. For this purpose, the authors classified the
main effective solutions to resolve such problems, which include beamforming, antenna
geometry, and channel estimation algorithms. Another classification can be considered
that exploits the beam squint to take advantages from squint phenomena to enhance the
channel localization and capacity through splitting the beam to different directions. In
spite of these classifications, beamforming, for example, based on digital processes, realizes
an excellent solution to minimize the effect of beam squint on bit error rate and channel
capacity, however; it consumes high complexity with excessive cost. The relative algorithm
based on channel estimation could be considered the next revolutionary approach, whereby
the system consumes less hardware complexity and cost. However, it is very limited
when the channel environment becomes highly dynamic, which consumes high delay
in the data processing. For this reason, it becomes unreliable with increasing traffic and
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signal attenuation. The third classification is assumed to be a solution method; however,
it is not. It is indeed a suggestion to avoid the negative effects of such phenomena by
splitting the beam of the antenna array to support channel localization and create multiuser
communication channels. In view of the previous indications, a possible connection is
found between the proposed classes to create a hybrid mixture to realize a high impact on
the channel performance enhancement. This conclusion is built on the fact of dispersion,
which is a relative problem with antenna arrays, channels, and subcarriers that cannot be
resolved from one side and neglected from the other two. Therefore, for future research, a
new technique must be recognized to find a complete solution that takes into the account
beam squint effects at all communication system parts, thus leading us to fill the gaps in
the developments in mmwave communication system for 5G and beyond.
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Abstract: An ultra-broadband angular-stable reflective linear to cross polarization converter based
on metasurface is developed. The unit cell of the converter is formed by a slant end-loaded H-shaped
resonator. The slant arrangement is to create polarization conversion. The end-loaded stubs are useful
for miniaturization and the slots are responsible for enlarging bandwidth. The simulated results
show that the polarization conversion ratio of the proposed design is better than 90% in the range of
9.83–29.37 GHz, corresponding to a relative bandwidth of 99.69%. It is also demonstrated that the
mean polarization conversion ratio is larger than 80% even though the incident angle reaches 40◦

for both x-polarized and y-polarized incidences. To validate the design, a prototype of the proposed
structure is fabricated and measured. Satisfactory agreement has been observed between measure-
ment and simulation. Compared with the designs in the literature, the developed converter exhibits
good performance of high efficiency, ultra-broadband and angular stability. Potential applications
can be expected in polarization-controlled devices, stealth surfaces, antennas, etc.

Keywords: polarization converter; ultra-broadband; angular stability; metasurface; polarization
conversion ratio

1. Introduction

The polarization of a train of electromagnetic (EM) waves refers to the oscillating
direction of its electric field in the plane perpendicular to the propagation direction [1].
Effective controlling or manipulating of polarization state is frequently required in many
applications [2,3]. Traditional methods for polarization control include making uses of
the birefringence effect and optical activity of natural materials [4–7]. However, these
methods usually lead to a bulky thickness. Over the past decade, great efforts were devoted
to the investigation of planar periodical structures, also called metasurfaces (MSs) due
to their fascinating functionalities that cannot be found in conventional materials, such
as negative refraction [8], superlens [9], invisibility cloak [10,11], perfect absorption [12]
and so on. Metasurfaces also provide an efficient approach to polarization control in
sub-wavelength scale [13–15]. In particular, by utilizing this method, the thickness may be
significantly reduced.

In recent years, polarization converters based on anisotropic MSs have been intensively
studied. In general, MS-based polarization converters can be classified into two types, i.e.,
the transmission type and the reflection type. Many of them have been reported over the
microwave [16–18] and terahertz [19,20] ranges. For the transmission type, broadband
polarization converters are frequently realized by staking multilayer structures [21–23].
However, its complex structure makes it less convenient to be fabricated. In contrast, the
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reflection type is capable of creating high-efficiency and broadband polarization conversion
using monolayer MSs [24–29].

For instance, Zheng et al. [26] developed a polarization converter based on a modified
H-shaped resonator that achieved linear polarization conversion with a bandwidth <61%.
Li et al. [27] proposed another reflective polarization converter based on the square split-
ring resonators. The bandwidth was increased to 94% for polarization conversion ratio
(PCR) greater than 80%. However, it is difficult for this design to maintain high conversion
efficiency over a wide bandwidth. To increase the conversion efficiency, a perforated array
was used [28,29], and the bandwidth could be as broad as 111%. Meanwhile, the PCR was
better than 89% over the whole range. To further broaden the bandwidth and produce
better PCR, Jia et al. [30] presented two cascaded dielectric-layer structure. Unfortunately,
it only demonstrated a good efficiency for normal incidence.

Improvements have also been made to broaden both the bandwidth and the angular
stability [31–36]. Karamirad et al. [31] introduced an oval pattern periodic array based on
multiple plasmon resonances and surface magnetic field distributions. The bandwidth
of this design was about 67% with an angular stability of 30◦. Another design [32] using
cross-shaped resonators enhanced the angular stability to 40◦, but the bandwidth was not
sufficiently wide. Wu et al. [36] presented a broadband design that consisted of hollow oval
sheet and rectangle patch, providing a bandwidth up to 90% for the first band. However,
this design was very sensitive to the incident angle, and only operated efficiently with 25◦

angular stability.
It is seen that, for a polarization converter, there is a dilemma between bandwidth, ef-

ficiency and angular stability. Therefore, investigating the development of easy fabrication,
wide bandwidth and large angle stability cross-polarization converter is still worthy of a
great deal of effort.

In this work, an ultra-broadband angular stable linear polarization-converter based
on MS is developed. It is composed of a single layer slant end-loaded H-shaped resonator.
The slant arrangement is to create polarization conversion. The end-loaded stubs are useful
for miniaturization. Moreover, the slots are responsible for enlarging bandwidth. It will
be demonstrated that the PCR efficiency of this design is better than 90%. Even when the
incident angle reaches 40◦, the mean PCR remains above 80%. It will also be demonstrated
that a good tradeoff between bandwidth, PCR and angular stability has been obtained. The
fabricated prototype confirms a good agreement between simulation and measurement.

2. Design and Simulation

The unit cell evolves from a simple slant dipole, as shown in Figure 1a. Following on,
two U-shaped stubs are loaded with each end of the dipole, so that the unit cell is partly
miniaturized without destroying polarization conversion, see Figure 1b. To enlarge its
bandwidth, two slots are cut at the ends, forming an H-shaped resonator, as depicted in
Figure 1c, cutting slots in a common way to enhance bandwidth in antenna design [37].
This technique is used in this design to enhance the bandwidth of polarization conversion.
The dielectric layer is PTFE having a relative dielectric constant (εr) of 2.2 and a loss tangent
(tan δ) of 0.0009. The thickness (h) of the substrate is 2.5 mm. The metallic layers are copper
with thickness of 0.035 mm and electrical conductivity of σ = 5.8 × 107 S/m. By using low
loss substrate, it is possible to create a higher conversion efficiency. The resultant dimen-
sions of the structure are p = 6 mm, s = 6.28 mm, w = 0.28 mm, g = 2.2 mm, l1 = 1.61 mm,
l2 = 1.62 mm, l3 = 0.65 mm. The unit cell has an overall size of 6 × 6 × 2.5 mm3.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the unit cell. (a) The slant dipole; (b) the end-loaded dipole; (c) the front view
of the proposed polarization converter unit cell; (d) the schematic diagram of the port setting and
boundary conditions for simulation.

A series of numerical simulations by using Ansoft HFSS are conducted to check
the design. In the simulation model, the four boundaries are assigned as master/slave
periodic conditions, as shown in Figure 1d. Since the unit cell shows mirror symmetry
along its diagonal line, only the amplitudes of rxx and ryx along with their phase differ-
ence ∆ϕxy = arg(rxx)− arg(ryx) under normal incidence for x-polarization are plotted in
Figure 2. It is seen that the amplitudes of rxx are smaller than −10 dB and that of ryx are
better than −1 dB in the range of 9.90–29.34 GHz. The phase differences ∆ϕxy are plotted in
Figure 2b, where it is seen that ∆ϕxy is close to ±(2n + 1)90◦ (n is an integer) in the whole
frequency region. These simulation results indicate that x-polarization at normal incidence
is converted into y-polarization within the operating band.

Another parameter used to characterize polarization conversion is the PCR of the
reflected wave, which is usually defined as [26]:

PCR = r2
yx/(r2

yx + r2
xx) = 1− r2

xx/(r2
yx + r2

xx). (1)

The calculated PCR of the proposed design is plotted in Figure 3a. It is observed that
the PCR is better than 90% in the range of 9.83–29.37 GHz, and reaches nearly 100% at
the three resonance frequencies. The relative bandwidth is up to 99.69%, being broader
than the designs in the literature [31–36]. Additionally, Figure 3b shows the polarization
azimuth angle α to describe the angle between the major polarization axis and x-axis, which
can be calculated as [25]:

α = arctan(ryx/rxx) (2)
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Figure 3. The simulated results for (a) PCR; (b) polarization azimuth angle α.

This is a more intuitive parameter describing frequency dependent polarization con-
version. It is seen from Figure 3b that the polarization azimuth angle α is larger than 72◦ in
the range of 9.83–29.37 GHz. The values of α approach 90◦ at three resonance frequencies
of 10.68, 18.74 and 28.10 GHz. These results further confirm that the high-efficiency cross
polarization conversion has been realized from x-polarized to y-polarized over the broad
frequency bands [27].

A comparison of PCRs for each cell in Figure 1 is plotted in Figure 4. It can be found
that the slant dipole array is capable of stimulating polarization rotation. However, the
bandwidth of PCR does not appear to be any better compared with the other two design,
though the structure is simpler. The end is then loaded two U-shaped stubs to minimize
the design, which leads to an increase in resonance points. The resultant bandwidth of this
structure is about 94.2% with PCR as high as 0.9. It is recognized that a wider bandwidth
may be obtained by introducing slots to the structure [33]; two slots are cut in the slant
dipole, as shown in Figure 1c. Such modification increases the bandwidth to 99.69%.
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Another merit of the polarization converter is its angular stability. The PCR is assumed
to be dependent on the incident angle. As shown in Figure 5, the PCRs for different incident
angles are plotted for x-polarized and y-polarized incidences. It is apparent that the
PCR bandwidth of the polarization converter gradually reduces when the incident angle
increases from 0◦ to 40◦. In the higher frequency region (around 26 GHz), the influence
due to the increase in the incident angle is more pronounced, which may be attributed
to the destructive interference caused by the extra path traveled by the wave inside the
substrate [38]. Even though there is a decrease in the PCR bandwidth, it is seen from
Figure 5a that a wide angular stability up to 20◦ can be observed from 10.4 to 26 GHz
for the x-polarized wave. This frequency range is defined in terms of 90% PCR. For the
y-polarized wave, the corresponding range is from 10.33 to 25.93 GHz. Therefore, it is seen
that the polarization converter is independent from the polarization state of the incident
wave. Moreover, even for 30◦ incidence, the PCR can be more than 85% from the range of
(10.29–24.66 GHz). Furthermore, the mean PCR is still better than 80%, even though the
incident angle is up to 40◦. This is a piece of good evidence showing that the proposed
converter has a satisfactory angular stability over the range of 0–40◦. It should be noted that
the proposed polarization converter has a cell periodicity of 0.197λmax and a thickness of
0.082λmax, where λmax is the free-space wavelength corresponding to the lowest frequency
in the frequency range of 9.83–29.37 GHz.
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Actually, this design loads a U-shaped stub at each end of the dipole as resonator so
as to reduce side length, which is a typical technique for miniaturization. It is recognized
that the resonance characteristic of the structure is dependent on the geometric parameters
of structure [31,38]. By decreasing the size of the unit cell, the resonance characteristic is
better met. To study the influence of the size of the unit cell on the incident angle stability,
the amplitudes of rxx for different parametric sweep on incident angle vs. the size of unit
cell are plotted in Figure 6. It can be seen that with the decrease in the size of unit cell,
the resonant frequency of rxx at lower frequencies almost remains stable, while that of rxx
at higher frequencies shifts towards higher frequencies, when the incident angle is kept
constant. Moreover, the dip values of the resonance frequencies are better at different
incident angles when the size of the unit cell gradually decreases, especially for middle
resonance frequencies. It is evident that this structure will produce better PCR or wider
bandwidth for the miniaturization of the unit cell, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, the wide
incident angle stability of the proposed converter can be attributed to the miniaturization
of the unit cell.
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To understand the underlying physical mechanisms of the proposed polarization
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The reflection coefficients aligned along the u-direction and v-direction can be defined
as ruu and rvv, respectively. Then, the reflected field can be written as [31]:
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For the lossless case, both of the incident and reflected waves can be regarded as a
composite wave composed of u- and v-polarized components with equal amplitude for
x-polarized incidence. If the reflection coefficients and phase difference between ruu and
rvv satisfy the conditions of [33]:

{
ruu = rvv = r
∆ϕuv = ϕuu − ϕvv= π

. (5)

a perfect cross-polarization conversion will be formed. If ∆ϕuv 6= 0◦ or ∆ϕuv 6= ±180◦,
the reflected wave will be elliptically polarized. Specifically, when the phase difference
∆ϕuv = 90◦, the reflected wave will be a circular polarization one, which means that linear
to circular polarization conversion is obtained.

Illuminating the structure with polarization along the u- and v-axes, respectively, the
reflection coefficients (ruu and rvv) can be obtained, as plotted in Figure 8a. It is seen that the
magnitudes of ruu and rvv are both nearly equal to one (better than 0.98) over the simulation
frequency range (6–32 GHz). In addition, there are three minimum values located at 10.36,
22.12 and 29.92 GHz, indicating that three resonance modes are excited by u-polarized
and v-polarized cases, respectively. In fact, the cell of the polarization converter can be
equivalent to an LC parallel resonator, wherein the equivalent capacitance C are caused
by the charge accumulations in the gaps between the adjacent metal patches, and the
inductances are created by the metal patches of the polarization converter [36]. Due to the
anisotropy of the structure, the values of the equivalent capacitance C and inductance L are
both different at different resonant frequencies, which implies that the Q values of these
resonant modes are also different [24,36]. However, the phase delay along the u-direction
and v-direction has to be ±180◦ (n is an integer) to form a cross polarization converter.

The phase variations and phase difference of ruu and rvv are plotted in Figure 8b. It
is seen that there are different phase variations for ruu and rvv at three resonance modes.
Evidently, ϕu and ϕv decrease rapidly at the first resonant mode (10.36 GHz), resulting in
large phase differences, which make the phase difference ∆ϕuv fluctuate around ±180◦

before the appearance of the next resonance mode. Subsequently, the phase difference ∆ϕuv
can be kept close to ±180◦ for the second resonant mode (22.12 GHz) due to a smaller Q
value. However, ϕu and ϕv quick asynchronously for the third resonant mode (29.92 GHz),
which broke the relative stability of ∆ϕuv. Therefore, the phase difference ∆ϕuv is close
to ±180◦ in the frequency range of 10.36–29.92 GHz, showing that the anticipated cross
polarization conversion has been realized in this ultra-wide frequency range.
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To elaborate further on the physical mechanism behind the polarization conversion, the
surface current distributions on the top layer and metallic ground plane are investigated for
normal incidence in response to the v- and u-components with various resonant frequencies
of 10.36, 22.12 and 29.92 GHz, as shown in Figure 9. It is seen that the current directions on
the top and bottom metallic layer are anti-parallel at 10.36 and 22.12 GHz, which implies
that a strong magnetic field is generated inside the substrate sandwiched between the two
layers. Moreover, a current loop is formed in the intermediate dielectric layer, which is
known as magnetic resonance. In contrast, the surface currents of top layer are parallel to
those on the background sheet at 29.92 GHz, corresponding to electric resonance. Actually,
the ultra-broadband enhancement operation results from the superstition of multiple PCR
peaks around resonance frequencies. Therefore, multiple resonances are vital to realize
high-efficiency and ultra-broadband cross-polarization conversion.
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3.2. Parametric Analysis
3.2.1. Dependence of PCR on Unit Cell Periodicity

A systematic parametric study has been conducted to analyze the sensitivity of some
critical dimensions. Since the periodicity p and substrate thickness h of unit cell have a
larger dimension versus the length g, s, l1, l2 and l3 or width w of unit cell, the step is set to
100 µm for p and h, but the length g is less sensitive for dimensional changes, the step is also
set to 100 µm. A much smaller step (20 µm) is applied for other parameters. Following this,
to investigate the relationship between the sensitivity of each parameter and fabrication
accuracy, the PCRs are plotted for various parameters in Figure 10. The periodicity p of
unit cell is varied in the range of 5.9–6.1 mm in a step of 0.1 mm, while other parameters
are kept constant, as shown in Figure 10a. It is evident that the bandwidth of the working
band is decreasing with the increase from 5.9 to 6.1 mm, while the polarization conversion
efficiency increases slightly. Considering both operating bandwidth and the performance,
the final value of p is chosen as 6 mm.
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3.2.2. Dependence of PCR on Substrate Thickness

In addition, in order to make the working frequency band meet the requirements
of specific applications, the changes of dielectric layer thickness h and other parameters
of the unit cell are simulated. Figure 10b shows the PCR of the proposed converter as a
function of h in the range of 2.4–2.6 mm without altering the other parameters. Obviously,
by increasing h, the operating frequency of the proposed converter is shifted to a lower
frequency range. Accordingly, the polarization conversion becomes strong reaching to
almost 1 at low frequencies when h increases from 2.4 to 2.6 mm. Contrary to PCR in low
frequencies, the PCR reduces to 0.9 with increasing h in high frequencies. Considering the
desired broadband performance and commercially available thicknesses of the substrate
layer, h = 2.5 mm is concluded as the optimized dimension.

3.2.3. Dependence of PCR on Unit Cell Length

After the p and h are determined, Figure 10c–g gives the PCR for various parameters
versus the length g, s, l1, l2 and l3 of unit cell. When g varies from 2.1 to 2.3 mm in 0.1 mm
steps, and s, l1, l2 and l3 increase in 0.02 mm steps, it is evident that in the 14–22 GHz
frequency range, the polarization conversion almost remains stable. However, the data
curves of the PCR still have a slight shift within the whole frequencies. Furthermore,
the response of the PCR for different values of width w of unit cell is also depicted in
Figure 10h. When w changes in the range of 0.26–0.3 mm, the polarization conversion
efficiency increases slightly at low band, and plays an opposite role at high band. These
simulation results imply that 10 µm fabrication accuracy is sufficiently good for this design.
The design parameters are determined while considering both operating bandwidth and
performance. Based on the above analysis, we can obtain the optimized structure shown in
Figure 1.

4. Experimental Results

To verify the design, a prototype is fabricated using the standard print circuit board
(PCB) technique. It consists of 41 × 41 unit cells over an area of 246 mm × 246 mm. The
fabricated sample is examined by an industrial microscope, as shown in Figure 11. It can
be observed that the fabrication accuracy is well within 10 µm, which is sufficient to obtain
the stability of bandwidth and angular incidence.
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The measurement setup is shown in Figure 12. Two horn antennas are connected to a
vector network analyzer (Ceyear AV3672D). Radar absorbing materials (RAM) are mounted
around the structure to avoid diffraction and spillover from the edge. The horn antennas
are placed at the same height to ensure that the EM wave can be illuminated to the center
of the structure. For the reflection coefficients measurement, the separation angle between
two antennas is set at 5◦, which corresponds to the normal incidence measurement in the
experiment. By rotating the receiving horn antenna, the test setup is capable of dealing with
both horizontal and vertical polarization, so the rxx and ryx can be measured. Moreover, in
order to obtain the background, a sheet metal of the same size as the sample is measured to
calibrate the system.
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Figure 12. Structure diagram of the measurement setup.

Due to the limitation of our measurement components, the measurement on reflection
coefficients is conducted from 15 GHz to 30 GHz. The measured co-polarized and cross-
polarized reflection coefficients and the corresponding calculated PCRs at a different oblique
incident angle are plotted in Figure 13. It can be seen from Figure 13 that the experimental
results are in good agreement with the simulated ones. It has to be mentioned that normal
incidence is not measured because of the blockage between the transmitting and receiving
horns. Instead, the incident angle of 5◦ is measured trying to mimic normal incidence.
Obviously, at near-normal incidence (oblique angle of 5◦), rxx is smaller than −10 dB and
ryx is higher than −3 dB in the frequency range of 15–27.42 GHz. Therefore, the calculated
PCR is higher than 90%. These results solidly confirm that the illuminated x-polarized
wave has been efficiently converted to y-polarized wave after reflection from the converter.
Although the PCR decreases with the increase in incident angle, it is always larger than 78%
in frequency ranges of 15–23.21 GHz even for a 40◦ incident angle. Such a result indicates
that the proposed converter is insensitive for a wide range of incident angles.
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A comparison between the proposed converter with other polarization converters
reported recently is presented in Table 1. As can be seen from Table 1, the proposed
polarization converter presents a wider bandwidth compared with those reported in
Refs. [25–27] and Refs. [31–36]. Although there are a few designs [28–30] that outperform
the bandwidth of the one proposed in this work, these structures are developed using via
connection or multi-layer dielectric substrates, and only operates efficiently with normal
incidence. The presented structure can provide a good angular stability for the oblique
incidence angle in Refs. [32–34], but the bandwidth is not wide enough. Both types of
broadband design are obtained in Refs. [35,36], but the angular stability is not improved.
From the comparison, it can be concluded that good angular stability with satisfactory
bandwidth have been realized using the design proposed in this work.

As a matter of fact, it is always a challenge to create large angle stability with a
broad bandwidth. One reason is that broadband polarization conversion requires multi-
resonances to ensure enough bandwidth. However, for large angle incidence, higher order
resonances cannot be always ensured. Therefore, one way is to minimize the unit cell
using a folded patten. However, this will introduce difficulty to the realization of low order
resonance. To overcome this difficulty, one may cut slots to prolong the current path so
that low order resonance may be obtained. However, if larger angle stability and wider
bandwidth are required, these techniques may not be sufficient. Therefore, more techniques
may need further investigation.
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Table 1. Performance comparison of polarization converters.

Ref. Frequency (GHz) Bandwidth PCR Thickness Metallic
Layers Angle Stability

[25] 4.4–5.3, 9.45–13.6 18.56%, 36.01% 90% 0.044λmax 2 0◦

[26] 7.74–14.44 60.41% 90% 0.077λmax 2 0◦

[27] 8.2–23 94.87% 80% 0.082λmax 2 0◦

[28] 6.7–23.4 110.96 90% 0.073λmax 2 0◦

[29] 16.2–57 111.47% 89% 0.082λmax 2 0◦

[30] 7.8–34.7 126.56% 90% 0.104λmax 3 0◦

[31] 10.2–20.5 67% 90% 0.068λmax 2 30◦

[32] 11.5–21.8 61.86% 90% 0.076λmax 2 40◦

[33] 17.97–40.23 76.49% 90% 0.071λmax 2 40◦

[34] 6.36–6.59, 10.54–13.56 3.55%, 25.06% 90% 0.05λmax 2 45◦

[35] 17–42 84.7% 90% 0.085λmax 2 20◦

[36] 4.6–12.27 90.93% 90% 0.076λmax 2 25◦

This work 9.83–29.37 99.69% 90% 0.082λmax 2 40◦

5. Conclusions

An ultra-broadband reflective polarization converter based on anisotropic metasurface
is proposed. The structure converts the linearly polarized incident wave into its orthogonal
counterpart over a wide frequency range of 9.83–29.37 GHz. It has been verified that
the PCR of the proposed converter is above 90% within the operating band and nearly
reaches 100% at three resonant frequencies of 10.68, 18.74 and 28.10 GHz. With surface
current distribution analysis, the ultra-broadband polarization conversion is created due
to the multiple resonances between top and bottom layers. Moreover, for a wide-angle
incidence, this efficiency can be maintained higher than 80%, even though the incident
angle reaches 40◦. A fabricated prototype is measured, and confirms that the experimental
results are in good agreement with the simulation. Compared with other designs in the
literature, the proposed polarization converter has a good performance of high efficiency,
ultra-broadband and angular stability.
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Abstract: Metasurface (MS) absorbers with polarization-insensitivity and wide-angle reception
features have attracted much attention due to their unique absorption property. A polarization-
insensitive broadband MS absorber structure, having wide-angle reception based on square split-ring
resonators (SSRRs) and loaded with lumped resistors, is proposed in this paper. The proposed MS
unit cell consists of a fixed-thickness FR4 dielectric substrate and a variable air-thickness substrate.
The simulation results show that the proposed MS absorber is stable across a wide angular range for
both normal and oblique incidences. Furthermore, the simulated results show that some parameters,
such as unit-cell geometry and lumped resistors, can be varied to improve the performance of the
MS absorber. The experimental results indicate that the proposed MS absorber can be achieved an
absorption higher than 90% across the frequency range from 1.89 GHz to 6.85 GHz with a relative
bandwidth of 113%, which is in agreement with simulation results. Thus, the proposed MS absorber
can be more suitable in RF energy harvesting or wireless power transfer applications.

Keywords: metasurface absorber; broadband; split-ring resonator; polarization-independent; wide angle

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic (EM) absorbers are used to convert energy in EM waves into other
forms of energy and in a variety of applications, such as EM interfaces, EM compatibil-
ity [1,2], and anechoic chambers [3]. For EM absorber applications, one can use absorbing
structures such as a Jaumann absorber [4], a wedge-tapered absorber [5], or plasma [6].
However, their use is difficult and costly. Metamaterial absorbers (MMA) are proposed
to overcome these challenges. Metamaterials can be defined as an artificial structure that
offers startling features such as negative permeability and/or permittivity, which results in
a negative or positive refractive index and backward propagation [7]. The metamaterial per-
fect absorber (MPA) was first demonstrated by Landy, et al. in 2008 [8], which has received
more attention because of its ability to absorb EM waves with a near-unity absorption
efficiency. The MMA can be formed by an ensemble of periodic subwavelength resonat-
ing unit cells with impedance matching that of the free space. Such properties of MPA
prompted researchers to use it in a variety of applications, including undesired frequency
absorption [9], energy harvesting [10–12], sensing, and optics [13,14]. The MPA prefers
to be polarization-independent, broadband, and has wide-angle reception in addition to
achieving a near-unity absorption.
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However, MMA has a limited bandwidth due to its resonating characteristic. The
MMA can be designed through a variety of approaches to enhance its bandwidth using
multilayer structure [15,16] and resistor film [17,18]. However, because of the difficulty
of impedance matching to free space for each resonance frequency, the MMAs based
on multilayer structures would suffer from a lack of absorption level as bandwidth in-
creased. In addition, the MMAs with lumped elements loaded on the top metallic resonator
with the ground plane have been demonstrated to achieve broadband absorption [19–24].
For example, a broadband MMA with a resistor element was designed in [19], where a
wider bandwidth of about 1.5 GHz with 90% absorption was obtained within a frequency
range from 3.8 GHz to 5.3 GHz. In addition, the MMA with resistor elements was pre-
sented to demonstrate a wider bandwidth within a frequency range from 2.85 GHz up
to 5.31 GHz [20]. In [21], a broadband absorber was designed using a dual-layer MS and
welded with the resistor elements to show a wider bandwidth from 3.8 GHz to 14.8 GHz. A
broadband MMA comprised of multilayer resonators separated by two dielectric layers is
designed in [22]. The resistive elements are welded on the top metallic resonator to achieve
a wider bandwidth between 4 GHz and 16 GHz. This method requires more resistor loads
and is complex for a large fabrication array. In [23], a broadband MMA with four resistor
elements was designed to have a wider bandwidth across frequency band from 8 GHz
up to 18 GHz. The four metallic holes were used to improve the absorption performance,
making fabrication more complicated. In order to efficiently absorb EM power at normal
incidence, a broadband MMA was designed to show a wider bandwidth across a frequency
range from 4.4 GHz to 18 GHz [24]. The proposed MMA comprises multi resonator slabs
loaded with lumped resistors, making fabrication more complex and expensive. In another
approach, to produce broadband with a higher absorption level, a MMA with an air layer
sandwiched between the dielectric substrate and a metal ground was used [24,25]. In [25],
an MMA consisting of a 16-sided equilateral shape hosted on the FR4 substrate was pro-
posed. A wider bandwidth of more than 2 GHz was observed within a frequency range
from 1.35 GHz to 3.5 GHz. In addition, Q. Wang, et al., have realized a broadband MMA
using a meander wire structure that operates within 1.91 GHz to 4.24 GHz [26]. Therefore,
researchers have been developed single, multiband, broadband, and flexible metamaterial
absorbers [26–32]. In [30], an absorber with fractional bandwidth of about 91.67% was
designed. Similarly, the absorbers with expensive flexible substrate materials such as
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and polyimide (PI) were
proposed to increase the fractional bandwidth [31–33]. However, the design of a flexible
absorber requires additional fabrication processes and costs. Furthermore, broadband
remains highly desirable for practical applications, especially at the lower frequency range.

This work presents a broadband MS absorber based on the square split-ring resonator
(SSRR) loaded with lumped resistors. The proposed MS resonator is hosted on an FR4
dielectric substrate and is followed by a full-copper ground plane. An air layer with
variable thickness is sandwiched between the FR4 substrate and the ground plane. The
proposed structure-based approach is low cost with essay fabrication. Simulation results
show that the MS absorber has more than 90% absorption efficiency across the frequency
range from 1.88 GHz to 6.4 GHz. Furthermore, higher absorption can be achieved at a
normal and oblique incidence up to 60

◦
for both TE and TM polarizations. The electric

and surface current distributions are investigated to explain the absorption mechanism.
The polarization-insensitivity and wide-incident absorption properties of TE and TM
polarization waves are numerically validated. Furthermore, the simulation results show
that the critical parameters influence absorption peaks, strength, and bandwidth. Finally,
the proposed MS absorber’s performance was then verified experimentally.

2. Metasurface Absorber Design

Figure 1 depicts the proposed MS unit-cell absorber. As shown in Figure 1b, the
proposed unit cell comprises three dielectric layers: top (FR4), middle (air), and bottom
(FR4). Figure 1a depicts the SSRR hosted on the top FR-4 substrate (εr = 4.3 and δ = 0.025).
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A full copper plate (thickness = 35 µm and conductivity = 5.8× 10−7 s/m) covers the top
side of the bottom FR4 substrate to block the transient. The top and bottom FR4 substrates
have a uniform thickness (1.6 mm), but the middle air layer thickness (t) is variable.
Four chip resistors are welded on the splits of the resonator to achieve a broadband MS
absorber. The geometrical parameters shown in Figure 1c, determined for the simulation,
are: P = 40 mm, L1 = 25.8 mm, L2 = 31.53 mm, W1 = 1.4 mm, W2 = 1 mm, S = 7.1 mm,
g = 8 mm, and t = 14 mm. The four lumped resistors have the same resistance value of
R = 560 Ω. Numerical simulations were performed in the CST Microwave Studio using the
frequency domain solver to demonstrate the performance of the proposed MS absorber
and gain insight into its optimized microwave absorption mechanism. The proposed MS
absorber comprises a periodically arranged unit cell so that the performance of the central
unit cell is investigated instead of calculating the overall performance of the whole MS
absorber footprint. For the simulation, the periodic boundaries are applied with an electric
field (E-field) along the x-axis and a magnetic field (H-field) along the y-axis to model an
infinite array, as seen in Figure 2. Floquet ports are applied along the z-axis to model a
linearly polarized incident wave.
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The effective input impedance of the MS absorber in terms of frequency can be
calculated as in Equation (1) [34]

Zin(ω) =

√√√√ (1 + S11(ω))2 − S2
21(ω)

(1− S11(ω))2 − S2
21(ω)

, where ω = 2π f (1)

Hence, to achieve a perfect absorption, the effective input impedance should match
with the free space Zin(ω) = Zo, which can be achieved by adjusting the MS structure’s
permittivity and permeability. Thus, the absorption response A(ω) can be calculated using
Equation (2), as given below [8]

A(ω) = 1− R(ω)− T(ω) (2)

where, R(ω) =|S11|2 and T(ω) =|S21|2 represent reflection and transmission coefficients,
respectively. The perfect absorption requires minimal reflection and transmission. Be-
cause the bottom layer of the MS structure is made of copper, the transmitted wave is
negligibly small.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the simulated absorption spectra for the proposed MS absorber under
various conditions. Figure 3a shows the simulated absorption and reflection coefficients
of the proposed MS absorber under normal incidence, where EM waves fall onto the
structure with a parallel E-field and a perpendicular H-field. As shown in Figure 3a, the
proposed MS absorber offers absorption of around 90% across the frequency range from
1.88 GHz to 6.4 GHz, and lower reflection is obtained as well. Therefore, the absorption
magnitude is calculated from the reflection coefficient only since the transmission coefficient
is almost zero. Furthermore, the absorption for two different substrate conditions is shown
in Figure 3b. The results show that the absorption spectra of the dielectric substrate
(FR-4) under loss and loss-free conditions are nearly identical. In addition, the simulated
absorption for the MS structure with and without loading resistors is shown in Figure 3c.
When the MS absorber is not loaded with resistors, the absorptions are around 21.0%,
81.7%, and 96.0% at 1.8 GHz, 6.63 GHz, and 7.0 GHz, respectively. Results show that
lumped resistors and the MS structure’s resonance response are the primary factors of the
MS absorber’s broadband absorption.
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Figure 3. Simulated absorption coefficients: (a) simulated absorption and reflection under normal
incidence, (b) absorption under two different loss conditions, and (c) the absorption of the MS
absorber with and without resistor loads.

The MS absorber’s performance is studied using E-field and surface current distri-
butions at 2.09 GHz, 4.34 GHz, and 6.2 GHz to reveal the physical mechanism of the MS
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structure. These frequencies are chosen because the highest absorption levels of about
98.2%, 99.9%, and 99.8% are achieved at these frequencies of 2.09 GHz, 4.34 GHz, and
6.2 GHz, respectively. Figure 4 depicts the proposed MS absorber’s E-field distribution.
At 2.09 GHz, the E-field is distributed throughout the resonator’s upper and lower sides
and is more concentrated along the splits, as shown in Figure 4a. Furthermore, the power
density at the frequency of 2.09 GHz is dissipated at the top and bottom resistor elements.
At 4.34 GHz, the E-field distribution on the resonator’s right and left sides are observed;
these concentrate more on the split’s left and right edges, as shown in Figure 4b. The
resonator’s induced power is wasted on the left and right resistors. At 6.2 GHz, the E-field
is distributed along the external and internal resonators and is more concentrated at the
external resonator’s edges, as shown in Figure 4c. In addition, the maximum induced
power density on the surface is dissipated on four resistor loads at 6.2 GHz, resulting in the
highest absorption level.
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The proposed MS absorber’s surface current distribution was anti-parallel, resulting in
a significant magnetic resonance and a higher absorption, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a
shows the dominant surface current distribution at the inner traces at 2.09 GHz. Figure 5b
shows a highly distributed surface current at 4.34 GHz with parallel circulation currents at
the outer trace. In addition, the surface current distribution along the proposed structure is
responsible for the 6.2 GHz resonance, as shown in Figure 5c.
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3.1. Absorption Mechanisms and Different Design Parameters

To investigate the relationship between design parameters and absorption responses,
five major geometric parameters are numerically computed and analyzed: air layer thick-
ness (t), external resonator’s width (W1), inner resonator’s width (W2), split’s size (g),
and lumped resistance (R). Figure 6a–e depicts the absorption spectra for five different
parameters (t, W1, W2, g, and R), where only one parameter is changed simultaneously,
keeping the others constant.
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Figure 6. Simulated absorption spectra of the MS absorber: (a) air layer thickness, (b) outer resonator’s
width, (c) inner resonator’s width, (d) split’s size, and (e) load resistor.

Figure 6a presents the absorption spectra with variation in the air-layer thickness (t)
from 5 mm to 16 mm. As shown in Figure 6a, when t changes from 5 mm to 16 mm, the
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absorption peaks shift to lower frequency, and the absorption coefficient increases to more
than 90%. When t = 14 mm, the absorbance reaches around 90% across the frequency range
from 1.88 to 6.4 GHz. By adding the air layer, the total thickness increases, the dielectric’s
effective permittivity decreases, and the quality factor Q decreases. Thus, the bandwidth
increases with a decrease in the quality factor, as described in Equation (3) [31]

BW =
fo

Q
=

R
2πL

(3)

where fo = frequency, Q = the quality factor, R = resistance and L = inductance. As shown
in Figure 6b, the simulated absorption is presented when the external resonator’s width
(W1) varies from 1.4 mm to 2.9 mm with steps of 0.5 mm. The absorbance drops to less
than 90% around 5.1 GHz when W1 changes from 1.4 mm to 2.4 mm. When W1 = 2.9 mm,
a wider bandwidth of about 4.5 GHz is achieved across a frequency range from 1.88 to
6.4 GHz, as shown in Figure 6b. Figure 6c shows the simulated absorption curves when
the inner cross-resonator’s width (W2) is varied from 0.5 mm to 2 mm in steps of 0.5 mm.
As W2 increases, the resonance peaks shift to the right, and the absorption falls below
90%. When the W2 = 1 mm, the maximum absorption value is achieved. With the
change of split’s size (g) from 2 mm to 8 mm in steps of 2 mm, the absorption curves
are shown in Figure 6d. Obviously, with an absorption level higher than 90%, the wider
bandwidth of the absorption is achieved as g increases. The maximum absorption value is
observed when g = 8 mm. Finally, Figure 6e depicts the absorption level as the resistance
is varied from 450 Ω to 650 Ω. There are additional ohmic losses when resistor loads are
added to a proposed MS structure. The bandwidth is proportional to the resistor load as
described in Equation (3). It is clear that the widest continuous bandwidth with more than
90% absorption is observed when R = 560 Ω. When other resistances are selected, the
absorption peaks drop below 90% for frequencies ranging from 2.47 GHz to 3.6 GHz and
5.1 GHz to 6.2 GHz. Thus, a good match between the impedance of the MS structure and
free space (377 Ω) can be achieved when the resistor is selected to be R = 560 Ω; this results
in a perfect broadband absorption. The above results show that the unit-geometric cell’s
parameters significantly impact the absorbing capacity and that the lumped resistor plays
an important role in improving the performance of the MS.

3.2. Absorption Mechanism at Different Polarization and Incident Angles

In practice, the direction of the EM wave is unknown. So that the design of the MS
absorber capable of collecting ambient EM energy with characteristics of polarization
insensitivity and a wide incident angle from 0

◦
up to 60

◦
is desirable. Numerical simulation

was conducted to investigate the MS absorber’s polarization and oblique incident angle
properties. Figure 7a,b show the simulated absorption of the MS absorber when the
polarization angle (φ) changes from 0

◦
up to 180

◦
in the step of 30

◦
for TE- and TM-

polarization. The MS structure’s symmetrical design results in similar absorption responses
for the TE- and TM-polarizations. As shown in Figure 7, the proposed MS absorber provides
stable performance, confirming that it could deal with the vertical, horizontal, and circular
polarization signals.
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Figure 7. Simulated absorption ratio for various polarization angles: (a) TE-polarized and (b) TM-
polarized.

Figure 8a,b shows the simulated absorption responses for TE-polarized and TM-
polarized incident angles, respectively. For TE-polarized incident angles, an absorption
ratio of about 80% is achieved with various incident angles up to 45

◦
at a wider frequency

range, as shown in Figure 8a. At angle of 60
◦
, the absorption ratio drops below 80% for

the frequency band from 2.19 GHz to 3.9 GHz. For TM-polarized incident angles, the
absorption ratio remains steady up to 30

◦
, as shown in Figure 8b. When the incident angle

increases above of 30
◦
, the absorption ratio of about 80% is achieved. At the frequency

band from 4.43 GHz up to 4.7 GHz, the absorption ratio drops to 65%. Based on the above
explanation, the absorption responses decreased with increasing incidence angles and
decreasing incident magnetic flux between the top and bottom layers.
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Figure 8. Simulated absorption ratio for various incident angles: (a) TE-polarized and (b) TM-
polarized.

4. Measurement Verification

Measurement verification of the MS absorber was achieved by prototyping a structure
of 7 × 7 unit cells with an overall dimension of 280 mm× 280 mm. Figure 9 shows the MS
prototyped structure using PCB technology and measurement setup. The MS resonator is
printed on the top of the FR4 layer, where each resonator is connected with four resistor
loads to achieve broadband, as shown in Figure 9a. The full copper plate is covered
the top view of the bottom FR4 to serve as a ground plane. The top and bottom FR4
substrates are physically connected and supported using four dielectric plastic screws.
Full-wave simulation using CST MWS demonstrates that the plastic screws do not affect
on the reflection coefficient. The measurement was conducted using two horn antennas
(type HF906) as transmitter and receiver, which are then connected to the E5071C vector
network analyzer (VNA) ports, as shown in Figure 9b. Tapered wedge absorbers surround
the test MS absorber sample to remove the unwanted reflection from the surrounding
area/environment. The horn antenna was placed 1 m away from the MS absorber to achieve
the maximum radiation power [29]. The measured absorptivity of the proposed absorber
was calculated from the reflection coefficient. To begin, reference measurements are taken
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on a metal surface of the size of the proposed absorber to normalize the measurement
results. Then, the fabricated sample is positioned, and the reflection coefficient is measured.
The difference between reflected powers from the metal and the fabricated sample is the
actual reflection coefficient of the proposed MS absorber. The simulated and measured
absorptivity of the fabricated MS absorber sample is shown in Figure 10. It is clear that
the measured absorptivity agrees reasonably well with the simulation result except for the
small discrepancy caused by the tolerance of the fabrication, especially the height of the air
layer and measurement setup. The measured absorptivity above 90% is achieved at the
frequency range from 1.89 GHz to 6.85 GHz, and the relative bandwidth is about 113.5%.
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The proposed MS absorber is compared with previously published MMAs in terms
of the total thickness, fractional bandwidth, maximum polarization, incident angles, and
resistor loads. The proposed MS absorber, as shown in Table 1, has a fractional bandwidth
of 113% and provides a higher absorbance for various polarization and incident angles.
Furthermore, the proposed MS absorber has fewer resistor loads and a simple structure
with easy fabrication.
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Figure 10. Measured and simulated absorption coefficient.

Table 1. Comparison with other wideband MS absorbers having air layer and loaded with lumped
resistors.

Refs. FL
(GHz)

Total
Thickness

Fractional
BW (%)

Max
Polarized

Angle

Max
Incident

Angle

Resistor
No

[25] 1.35 (0.097 λL) 88 45 60 8

[26] 1.84 (0.071 λL) 105.6 75 50 4

[30] 3.9 (0.098 λL) 91.6 90 60 4

[35] 0.86 (0.062 λL) 16.4 30 30 4

[36] 0.8 (0.071 λL) 108.5 30 30 8

This work 1.88 (0.097 λL) 113 180 60 4

5. Conclusions

A broadband MS absorber in the lower frequency range has been demonstrated
experimentally for RF energy harvesting and wireless power transfer applications. It was
designed based on the square resonator with four splits loaded with lumped resistors
to absorb a wide frequency range efficiently. The proposed MS absorber is polarization-
insensitivity and shows a broadband absorption for an oblique incidence angle up to 60

◦
for

both TE and TM polarizations. Further simulations reveal that the MS structure and lumped
resistors have the optimized geometric parameters for achieving the highest absorption
coefficient and the widest bandwidth. To better understand the absorption mechanism,
E-field and surface current distributions have been presented. Finally, the proposed MS
absorber was fabricated and tested to verify the simulated results. Experimental results
show that the proposed MS absorber achieves an absorption spectrum of more than 90% in
the frequency band from 1.89 GHz up to 6.85 GHz, with the widest fractional bandwidth of
up to 113%. Such a broadband MS absorber may be used in different applications such as
5G new radio (5G NR)/EM harvesting, stealth technology, etc.
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Abstract: A hybrid framework for solving the non-uniqueness problem in the inverse design of
isomorphic metasurfaces is proposed. The framework consists of a representation learning (RL)
module and a variational autoencoder-particle swarm optimization (VAE-PSO) algorithm module.
The RL module is used to reduce the complex high-dimensional space into a low-dimensional space
with obvious features, with the purpose of eliminating the many-to-one relationship between the
original design space and response space. The VAE-PSO algorithm first encodes all meta-atoms into
a continuous latent space through VAE and then applies PSO to search for an optimized latent vector
whose corresponding metasurface fulfills the target response. This framework gives the solution
paradigm of the ideal non-uniqueness situation, simplifies the complexity of the network, improves
the running speed of the PSO algorithm, and obtains the global optimal solution with 94% accuracy
on the test set.

Keywords: metasurfaces; representation learning; variational autoencoder; inverse design

1. Introduction

Metasurfaces are synthetic composites composed of subwavelength structures ar-
ranged in different geometric shapes and distribution functions, which have been success-
fully applied in spectrum filtering, focusing, holographic imaging, polarization conversion,
and other fields in recent years [1]. The subwavelength scatters that make up the meta-
surfaces are called meta-atoms, which resemble atoms or molecules of natural materials.
When a beam of electromagnetic (EM) waves hits a metasurface, it is the strong resonances
or spatial orientations of meta-atoms that cause the phase mutation, so metasurfaces have
the ability to control the phase, amplitude, and polarization of reflected/transmitted waves
in space [2].

Cui et al. proposed the concept of digital metasurface in 2014, in which the meta-atom
pattern is discretized and encoded, greatly expanding the design space of metasurfaces [3].
Different coding sequences are proposed on this basis to achieve various EM responses,
while the difficulty of inverse design has also increased dramatically with the number of
codes for a digital metasurface increasing. Although some evolutionary algorithm (EA)
has advantages in terms of fast random search without a problem domain [4], plenty of
primary parameter settings of EAs have a dramatic impact on the evolution procedure and
convergence result, which might lead to a fall in locally optimal solutions.

Fortunately, the development of deep learning, which is based on artificial neural
networks to create computer reasoning by simulating human learning patterns in massive
data, has brought new solutions [5]. Deep learning is a completely data-driven approach
that mines implicit rules and relationships by learning from enough data sets, which has
shown great advantages in computer vision, natural language processing, knowledge
graph, and other fields. The basic idea is to design an algorithm to find rules between
input data and output data according to a set of given data. The mined rules are stored in
the deep learning model as the parameters given. If the rules between input and output
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remain unchanged, the model that has been trained can automatically and quickly predict
its output as soon as another input is given. Since deep learning has its natural advantages
in automatically mining undefined rules, we associate deep learning theory with metasur-
face inverse design to mine the relationship between the massive metasurface geometric
parameters and response parameters. This could lead to a disruptive breakthrough in
the field of metasurface design, skipping the physical interpretation and being faster and
more efficient. Thus, there will be no professional theoretical requirements on designers
so engineers are only required to pay attention to their practical demands instead of to
the complicated design process and obscure physical theory [6]. The most difficult aspect
of employing deep learning in the inverse design of metasurfaces is the non-uniqueness
challenge [7]. This means that the expected EM response may correspond to multiple
design patterns. Another challenge in using deep learning to design a complex meta-atom
is the large size of the response and design spaces resulting in the need to train large neural
networks [8], which means more parameters are required and networks are difficult to
train. Adequate sampling points are required to achieve the desired EM response over a
wide band, which typically results in thousands of data points in the response space. How
to deal with the large design space and response space is of great importance.

In this article, we propose a new framework for meta-atom structure inverse de-
sign based on representation learning by addressing both the non-uniqueness issue and
network-size issue. This framework consists of a representation learning (RL) module
and a variational autoencoder-particle swarm optimization (VAE-PSO) algorithm module,
which can achieve a high accuracy on the test data set. We use a sufficient number of
data sets to train two different kinds of autoencoder, embedding high-dimensional space
into low-dimensional space with a low loss rate, and the trained final network can output
reduced design vectors (RDV) according to the target response. Then VAE-PSO algorithm
is used to search for the optimal solution according to the RDV output by the RL module
in the continuous space generated by VAE. Transforming the non-uniqueness issue into
an optimal solution can greatly reduce the verification time and design cost. In contrast to
earlier work, the most notable technique in this work is that the complex high-dimensional
space is transformed into the characteristic low-dimensional space by the RL module, which
gives the optimal solution to the non-uniqueness problem, greatly reduces the network
complexity, and improves the running speed of the optimization algorithm enormously.

2. Theory and Design

As different metasurfaces can achieve the same EM response, when the framework
inputs the target response, which metasurface will be returned is the non-unique problem.
In practical application, though different metasurfaces can generally produce a similar
response, it is almost impossible to produce an identical response at each of the sampling
points. Therefore, in the global design space, there must be a metasurface that could realize
the response closest to the target response, which means a framework is expected to find
the optimal solution. The overall framework flow chart is shown in Figure 1. The task of
the RL module is to translate the target EM response into RDV through the representation
learning network. Any target EM response corresponds to a unique RDV, while one RDV
might correspond to more than one metasurface. To solve this many-to-one problem, the
VAE-PSO module generates latent design space, where the PSO algorithm is applied to
search globally for the optimal latent vector. The VAE decoder is used to decode the latent
vector into the optimal metasurface.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the hybrid framework.

2.1. Metasurface Design

Figure 2 illustrates the detailed structure of a meta-atom. The top pattern layer
(Layer 1), with a side length L1, is evenly divided into 16 × 16 discrete cells, where ‘1’
means copper and ‘0’ means vacuum in digital coding. Thus, the digital metasurface can be
modeled as a 16 × 16 binary design matrix, which has 28×8 possible patterns. Each discrete
copper piece is a square patch with a thickness of h1 and a side length of L’1. The second
layer is a dielectric layer (Layer 2) with a dielectric constant of εr = 2.65, and a loss tangent
of tan δ = 0.001. The back layer (Layer 3) is the backing copper sheet. The thickness and
the side length of Layer 2 and Layer 3 are h2, h3, L2, and L3, respectively. To reduce the
influence of polarization, the object of our study is an isotropic metasurface composed of
an 8 × 8 coding sequence as a subblock, which forms a 16 × 16 matrix through four-fold
symmetry [9].
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a meta-atom structure.

In the simulation, boundary conditions and excitations are added to the metasurface
model. The calculation principle of the software is solved by Maxwell’s equations based
on meshing, whose calculation time surges with the increase of model complexity. The
design matrices of meta-atoms are selected as the input features and the S-parameter as
the EM responses, in which data sets are randomly collected to train deep learning models.
MATLAB to control CST STUDIO is used to generate digital metasurfaces, calculate S
parameters, and save data sets automatically.

2.2. Representation Learning Module

The key to our framework is transforming design space and response space into low
dimensional space by the RL module to solve the non-uniqueness problem and reduce
network complexity [10]. First, the different spaces and their corresponding vectors need to
be clearly defined: The original space includes the original design space (ODS) and original
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response space (ORS), and the corresponding vectors are the original design vector (ODV)
and original response vector (ORV). The reduced space includes reduced design space
(RDS) and reduced response space (RRS), and the corresponding vectors are reduced design
vector (RDV) and reduced response vector (RRV). As multiple sets of meta-atoms can result
in the same EM response, it is desired to map to the same vectors in the reduced space so
that RDS and RRS can form a one-to-one mapping controlled by a nonlinear function, and
this process is invertible. In this way, we transfer the many-to-one relationship between
ODS and ORS into the many-to-one relationship between ODS and RDS, which could be
solved by the VAE-PSO module. Figure 3 illustrates the mapping relationship between
different spaces, with the red line representing one-to-one mapping and the blue line
representing many-to-one mapping.
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Representation learning is a machine learning technology that extracts effective fea-
tures from raw data. Its essence is a dimensionality reduction technology, which can be
realized by random forest, principal component analysis, autoencoder (AE), etc. In this
article, the RL module uses AE, which is composed of an encoder and a decoder that can be
used separately. The back propagation algorithm is used to continually train AE in order to
minimize the cost function during the training process. Equations (1)–(3) illustrate features
h, reconstruct data x̃ and cost function L.

h = σ(Wencx + benc) (1)

x̃ = σ(Wdech + bdec) (2)

L =
1
N ∑

i
‖xi − x̃i‖2

2 (3)

where x represents the input data, W, b represents the transformation matrix and bias of the
encoder and decoder, and N represents the amount of training data. σ is the active function.
The dimension of h should be less than x in order to achieve feature dimension reduction.

Figure 4 illustrates the design process of AEs. The dimension of the ORS is reduced
by training the autoencoder shown in Figure 4a. S11 between 0–20 GHz is selected as
the EM response of this study, with a sampling frequency of 0.02 GHz and a length of
1000 dimensions. Subsequently, a pseudo-autoencoder (the input space is different from
the output space) in Figure 4b is used to train the mapping between ODS and RDS, RDS
and RRS together. The mapping of the former is many-to-one, and that of the latter is
one-to-one. The one-to-one relationship between RDS and RRS is trained by a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP). The decoder uses the “decoder1” trained in Figure 4a.
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When the two reduced spaces are completed by a pseudo-autoencoder, an effective
forward prediction model can be formed. It maps different design matrices that can achieve
the same EM response to the same RDV, then maps them to the RRS one-to-one through
MLP, and finally decodes ORV of 1000 dimensions. Subsequently, the inverse design model
is built, and the inverse of the MLP should be found in Figure 4b. As demonstrated in
Figure 4c, an inverse design network composed of the encoder1 in Figure 4a and the inverse
structure of the MLP in Figure 4b is established. It can generate unique RDV by inputting a
1000-dimensional ORV.

The internal structures of encoders and decoders are various. A convolutional neural
network (CNN) and a fully connected layer (FCL) are utilized in this work. Network 1 in
Figure 4a is an autoencoder that reduces ORV of 1000 dimensions. If all FCL is adopted,
the network scale and network parameters will be greatly increased, which is difficult to
train. Thus, a hybrid network of one-dimensional convolution layer (Conv1D), pooling
layer, and FCL are adopted in encoder1, and FCL is used in decoder1 in Figure 5a. Network
2 in Figure 4b is a pseudo-autoencoder, which transforms the design matrix into a reduced
design vector and established a one-to-one mapping with the reduced response vector using
MLP. The aim of network 2 is to train an encoder that can effectively compress an original
design matrix to the RDV and train a MLP that connects two reduced spaces. Well-trained
network 2 is a forward prediction network. CNN shows good feature extraction effect
when processing 2D raster data [11], so our encoder2 uses a two-dimensional convolution
layer (Conv2D) as the main network. The specific network structure is shown in Figure 5b.
In this article, we collected 30,480 samples, among them, 21,366 were used for the training
set, 6096 for the validation set, and 3018 for the test set. The training of these networks
needs to strictly follow the order shown in Figure 5.
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2.3. Variational Autoencoder-Particle Swarm Optimization Module

Although the final inverse design network can generate the required RDV, we still
cannot find all the design matrices from the RDV due to the one-to-many relationship.
Theoretically, a RDV may correspond to a multiple design matrix due to the non-uniqueness
problem, and there is no suitable deep learning model that can carry out one-to-many
mapping. In recent years, optimization algorithms have been widely used in the design
of metasurfaces, but their running speed is slow due to the huge computational cost of
original space [12]. Since the RL module has mapped the inverse design problem to a
reduced space, a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is applied in this low dimensional
space with the purpose to improve the speed of the algorithm.

First, the global vector space of the 16× 16 meta-atom space is generated to identify the
target vector effectively and expeditiously in a global manner. A generative model can well
complete this task [13], for which VAE is chosen to complete the generation of global vector
space. A VAE can convert high-dimensional discrete data to a low-dimensional continuous
space known as the latent space, where any sampling point can be encoded as a meaningful
output. The VAE training process requires continuous learning of conditional probability
distributions of inputs given latent variables based on the input data. When VAE is trained
with the available binary matrix of 30,000 different isotropic metasurfaces, a continuous low-
dimensional design space can be obtained and the reduced dimension is K [14]. Figure 6a
illustrates an architecture of a VAE. Since the design matrix of the metasurface is a two-
dimensional grid shape, the V-encoder and V-decoder of VAE are implemented by a
convolutional neural network, which is illustrated in Figure 6b,c respectively.
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The encoder first converts the input binary matrix into mean vectors µ and stan-
dard deviation vectors σ. The latent vector Z is sampled from the Gaussian distribution
Z ∼ N

(
µ, σ2) during the training process. After that, the decoder G reconstructs Z into

the design matrix. Pattern topologies of meta-atom with comparable features are mapped
to the same region of latent space in this process, and similar decoding meta-atoms are
constantly modified by disrupting latent vectors. A well-trained decoder can recover any
hidden vector sampled in the Z space into a binary matrix like the training set, which
accomplishes the purpose of generating new samples. Equations (4)–(6) illustrate the loss
function of a VAE, denoted by LVAE.

LVAE = Lrec + LKL (4)

Lrec = |x− x̃|2 (5)

LKL=
K

∑
k=1

KL[N(µk, σk), N(0, 1)]

=
1
2

K

∑
k=1

(
σ2

k + µ2
k − ln σ2

k − 1
) (6)

where x, x̃ represent input data and reconstruct data. KL refers to Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence. After training VAE, a new network ϕ can be trained to find many-to-one mappings
between continuous design space V and RDV D in Figure 7a. As shown in Figure 7b, the
many-to-one relation can be converted into a multi-solution problem in functions. This can
be expressed in Equation (7):

D = ϕ(Z)Z = ϕ−1(D) (7)
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Therefore, if the objective RDV and the function expression of the inverse network in
Figure 5a are known, the non-uniqueness problem can be solved. Practically, it is impossible
to express the function fitted with the neural network. Simultaneously, it is difficult for
different meta-atoms to achieve the same response curve in every sample point. Therefore,
it is necessary to introduce an optimization algorithm to find the optimal latent vectors
with the smallest distance from the target RDV Dtar. Searching for the optimal solution
to achieve the target response in the huge ODS will save a lot of verification work and
greatly improve the inverse design efficiency of the metasurface. In this work, PSO was
chosen as the optimization algorithm, which is implemented in Python using the PySwarms
toolkit [15].

Figure 8 illustrates the optimization process. The continuous latent vector space is
mapped to the RDS through the network ϕ. The fitness function is obtained by calcu-
lating the mapped vector Dϕ and the target vector Dtar in RDS, which can be written in
Equation (8).

F(z) = |∆D| =
∣∣Dtar − Dϕ

∣∣2 (8)
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The fitness function is the objective function of optimization. The condition at the end
of the optimization iteration is |∆D| < ε, where ε is an arbitrarily small value based on
training data. After optimization, the optimal latent design vector is returned and the binary
matrix can be generated by V-decoder. To evaluate the performance of our framework
quantitatively [16], the accuracy of each target EM response is defined in Equation (9).

a = 1−
∫ f2

f1

∣∣Rtar − Rgen
∣∣d f

∫ f2
f1
|Rtar|d f

(9)

where f 1 and f 2 are the frequency bounds of the input spectra, Rtar is the target EM response,
Rgen is the generative response calculated by the generated design matrix from the VAE-PSO
framework, which can be obtained directly using the trained network 2 in Figure 4b. The
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accuracy measures the matching degree between Rtar and Rgen. Applying Equation (9)
to all test sets and then averaging them, the average accuracy of the entire framework is
calculated. By transforming the non-uniqueness problem into a global optimal solution
problem in lower-dimensional space, a high average accuracy of 94% on test sets can be
achieved in our framework.

3. Design Result and Analysis

Initially, it is necessary to discuss whether network 1 learns the low-dimensional
representation of ORS effectively. Network 1 is a typical AE for squeezing 1000 dimensional
ORV down to 10 dimensions. Equation (10) illustrates the relative response error (RRE) to
measure the quality of the autoencoder in the test set.

RRE =




√
n
∑

i=1
(ri − gi)

2

√
n
∑

i=1
r2

i



× 100% (10)

where ri is the discretized value of ORV, gi is the discretized value of the reconstruct EM
response, and n is the number of discrete points of the spectrum. We input 1000 dimensions
of the S11 curve into network 1 and the average RRE is 3.72% in the test set. The results of the
two examples randomly selected are shown in Figure 9a,b. These results prove that a perfect
consistency between the input response and the output response has been established and
it is feasible to use RRV extracted by AE to represent the high-dimensional ORV.
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Then, the performance of network 2 should be discussed. The essence of network 2
is a forward prediction network, which will input the design matrix of the metasurface
and output the predicted ORV. Its main role in the overall framework is to quickly predict
the response curve such as S11 of the inverse-designed metasurface instead of using a
traditional physical simulator, so as to calculate the accuracy of this framework rapidly.
Prediction accuracy is usually used to describe the performance of a forward prediction
network and it can be expressed as 1-REE. Figure 10a,b illustrate the S11 curve respectively
calculated by the physical simulator and the forward prediction network of two randomly
selected metasurfaces. The average prediction accuracy of network 2 on the test set is
up to 96%.
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the forward prediction network. (c) Validation loss of network 1 and network 2. (d) The process of
VAE-PSO.

The training process of network 1 and network 2 is based on the back propagation
algorithm, and the loss function value decreases rapidly with the number of epochs during
the training process. Figure 10c shows the curve of the loss function for the two networks
on the validation set. After about 25 epochs, the loss function values of the two networks
can be reduced to less than 0.5, which achieved a good degree of training for an autoencoder
network. The overall loss of network 1 is greater than that of network 2 because network
1 has high dimensions of input and output, which will be more difficult to train. To deal
with the overfitting problem, L2 regularization is necessary.

The VAE-PSO module realizes the application of the PSO algorithm in VAE generated
latent space and the optimal latent vector is selected. The algorithm initializes 20 particles
and sets the upper limit of iteration to 100. If the number of particles is too small, PSO will
fall into the local optimal solution, while if the number of particles is too large, the running
time will be greatly increased. It should be noted that the number of iterations should be set
large enough to ensure the convergence of the PSO algorithm with the possibility of early
stopping in case the fitness function does not change after about 15 iterations. Figure 10d
illustrates how the fitness function changes during iteration. When iterating fifteen times,
the fitness function reaches the minimum value and is almost unchanged in subsequent
iterations, which proves the algorithm has converged.

Next, we introduce how to use the framework. Firstly, the target response is applied to
network 3 to obtain the RDV, and then transmitted to the VAE-PSO algorithm framework
and optimized iteratively. Finally, the design matrix that can produce the most similar EM
response is output. As a verification, we select S11 curves as target responses from the
test set to feed into the framework and get an average accuracy of up to 94%. Figure 11a
illustrates a concrete example selected from the test set, with the target response in the
blue line, and the generative response in the red line. For practical applications, perfectly
ideal response curves made up of straight lines are usually input. We expect to design a
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metasurface capable of implementing a −2 dB S11 parameter at 12 GHz, so an ideal EM
response without transition bands is fed into the framework and returns the most accurate
design matrix in the global latent space in Figure 11b. An artificial neural network (ANN)
can learn complex nonlinear input-output relationships through the training process and
data adaptation, which are their main characteristics [17,18]. FCL is the most common
type of ANN, which can directly train the corresponding rules between ORV and ODV.
For performance comparison, the responses generated based on the FCL method, whose
matching degree with the target response is far less than that of the framework, are also
illustrated in Figure 11a,b. The phase response of the metasurface is also a significant
property, which is illustrated in Figure 11c,d. Abrupt phase changes can be obtained in the
planar metasurface structures over the subwavelength scale, which provides a new avenue
to enable a variety of applications, including large-scale planar imaging, electromagnetic
virtual shaping, and holographic display with a large field of view [19].
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Figure 11. (a,b) Input the target EM response into the framework. (c,d) Phase curves corresponding
to the metasurfaces of (a,b).

Finally, this framework is named “STARRY”, and the performance difference among
STARRY, the conventional design method, and the FCL design method is compared in
Figure 12. Traditional design methods take genetic algorithms as an example. FCL design
method directly trains the mapping of response curve to design matrix with full connection
layer. The design time and area of deep learning methods are much smaller than that of
the conventional design method. The STARRY framework consumes more time and space
resources than FCL but shows the highest accuracy. At the same time, STARRY solves the
problem of non-uniqueness and network complexity.
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resentation learning has been proposed and demonstrated. By using AEs of various
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with little loss, and the non-uniqueness problem is changed into a multi-solution problem
in the low-dimensional space. The VAE-PSO algorithm is used to swiftly identify the best
global search space value and deliver the binary matrix with the best response accuracy.
This hybrid framework, which gives the optimal solution to the non-uniqueness problem
and reduces the network complexity, achieves a high average accuracy of 94% on test sets,
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Abstract: Multiport magnetoinductive (MI) devices with directional filter properties are presented.
Design equations are developed and solved using wave analysis and dispersion theory, and it is
shown that high-performance directional filters can be realised for use both in MI systems with
complex, frequency-dependent impedance and in conventional systems with real impedance. Wave
analysis is used to reduce the complexity of circuit equations. High-performance MI structures
combining directional and infinite rejection filtering are demonstrated, as well as multiple-passband
high-rejection filtering. A new method for improving filtering performance through multipath loss
compensation is described. Methods for constructing tuneable devices using toroidal ferrite-cored
transformers are proposed and demonstrated, and experimental results for tuneable MI directional
filters are shown to agree with theoretical models. Limitations are explored, and power handling
sufficient for HF RFID applications is demonstrated, despite the use of ferrite materials.

Keywords: directional filter; infinite rejection; magnetoinductive waveguide; metamaterial

1. Introduction

Directional filters (DFs) are four-port directional couplers with frequency filtering
capability [1–4]. They can remove band-limited noise or unwanted signals at specific
frequencies or be arranged in cascade as multiplexers for frequency-division multiplex-
ing [5–7]. Lumped element and waveguide formats have been developed for frequencies
ranging from VHF to millimetre wave [8–15]. Two-port filters with high attenuation have
also been developed and use multipath cancellation, reflection, or absorption to achieve
infinite rejection [16–23]. Applications include transmit/receive modules, multiplexers
in ultra-wide-band antennas, and superheterodyne receivers [24–28]. Apart from rare
examples [29], development has involved systems with real impedance. However, work
on RF and microwave metamaterials showed that (in addition to other novel properties)
periodic arrays of coupled metallic resonators allow the propagation of lattice waves
including electroinductive (EI) [30–33] and magnetoinductive (MI) [34,35] waves. The
latter have attracted considerably more attention for applications that depend on magnetic
rather than electric fields. These include near-field communication in weakly conductive
media [36–38], inductive power transfer [39–41], and magnetic field sensing [42–46]. MI
waveguides consist of arrays of magnetically coupled LC resonators. They are band-limited
and dispersive and have complex frequency-dependent impedance. Although quasi-optical
devices, such as matching networks, mirrors, resonators splitters, and couplers, can be
synthesised [47–49], MI systems are still embryonic, and it is difficult to integrate other
functionality, such as filtering.

Here we show that a pair of coupled right- and left-handed MI waveguides can form a
directional filter and investigate its potential for signal blocking in MI-based high-frequency
radio frequency identification (HF RFID), where MI antennas may also find application [46].
The filters are designed to effectively operate at high RF power, since operation is based on
complementary outputs rather than absorption, and to ensure effective blocking, frequency
selectivity is tuneable. Furthermore, a new method for realising four-port directional
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filters with tuneable infinite-rejection responses is presented. Wave theory is developed to
explain the principle of multipath loss compensation, and high attenuation is confirmed by
experiment. Designs are extended to allow multiple stopbands with improved rejection.
Three-port directional filters are also shown to be feasible and can be made using a section
of MI waveguide with the addition of as few as three resonators. In each case, wave
theory is used to reduce the complexity of the circuit equations. Simple multiplexers can
be implemented by cascading directional filters. Together, these features can introduce
additional functionality and complexity in magnetoinductive systems, since the filter
components can be integrated directly with MI waveguides. Additionally, such devices
can be successfully used in conventional systems.

Essential background is first reviewed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. An analytic model for MI
directional filters is presented in Section 2.3, the circuit equations are solved using discrete
travelling wave analysis, and methods for tuning are proposed. Conditions for infinite
rejection are identified in Section 2.4, and the theory is extended to multiple passbands.
Methods for constructing tuneable devices with high rejection and multiple passbands are
described. Theoretical predictions are shown to be in good agreement with experimental
results in the HF band in Section 3. Performance parameters including power handling
and frequency scaling are also considered, with conclusions in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Magnetoinductive Waveguides

Figure 1a is a schematic of a magnetoinductive waveguide, which consists of mag-
netically coupled resonators with inductance L, capacitance C, resistance R, and nearest-
neighbour mutual inductance M. Although non-nearest-neighbour coupling is a common
problem, we assume that steps have been taken to avoid it. Assuming that the loop current
in resonator n is In, the circuit equations relating the currents in adjacent elements are:

(
jωL +

1
jωC

+ R
)

In + jωM(In−1 + In+1) = 0. (1)
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Figure 1. Magnetoinductive (MI) waveguide: (a) equivalent circuit; (b) frequency dependence of k′a
and k′′ a for κ = {±0.6,±0.3} and Q = 200. Crosses show measured points for κ = 0.3.

For convenience, we define the self-impedance Z = jωL+ 1
jωC + R, mutual impedance

Zm = jωM, and magnetic coupling coefficient κ = 2M
L . Assumption of a travelling current

wave in the form In = I0e−jkna, where k = k′ − jk′′ is the complex propagation constant
and a is the element spacing, yields the well-known dispersion relation [34]:

1− ω2
0

ω2 −
j

Q
ω0

ω
+ κ cos(ka) = 0. (2)
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Here ω0 = 1√
LC

is the angular resonant frequency and Q = ω0L
R is the quality factor.

For lossless waveguides, the Q-factor is infinite, and the left-hand side of Equation (2) is
real with k′′ = 0. In real systems, Q must be finite. If losses are low (k′′ � k′), dispersion
and loss may be approximated using:

1− ω2
0

ω2 + κ cos
(
k′a
)
= 0 (3)

k′′ a =
ω0

κQω sin(k′a)
. (4)

Equation (3) is the dispersion relation for lossless guides. It implies that MI waveguides
are band limited, with propagation in the range 1√

1+|κ| ≤
ω
ω0

< 1√
1−|κ| . Guides with

positive M are right-handed and have positive phase velocity, while negative M yields
left-handed guides with negative phase velocity. At the resonant frequency, k′a = π

2 when
M > 0 and −π

2 when M < 0. Equation (4) implies that losses are inversely proportional to
|κQ|, are lowest at the resonant frequency, and rise rapidly at the band edges. Figure 1b
shows the frequency dependence of k′a and k′′ a for Q = 200 and two different values
of |κ|, which clearly show the band-limited nature of propagation. Crosses show three
experimentally measured values along the dispersion relation for κ = 0.3 and are clearly in
agreement with Equation (3).

2.2. Impedance and Power Flow

It is simple to show that the characteristic impedance of an MI waveguide is [47]:

Z0 = jωMe−jka. (5)

If the waveguide is lossless, the characteristic impedance Z0M at resonance is purely
real, with Z0M = ω0M. In general, the impedance is complex valued and frequency
dependent, which implies that care must be taken when matching to real-valued loads. An
important consequence is that conventional scattering parameters cannot be used; instead,
the formulation of ‘power waves’, originally developed by Kurokawa [50] and recently
adapted to MI waveguides [51], is required. For MI lines extending to the left, type 1 power
waves A1 and B1 are used at element n, as shown in Figure 1a, defined as:

A1 =
−Zm In−1 + Z0 In

2
√

Re(Z0)
B1 =

−Zm In−1 − Z∗0 In

2
√

Re(Z0)
(6)

Here Z∗0 represents the complex conjugate of Z0, and Re(Z0) its real part. For MI lines
extending to the right, type 2 power waves A2 and B2 must be used, defined as:

A2 =
Zm In+1 − Z0 In

2
√

Re(Z0)
, B2 =

Zm In+1 + Z∗0 In

2
√

Re(Z0)
. (7)

The squared moduli of these coefficients provide the correct definition of power.

2.3. Magnetoinductive Directional Filters

A directional filter has four ports connected to lines of characteristic impedance Z0. A
voltage source connected to port 1 then gives rise to incident and reflected waves A11 and
B11 and transmitted waves B22, B23, B14 from ports 2, 3, and 4. Port 2 has the response of
a band-reject filter, and Port 4 that of a bandpass filter. In a matched and lossless device,
S21 and S41 are complementary, S31 = 0 for all ω, and S11 = 0 at resonance. Equivalent
properties apply no matter which port is used as input. We now develop the analysis for
MI directional filters and consider their frequency response, bandwidth, and tuneability.

Figure 2a shows the equivalent circuit of a filter based on a pair of infinite horizontal
MI waveguides consisting of identical resonators, but with opposite coupling polarity so
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that the lower guide is right-handed (blue) and the upper guide left-handed (red). The
mutual inductances are equal in magnitude, with M > 0, so the coupling coefficients are
κ f = 2M

L and κb = − 2M
L . The waveguides are connected vertically via two resonators,

which couple the guides via mutual inductances MC and coupling coefficients κc =
2Mc

L ,
such that κc < κ f . The network has four ports, 1–4, formed by sections of an MI waveguide.
The lower line supports currents In, and the top line supports Jn, while the two coupling
resonators have currents K and P. Note that guide terminations can also be represented by
lumped impedances, as shown in Figure 2b. There are three main possibilities: an infinite
MI waveguide, represented by Z0 (1); a resistive termination, represented by Z0M (2); and
a broadband termination to Z0M, achieved by halving the inductance and doubling the
capacitance in the resonant element (3). Termination 2 provides an impedance match at
ω0, while termination 3 provides matching at two frequencies, ω0 and ω0√

1−κ2 , with low
reflection in between [49].
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Figure 2. (a) MI directional filter equivalent circuit; (b) lumped element terminations: (1) magnetoin-
ductive, (2) resistive, and (3) broadband resistive.

For now, we assume type 1 terminations and that an MI wave is incident on port 1
from the left. Experience suggests that this wave will be partially reflected at n = 0 due to
the discontinuity caused by the coupling resonator, and that the remaining power, less any
loss, will appear as MI waves from ports 2 to 4. We write expressions for the currents In
and Jn in terms of incident, reflected, and transmitted MI waves as:

In = Ie−jk f na + Rejk f na, n ≤ 0
In = T2e−jk f na, n ≥ 1
Jn = T3e−jkbna, n ≥ 1
Jn = T4ejkbna, n ≤ 0.

(8)

Here I and R are the amplitudes of the incident and reflected waves at port 1; T2, T3, T4
are the wave amplitudes from ports 2, 3, and 4; k f = k′f − jk′′f is the propagation constant

of the forward waveguide; and kb = k′b − jk′′b is the propagation constant of the backward
one. From Figure 1b and Equation (2), we can assume:

kba = k f a− π. (9)

Combining Equation (1) with circuit equations for the currents K and P in the coupling
resonators, a set of coupled equations may be obtained at the six central resonators:

ZI0 + Zm(I−1 + I1) + ZmcK = 0, ZI1 + Zm(I0 + I2) + ZmcP = 0
ZK + Zmc(I0 + J0) = 0, ZP + Zmc(I1 + J1) = 0

ZJ0 − Zm(J−1 + J1) + ZmcK = 0, ZJ1 − Zm(J0 + J2) + ZmcP = 0.
(10)
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Substituting the assumed solutions and using the dispersion equation, K and P may
be eliminated, allowing the reflection and transmission coefficients to be calculated:

R
I
=

−
(

ej2k f a + 1
)

µ2

1 + 2µ2ej2k f a − ej4k f a ,
T4

I
=

(
1− ej2k f a

)
µ2

1 + 2µ2ej2k f a − ej4k f a

T2

I
=

1− ej4k f a

1 + 2µ2ej2k f a − ej4k f a ,
T3

I
= 0.

(11)

Here µ = Mc
M is the mutual inductance ratio. Note that the coefficients above are

complex valued and frequency dependent. They are expressed only in terms of µ and k f ,
which may be found from Equation (2). However, care must be taken to ensure that k′′f ≥ 0
and 0 ≤ k′f ≤ π. The results imply that no signal leaves port 2 at resonance, provided the
guides are lossless. Similarly, the transmission from port 4 is maximum at resonance, while
the reflectance from port 1 is zero. Port 3 is isolated at all frequencies, both within and
outside the MI passbands. This behaviour is inherent in the way signals are combined. The
phase shift at resonance along path P1 in Figure 2a is π

2 , while the phase shift along path
P2 is 3π

2 . If the device is lossless, the signal from port 2 is then zeroed by cancellation. If
Q-factors are finite, losses are different along P1 and P2 and cancellation is partial. Two
signal paths, P3 and P4, to port 3 are in antiphase for all frequencies.

Although the results above provide valid amplitude reflection and transmission coef-
ficients, they offer no insight on power flow in devices that are either lossy or operating
out of band. We therefore define three sets of discrete power wave pairs, {A11, B11},
{A22, B22}, and {A14, B14}, for ports 1, 2, and 4, as shown in Figure 2a, as follows:

A11 =
−Zm I−1+Z0 f I0

2
√

Re(Z0 f )
, A22 =

Zm I2−Z0 f I1

2
√

Re(Z0 f )
, A14 = Zm I−1+Z0b I0

2
√

Re(Z0b)
,

B11 =
−Zm I−1−Z∗0 f I0

2
√

Re(Z0 f )
, B22 =

Zm I2+Z∗0 f I1

2
√

Re(Z0 f )
, B14 =

Zm I−1−Z∗0b I0

2
√

Re(Z0b)
.

(12)

Here Z0 f = jωMe−jk f a and Z0b = −jωMe−jkba are the characteristic impedances of
the forward and backward guides. In fact, Z0 f = Z0b whenever Equation (9) applies. Power
wave scattering parameters with respect to port 1 may then be found as:

S11 =
B11

A11
, S21 =

B22

A11
, S41 =

B14

A11
. (13)

Using the transmission and reflection coefficients, we may obtain analytic expressions
for the scattering parameters of a directional filter with MI line terminations (1) as:

S11 =

((
1− e2k′′f a

){
ej2k′f a

+ e2(k′′f +j2k′f )a
}
+ µ2

(
1 + 2e2(k′′f +jk′f )a − ej2k′f a

))
/d

S21 =

(
e(k
′′
f +jk′f )a − e(k

′′
f +j3k′f )a

+ e−(k
′′
f +jk′f )a − e(−k′′f +jk′f )a

)
/d

S41 = µ2
(

ej2k′f a − 1
)

/d,

d = 1 + 2µ2e2(k′′f +jk′f )a − e4(k′′f +jk′f )a.

(14)

Moduli squared of Equations (11) and (14) are equal whenever k′′f = k′′b = 0.

2.3.1. Frequency Response

To illustrate the above, Figure 3a shows the frequency dependence of magnitude
S-parameters for different terminations, with L = 1 µH, κ = 0.6, and κc = 0.3 (so that
µ = 1/2). Results for lossless and lossy elements with magnetoinductive terminations are
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obtained using Equation (14), and results for lossy elements with narrowband resistive
terminations using numerical solution of circuit equations.
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𝜇4𝑒
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′ 𝑎
(𝑒

𝑗2𝑘𝑓
′ 𝑎

 − 1 )

2

1 − 𝑒
𝑗4𝑘𝑓

′ 𝑎
(4𝜇4+2 − 𝑒

𝑗4𝑘𝑓
′ 𝑎

)

=
1

2
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Figure 3. MI directional filter performance for κ = 0.6 and κc = 0.3: (a) scattering parameters for
lossless and lossy (Q = 200 ) resonators with MI terminations (1) and real narrowband terminations
(2); (b) variation of Qbp with κ and κc for a lossless filter with MI terminations (1); (c) scattering
parameters for lossless resonators with MI terminations (1) for ω′0/ω0 = 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1.

In each case, frequencies near ω0 are diverted into port 4, while the remaining power
is sent to port 2. Port 4 is therefore bandpass, while port 2 is a bandstop. The MI passband
is as estimated from previous arguments. The isolation of port 3 is unaffected by loss;
however, power emerging from port 4 is reduced and port 2 rejection diminished. Since
losses are inversely proportional to κQ and κcQ, high coupling coefficients and Q-factors
are required to minimise loss. The effect of a narrowband resistive termination is to reduce
the bandwidth. However, this can be partly restored by using a broadband termination.

2.3.2. Bandwidth

An analytic expression for the 3-dB bandwidth of |S41|2 may be obtained in the lossless
case. The half-power frequencies can be found as follows:

|S41|2k′′=0 =
µ4ej2k′f a

(
ej2k′f a − 1

)2

1− ej4k′f a
(

4µ4 + 2− ej4k′f a
) =

1
2

. (15)

Within the passband, there are two solutions for k′f . If these are expressed in terms of
κ, µ, and ω0, the half-power bandwidth B is given by:

B = ω0

(√
1

1− κp
−
√

1
1 + κp

)
, p =

√
µ4 −

√
µ8 + 4 + 2

2
. (16)

Thus, the width of the bandpass channel increases with µ and ω0. It is simple to
calculate the Q-factor of the bandpass response, as Qbp = ω0

B . Figure 3b shows a contour
map of the variation of Qbp with κ and κc thus obtained. High-filter Q-factors require high
values of κ and low values of κc; however, the achievable Q-factor is limited since the use
of real resonators with finite Q-factors will result in high losses if κc is too low.

2.3.3. Frequency Tuning

So far, the filter centre frequency has been determined by ω0, which also determines
the operation of the MI waveguides. It would clearly be beneficial to introduce tuning
within the MI passband. Figure 3c shows the result of tuning the resonance of the coupling
resonators to different values, namely, (a) ω′0 = 0.9ω0, (b) ω′0 = 0.95ω0, and (c) ω′0 = 1.1ω0,
assuming lossless resonators and lossless MI terminations. Although the best performance
is obtained when ω′0 = ω0, tuning around ω0 is feasible for the variations in ω′0 shown.
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From the above, we conclude that the network shown in Figure 2a with lossless termi-
nations possesses all the properties of a directional filter except that it has null reflectivity
only within the MI passband. S11 is zero at the resonant frequency and very small in its
vicinity. Lossy systems and systems with narrowband terminations have similar properties,
the main difference being a reduction in the magnetoinductive bandwidth.

2.4. Advanced Filters

In this section, we consider the properties of more advanced filters, which offer either
infinite rejection or multiple bandstop frequencies.

2.4.1. Infinite Rejection

In the absence of loss, complete rejection occurs at ω0 at port 2 when port 1 is used
as an input. However, for finite Q-factors, the two signal paths from port 1 to port 2 in
Figure 2a incur unequal losses, and some leakage into port 2 then occurs even at resonance.
To equalise signal amplitudes along the two paths, the magnetic coupling strength between
resonators 0 and 1 in the forward waveguide may be adjusted. We define a new positive
coefficient, κ′f = λκ f , between these elements and reconsider the port reflection and
transmission coefficients. The circuit equations must be modified to:

ZI0 + Zm(I−1 + λI1) + ZmcK = 0, ZI1 + Zm(λI0 + I2) + ZmcP = 0
ZK + Zmc(I0 + J0) = 0, ZP + Zmc(I1 + J1) = 0

ZJ0 − Zm(J−1 + J1) + ZmcK = 0, ZJ1 − Zm(J0 + J2) + ZmcP = 0.
(17)

As before, we may substitute the assumed solutions and use the dispersion relation to
obtain modified reflection and transmission coefficients. The transmission from port 2 may
then be expressed as a rational polynomial in λ as follows:

T2
I = p0+λp1

q0+2µ4e
j2k f a

λ+q2λ2

p0 = µ4ej2k f a
(

1− ej2k f a
)

p1 =
(

ej4k f a − 1
)2

+ µ2ej2k f a
(

2− 2ej4k f a + µ2
(

ej2k f a − 1
))

q0 = ej2k f a
(

ej6k f a + ej4k f a − ej2k f a − 1
)
+ µ2ej2k f a

(
2− 2ej2k f a − 4ej4k f a + 4µ2ej2k f a − µ2

)

q2 = 1 + ej2k f a − ej4k f a − ej6k f a + µ2ej2k f a
(

2 + 2ej2k f a − µ2
)

.

(18)

For infinite rejection at midband, we require the numerator of T2/I to equal zero:

λ = − p0

p1
. (19)

At resonance, the propagation constant can be rewritten in terms of κ and Q alone:

k f a
∣∣∣
ω=ω0

=
π

2
+ jln

(√
1 +

1
κ2Q2 −

1
κQ

)
. (20)

Substituting into Equation (19), we obtain the condition for infinite rejection as:

λ =
µ4ρ4

µ4ρ4 − 2µ2ρ4 + 2µ2ρ2 + ρ6 − ρ4 − ρ2 + 1
, ρ =

√
1 +

1
κ2Q2 −

1
κQ

. (21)

Figure 4a shows the variation of λ with µ for a range of Q-factors. Lower values of λ
are required for higher losses, as well as for lower values of µ. In each case, λ→ 1 as µ
increases, with sharper increases at lower losses. When λ is set as above, port 2 is isolated
at resonance. However, there is an impact on filter performance; namely, port 3 is no
longer fully isolated, the passband of port 2 reduces, and reflectance at port 1 is improved.
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Figure 4b shows the frequency dependence of scattering parameters for filters with lossy MI
(1) and resistive narrowband (2) terminations for κ = 0.6, κc = 0.3, Q = 200, and λ = 0.8746
from Equation (21). Both cases demonstrate excellent directional filtering with reflectance
mostly <−30 dB within the passband, as well as infinite rejection at resonance. If isolation
is important, λ may be adjusted to balance rejection with leakage into port 3. The mutual
inductance discontinuity generated by tuning λ implies that the complementary waveguide
pair is no longer symmetrical, meaning the ports cannot be used interchangeably. Only
the two ports immediately adjacent to the λ-tuned resonator pair would yield an infinite-
rejection response. The remaining two ports would suffer from reduced performance if
used as inputs.
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2.4.2. Multiple Bandstop Frequencies

A directional filter with N complementary bandstop and bandpass responses can
be realised by increasing the number of coupling resonators from 1 to N, as shown in
Figure 5a. Here MI waveguides with coupling coefficients ±κ are connected using vertical
lines containing N weakly coupled resonators with coupling κc. The resonator rows are
labelled from 0 (bottom) to top (N − 1) and have the currents Km and Pm flowing in the
left and right columns, respectively. The lines of coupling resonators can be considered
as two identical uniform MI waveguides with a passband of 1√

1+|κc |
≤ ω

ω0
≤ 1√

1−|κc |
and

dispersion relation Z + Zmc(e−jkca + ejkca) = 0, where kc is the propagation constant. The
currents Pm and Km may also be expressed in terms of reflected and transmitted waves as:

Pm = PTe−jkcma + PRejkcma, Km = KTe−jkcma + KRejkcma. (22)
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multiple passband filter with lossless MI terminations (1) for κ = 0.6, κc = 0.3, N = 2, and N = 5.
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The solutions for currents In and Jn remain unchanged from Equation (8). Once again,
we may write down the equations at the junctions as:

ZI0 + Zm(I−1 + I1) + ZmcK0 = 0, ZI1 + Zm(I0 + I2) + ZmcP0 = 0
ZK0 + Zmc(I0 + K1) = 0, ZP0 + Zmc(I1 + P1) = 0

ZKN−1 + Zmc(KN−2 + J0) = 0, ZPN−1 + Zmc(PN−2 + J1) = 0
ZJ0 − Zm(J−1 + J1) + ZmcKN−1 = 0, ZJ1 − Zm(J0 + J2) + ZmcPN−1 = 0.

(23)

Equation (23) can again be solved for the reflection coefficient at port 1 and transmis-
sion coefficients at ports 2–4 by substituting the dispersion relations and eliminating the
terms PT , PR, and KT , KR. When N = 1, Equation (24) is identical to Equation (11).

R
I = (ej2kca(N+1) − 1)

{
ej2kca

(
1 + ej2k f a

)
− µej(k f +kc)a

(
1 + ej2kca

)
+ µ2ej2(k f +kc)a

}
/D

T2
I =

(
1− ej2(N+1)kca

){
2ej2(k f +kc)a − µej(3k f +kc)a

(
1 + ej2kca

)}
/D

T4
I = µej(N+1)kca

{
2ej(k f +kc)a

(
1− ej2kca

)
− µej2k f a

(
1− ej4kca

)}
/D

D =
(

ej2ka − 1
)

ej2kca
(

1− ej2kca(N+1)
)
+ 2µej(k f +kc)a

(
1− ej2kca(N+2)

)
− µ2ej2ka

(
1− ej2kc(N+3)a

)
(24)

The coefficients can be converted to scattering parameters as before. Figure 5b shows
the frequency dependence of S-parameters for N = 2 and N = 5. The additional coupling
resonators generate multiple bandpass responses in S41 and complementary notches in
S21. The value of |κc| determines the sharpness of the peaks in S41, as well as the notch
frequencies, with a larger separation between peaks for higher values. The quality factors
of the peaks are higher for increasing N, and the effect of loss is to reduce rejection in S21
and increase insertion loss in S41.

The frequencies of peaks and notches can be found by computing the maxima of S41
or the minima of S21 within the MI passband. The central frequencies ωk simplify to:

ωk = ω0

√
1

1 + κc cos
(

νπ
N+1

) , ν ∈ [1, N]. (25)

The notch spacing is nonuniform and can be adjusted by varying ω0 or κc. The values
for ωk are independent of κ, provided that κ > κc. When N is odd, there is always a
peak at the resonant frequency. As previously shown, infinite rejection can be achieved at
resonance for N = 1. However, since path losses cannot be equalised at several frequencies,
infinite rejection cannot be obtained for all notches simultaneously when N > 1. However,
simulations show that it is simple to improve performance by adjusting λ.

2.4.3. Three-Port Filters and Multiplexers

In the absence of infinite or improved rejection (λ = 1), the current in port 3 is
identically zero at all frequencies with port 1 as an input. This implies that port 3 can
be physically removed from either the single- or multiple-notch device, along with a
resonator at n=1 in the backward-wave guide in Figure 2a or Figure 5a. Hence, a three-
port directional filter can be generated with the addition of just three weakly coupled
resonators, and a backward-wave resonator at n = 0 loaded with one of the terminations
from Figure 2b. Loss compensation, however, is then impossible due to the removal of
signal paths. Nevertheless, filter performance would be indistinguishable from Figure 3a or
Figure 5b, as long as λ is unity. Multiplexers can also be implemented by cascading filters,
with the notch frequencies of the constituent filters defining the frequencies of extracted
signals.
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3. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present experimental results for filters constructed for f0 = 13.56 MHz
to remove residual carrier from tag responses in HF RFID. A tuneable design was developed
to allow the demonstration of filter operation and extension to complex filters.

3.1. Single-Notch Filter

The overall design was as shown in Figure 2a; however, resistive terminations were
used, and ports were floated using paired capacitors. To allow frequency tuneability, all
capacitors included varicaps. To confine magnetic fields and ensure nearest-neighbour
coupling, all inductors used low-loss ferrimagnetic toroidal cores with inner and outer
diameters of 13.2 and 21 mm (Fair-Rite 5967000601, based on “67” Ni–Zn ferrite material
with cutoff at 50 MHz). The initial relative permeability was ≈40, implying that the mag-
netic flux was almost completely contained in the core. Two windings (with inductances
LC and LT , such that LC + LT = L) were used for the waveguide elements, and three (with
inductances LC, LC, and LS, such that 2LC + LS = L) for the coupling resonators. Adjacent
windings were reversed to obtain negative coupling coefficients. A method was used to
allow the tuning of mutual inductance using components constructed by 3D printing with a
polycarbonate filament. Figure 6a shows this mechanism, allowing control over the relative
position of two copper windings. The coupling coefficient was a nonlinear function of the
winding separation with minimum separation yielding maximum coupling.
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coupling; RH–minimum coupling); (b) complete PCB with labelled port numbers.

Figure 6b shows a photograph of the completed filter constructed as a copper-clad
printed circuit board using low-loss mica capacitors. Mechanical tuning was provided for
all mutual inductances. The value of M needed for impedance matching to a 50 Ω load at
resonance was first identified. Inductors Ls were then chosen to equalise the self-inductance
of all resonators, and capacitances were tuned to achieve resonance at 13.56 MHz. Table 1
shows the values of the most important parameters after tuning.

Table 1. Experimental parameter values.

Parameter Value Range of Adjustment

LT 1.16 µH N/A (not applicable)
Lc 460 nH N/A
Ls 710 nH N/A
κ 0.725 0.51–0.92
κc 0.28 0.19–0.34
ω0 13.56 MHz DC to 50 MHz
Q 200 ± 10% N/A
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Four-port scattering parameters were measured using an electronic network analyser
(Agilent E5061B). To begin with, λ was set to unity so that responses were independent
of the port used as input. Figure 7a compares the frequency dependence of S-parameters
with the predictions of the theoretical model for κc = 0.28. Excellent agreement with
experimental results can be seen. Larger values of µ were investigated and found to reduce
losses and increase the passband of the bandpass channel and the notch depth.
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Figure 7. Experimental (solid) and theoretical (dashed) frequency dependence of scattering param-
eters for MI filter with resistive narrowband terminations (2) with ω0 = 13.56 MHz, Q = 200, and
Z0M = 50 Ω. (a) κc = 0.28 and λ = 1; (b) infinite rejection with κc = 0.25 and λ = 0.79.

3.2. Single-Notch Filter with Infinite Rejection

Stopband rejection can be greatly improved by fine-tuning λ according to Equation
(21). For parameters in Table 1, the value of λ required for infinite rejection is 0.79, well
within range for the coupling tuning mechanism. Figure 7b compares the simulated and
measured scattering parameters obtained in this case. A performance improvement of over
50 dB is achieved compared with that in Figure 7a, with 70 dB rejection at port 2. This
improvement is at the expense of reduced isolation of port 3 with a minimum attenuation
of 18 dB at resonance between ports 1 and 3. However, losses in S21 are still extremely low.

3.3. Double-Notch Filters

A two-notch directional filter with parameter values shown in Table 1 was imple-
mented in the same way by increasing the number of coupling resonators in each vertical
branch from one to two. The magnitude of κc determines the frequency locations of the
notches in S21 according to Equation (25). However, smaller values of κc also increase
propagation losses through the coupling resonators, reducing notch depth and increasing
losses in the bandpass channel. Figure 8a compares theoretical and experimental results
for κc = 0.3. Agreement between simulation and experimental results is again excellent.
Attenuation in S21 is the same as for the single-notch filter, implying that two signals can
be extracted simultaneously without hindering performance.
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3.4. Double-Notch Filter with Improved Rejection

Although infinite rejection appears impossible in multinotch filters, rejection can be
improved by adjusting λ. Figure 8b compares theoretical and measured S-parameters for
a two-notch filter with κc = 0.3 with λ chosen to equalise rejection at the two notches. A
significant performance improvement in a rejection of over 15 dB is obtained, once again at
the expense of port 3 isolation. As regards single-notch filters, lower values of λ are needed
for higher values of µ. Low insertion loss is observed around the resonance frequency but
increases elsewhere as matching between the guides and load deteriorates.

3.5. Applications

Toroid transformers based on soft ferrites allow magnetoinductive designs to be
realised with low non-nearest-neighbour coupling. However, core materials must have low
loss and high linearity. Some applications also require high power handling. In HF RFID, a
modulated AC magnetic field delivers power and data to tags, which couple to the field
using inductive loops. For the ISO/IEC 14443 type A standard, the carrier frequency is
fc = 13.56 MHz, while tags use an internally generated subcarrier at fm = fc

16 to return data,
generating sideband spectra with central frequencies, fc ± fm. Since the carrier power can
be orders of magnitude greater than that of the sidebands, receiver protection is required.
The single-notch filter presented here can be integrated into existing MI systems via direct
connection to the waveguides, has high rejection at resonance, and may be used to transfer
residual carrier to a load. However, the filter must be effective at the representative carrier
powers, despite potential nonlinearities introduced by ferrite cores. To emulate generic
HF RFID signals, we modulated a high-power carrier at fc using a simple cosine message
waveform at fm. The waveform of the input signal s(t) is:

s(t) = [Ac + Am cos(2π fmt)] cos(2π fct). (26)

Here Ac and Am are the carrier and message amplitudes. The signal was derived from
a first signal generator (Agilent E4433B) modulated by a second signal modulator (Agilent
N5181A) with amplification by a 27 dB power amplifier (Minicircuits ZFDWHA-1–20+).
Ac was adjusted to deliver a carrier power, Pc, into a 50 Ω load, while the modulation
index Am/Ac was chosen to generate typically small sidebands. Detection was performed
using a digital storage oscilloscope (Keysight InfiniiVision DSOX3024T, Santa Rosa, CA,
USA) using a 30 dB attenuator for unfiltered signals. Figure 9a shows the power spectral
density (PSD) of the signal input to port 1 of the single-notch filter for Pc = 1 W. Amplifier
nonlinearities have resulted in minor harmonics of the AM spectrum, which have been
partially suppressed at high frequencies with a low-pass filter. Figure 9b shows the PSD
at port 2, the stopband channel. The output shows a carrier attenuation of 73 dB and a
sideband attenuation of 1.2 dB, implying an output signal with almost intact message and
negligible carrier. No significant additional harmonics are introduced. Figure 9c shows the
attenuation of the two sidebands and the carrier over a power range between 0.1 and 1 W.
Attenuation is almost independent of Pc, implying effective power handling despite the
use of ferrites.
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3.6. Frequency Scaling

The potential for scaling to higher frequencies is largely determined by ferrite per-
formance. Table 2 shows performance parameters for low-cost NiZn soft ceramic ferrite
materials and toroids designed for RF applications, such as EMI suppressors (upper group)
and broadband transformers and baluns (lower), including their initial relative permeabil-
ity µi, Curie temperature TC, and loss factor. The main difference between groups is the
maximum usable frequency Fmax. Following Snoek’s limit [52], µi falls as Fmax is raised.
High-frequency performance is therefore accompanied by a reduction in magnetic field
confinement and an increase in loss. Small toroids may be used to minimise the volume
of magnetic material. However, careful design will be required to optimise performance,
power handling will be reduced, and automated coil winding may be required for construc-
tion [53]. Despite this, the data suggest that response may be extended to the low UHF
band. Above this, air-cored inductors may be used, but non-nearest-neighbour coupling
and radiation will inevitably complicate the design and reduce performance.

Table 2. Properties of a selection of ferrite materials and toroids.

Manufacturer Model OD
(mm)

ID
(mm)

Height
(mm) Initial µi

Fmax
(MHz) TC

◦C Material Loss Factor

Ferroxcube - - - - 125 20 >350 4C65 130 @ 10 MHz
Fair-Rite 5961001801 22.10 13.70 06.35 125 25 >300 61 10 @ 10 MHz

Ferroxcube - - - - 25 100 >400 4E2 -
Fair-Rite 5968001801 22.10 13.70 6.35 16 150 >500 68 300 @ 100 MHz

National Magnetics - - - - 7.5 400 >320 M5 <3500 @ 100 MHz

3.7. Future Work

MI directional filters can also be designed for use at UHF. Potential research could con-
centrate on counteracting ferrite losses or, alternatively, minimising non-nearest-neighbour
coupling and radiation in open-loop designs. Furthermore, the device wave operating
principles can be extended to other metamaterial types, such as elastic or acoustic [54]. In
particular, it has already been shown by us that MEMS could be used to generate high-
performance two-port notch and comb filters [55]. Once again, wave analysis was used
to simplify the coupled dynamical equations. Extension to multiport devices can be a
fitting research target. Higher performance is expected due to inherently higher Q-factors
of MEMS resonators.

4. Conclusions

New configurations of a magnetoinductive device with directional filter properties
have been introduced based purely on magnetically coupled LC resonators. Design rules
have been established, and methods for calculating scattering parameters when filters are
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used in MI systems (which have complex, frequency-dependent impedance) or conven-
tional systems (with real impedance) have been clarified. The circuit equations have been
simplified and solved using wave analysis. Analytic expressions have been developed
for S-parameters and bandwidth, a simple method for introducing tuneability has been
proposed, and extensions to allow infinite rejection at a chosen frequency or multiple
stopbands with high rejection have been described.

Device construction and operation have been verified at HF. Ceramic ferrite cores have
been used to ensure nearest-neighbour coupling in a compact layout, and simple mechani-
cal methods of tuning resonant frequency and coupling (essential in blocker applications)
have been proposed and demonstrated. Experimental results for tuneable filters, filters
with infinite rejection, and filters with multiple bandstop frequencies have all been shown
to agree with theoretical models. Power handing capability sufficient for blocker applica-
tions in HF RFID has been demonstrated, with little harmonic generation due to ferrite
nonlinearity. Further development will involve direct connection to a magnetoinductive
antenna, and this work is in progress.
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Abstract: This work presents a new unit cell electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) design based on Hon-
eyComb geometry (HCPBG). The new HCPBG takes a uniplanar geometry (UCPBG—uniplanar
compact PBG) as a reference and follows similar design methods for defining geometric parameters.
The new structure’s advantages consist of reduced occupied printed circuit board area and flexible
rejection band properties. In addition, rotation and slight geometry modification in the HCPBG cell
allow changing the profile of the attenuation frequency range. This paper also presents a reconfig-
urable unit cell HCPBG filter strategy, for which the resonance center frequency is shifted by changing
the gap capacitance with the assistance of varactor diodes. The HCPBG filter and reconfiguration
behavior is demonstrated through electromagnetic (EM) simulations over the FR1 band of the 5G
communication network. Intelligent communication systems can use the reconfiguration feature to
select the optimal operating frequency for maximum attenuation of unwanted or interfering signals,
such as harmonics or intermodulation products.

Keywords: electromagnetic bandgap; photonic bandgap; electromagnetic compatibility; interference;
filtering; HCPBG (HoneyComb PBG)

1. Introduction

Photonic bandgaps (PBGs) are periodic structures that introduce material changes
in the waveguide or printed circuit board (PCB), such as holes, patterns, or dielectric
rods. They are also known as photonic crystals and are based on Electromagnetic Band
Gap (EBG) properties. The geometric modification in the medium produces forbidden
frequency bands for propagating waves. In other words, it works as a wave filter with high
impedance at desired frequency bands. As a result, the electromagnetic waves in a PBG
material are hindered due to the periodic discontinuity, which is equivalent to a photonic
crystal in the light domain. They were first reported for structures at optical wavelengths
in 1987 [1,2]. Since the first PBG structure publication, designers created many shapes,
geometries, and materials for various applications. As an example, we can cite: microwave
filters, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) improvement [3–5], antenna beam steering [6],
compact antenna arrays [7], antenna gain, efficiency, and bandwidth improvement [8–10],
and beam tilting of 5G antenna arrays [11].

PBG structures have the characteristic of phase control of plane waves enabling sup-
pression of surface waves and higher-order harmonics. It is also an exciting tool for those
looking beyond 5G, where the advent of electromagnetic components can shape how
they interact with the propagation environment. It is a case for reconfigurable intelligent
surface (RIS), a two-dimensional surface of engineered material whose properties are re-
configurable rather than static [8,9,12]. For example, the RIS device can control scattering,
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absorption, reflection, and diffraction properties by software according to how the environ-
ment changes over time. In principle, the RIS can form a beam and synthesize the scattering
behavior of an arbitrarily shaped surface of the same size. For example, it can create a
superposition of multiple beams or act as a diffuse scatterer [13]. Regarding traditional
communication systems, the critical difference between a RIS and the common notion of an
antenna array in 5G is that a RIS is neither part of the transmitter nor the receiver. However,
it is a controllable part of the wireless propagation environment. The system-level role of a
RIS is to influence the propagation of the wireless signals sent by other devices without
generating its signals [14].

On the scope of the current investigation, we focus on interference filtering, which is a
critical problem to be addressed as the number of wireless devices increases every year.
It is of great concern that long-term interfering issues could arise due to the increasing
number of heterogeneous devices. Aiming on that, it is a necessity to implement such
solutions as a filtering option. For example, cable-stayed power line towers monitored
by wireless sensors operating at unlicensed spectrum deliver data of utmost importance
to the substations. The data help predict the risks of collapse events, and wireless sensor
communication may be harmed by adjacent heterogeneous systems interference. In this
way, one can use PBG as a tool to contend against interference coming from a crowded
environment in several ways. Firstly, the current downscaling of devices makes structure
sizes a critical issue. As technologies occupy higher spectrum frequencies, PBG is a viable
tool to be adopted since the stopband frequency is proportional to half of the guided
wavelength [15]. Secondly, planar PBGs like UCPBG do not need vias or unique materials
suitable for standard PCB designs with no extra cost. The UCPBG works as a stopband
filter due to the structure of metal etched in slots on the ground plane connected by narrow
lines to form a distributed LC network [16,17].

In this paper, we present the HCPBG unit cell, a novel geometry for EBG structures that
introduces new features when compared to that of the traditional UCPBG [9]. For instance,
it further decreases the consumption area compared to that of the UCPBG equivalent
due to the proposed hexagonal geometry. Secondly, the hexagon can keep the same
perimeter as the side of a square, where the microstrip line crosses the PBG structure while
occupying 65% of the area. Besides, the HCPBG unit cell can be configured with different
traces and orientations, adding asymmetry to the design and producing different filtering
characteristics, as simulations and measurements demonstrate. As a result of this study,
we can highlight the following HCPBG advantages:

• Introduction of a new EBG geometrical structure for RF filtering applications;
• A more effective area usage for PCBs due to the hexagon geometry;
• Multiple rejection frequency bands and bandwidths are achieved depending on the

orientation or number of traces;
• Addition or suppression of traces allow shifting the first resonance frequency;
• Suppression of high-frequency rejection band by changing the orientation;
• Wide bandwidths are obtained by changing the number of traces or orientation;
• Active reconfiguration of the first resonance frequency.

As a second novel feature, we also present a reconfiguration method to modify the
center frequency of the rejection band by controlling the gap capacitance through a varactor
diode. The reverse voltage of the varactor diode changes its capacitance, allowing a control
system to shift filtering center frequency and bandwidth range.

Although the technique of using active discrete components to reconfigure differ-
ent types of PBG structures was studied before, the reconfiguration of the UCPBG type
structures, as presented in this work, is not yet reported in the literature.

Different applications of reconfigurable EBG structures were investigated over the
years, such as antenna array beam-steering at 6 GHz using metal tape [6], change of
patch antenna polarization for navigation systems with the use of varactor diodes [18],
modification of antenna frequency and radiation pattern for WiFi/WiMAX using PIN
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diode [19], cavity resonator at 10 GHz range with mechanical switching reconfiguration [20],
and reconfigurable 3D MEMS filter for optical applications [21].

The HCPBG is a planar structure, and no unique material, vias, or fabrication process is
needed to produce such structures. This is an advantage over tunable bandpass filters based
on microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [22]. On the other hand, planar reconfigurable
PBG filters, as described in [23–25], have the advantage of large bandwidth and dynamic
range. However, to achieve a frequency range of a few GHz, they show an increased area
consumption and circuit complexity compared to that of the proposed filter.

This paper organizes as follows: Section 2 refers to the presented HCPBG model.
Section 3 presents the simulation results comparing the classic UCPBG to the HCPBG and
multiple geometries through transmission loss of a microstrip line over one single cell; it
also presents the effect of different orientations. Section 4 shows the measurement setup
and transmission loss results for the fabricated samples. Section 5 describes the design
of the reconfigurable HCPBG filter and presents the simulation and measurement results.
Finally, the discussion is closed in the Section 6.

2. Design of HCPBG

The method used to evaluate the UCPBG and HCPBG unit cells consists of a PCB
having a microstrip line that crosses the entire top layer and one single cell at the bottom
layer underneath the microstrip line. Figure 1 illustrates a diagram used in this work
for simulation and measurements. By supposing an interfering signal impinging the
stripline, the objective here is to calculate a resonance frequency for the structure to filter
out the interference.

Figure 1. Reference diagram for simulations and measurements.

Figure 2 shows (a) the design reference UCPBG and (b) the new proposed HCPBG
unit cells on microstrip substrates. The dark area is the metallic ground layer, while the
white area represents the removal of the metal (air gaps). The geometry design parameters
for both UCPBG and HCPBG are the gap size g1, g2, the total structure size a, and the trace
dimensions where tl is the length and tw is the width. The gap sizes define the capacitance,
while the trace length and width define the inductance. For example, reducing the gap
size g1, g2 increases the capacitance and, henceforth, resonance moves to lower frequencies.
On the other hand, a longer length tl will produce a higher inductance, consequently
reducing the rejection band frequency. Similarly, the width tw affects the inductance and,
henceforth, the resonance frequency.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. PBG structure designs—(a) Uniplanar Geometry PBG (UCPBG) and (b) HoneyComb PBG
(HCPBG).

The lumped capacitors and inductors introduced by gaps and traces form a parallel
LC network as described in [2]. The determination of a stopband frequency for a single
PBG structure is roughly determined by [5]

fo =
1

2π
√

LC
, (1)

where L is the inductance of the trace and C is the capacitance of the gaps connecting the
PBG structure to the ground. The method for calculating C follows the model of two metal
sheets coplanar capacitance on a PCB [26], which can be calculated as
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where w is the size of the metal plates of the considered capacitor model, εr = 4.3 (FR4)
is the substrate dielectric constant, c = 299,792,458 m/s is the vacuum speed of light,
and l = a − tw − g1 − g2 is the gap length. It is also convenient to make g2 = tw to
minimize the effect on the inductance L.

One can calculate L as [27]
L = ρ(tw)× tl , (3)

where

ρ(tw) =





60
ln[ 8h
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4h ]

c , if tw
h ≤ 1

180hπ
c(h(2.0895+ln[1.444+ tw

h ])+1.5tw)
, otherwise

, (4)

and h is the substrate thickness.
The calculated values of f0, C, and L define the dimensions considered in the EM

simulations. It is also a starting point where the designer must proceed a fine-tune to
achieve a desired resonance center frequency. Also, a second method one can use is scaling
based on a predesigned structure. The rejection band moves to lower frequencies as the
structure is scaled up and vice-versa. Furthermore, the attenuation further improves if the
PBG structure forms a lattice. As the designer works at higher frequency ranges, UCPBG
achieves smaller geometric sizes, improving its applicability. In this case, metal slots are
etched in the ground plane connected by narrow lines to form a distributed LC network [17].
This method fits well for standard PCB designs because it is planar, countering the need for
vias or unique materials, saving costs. Concerning the hexagonal geometry, the reduction
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in the PCB-occupied area is the most attractive design feature. It can keep the same gap
perimeter on the side of a square while occupying 65% of the area.

The current work investigates six variations of HCPBG geometries. The desired f0
is achieved by simply changing the number of traces, introducing different gap lengths,
rotation of PBG structure relative to the microstrip line, and geometric scaling. Table 1
describes and illustrates the variations proposed for simulations and measurements. Each
line of the table constitutes the structure case, the number of traces, rotation, and the
PCB bottom layer PBG structure relative to the microstrip line represented as dashed
contours. The cases of Table 1 (a) and (b) explores the asymmetry in the HCPBG structure
by suppressing some of the traces, which changes the LC elements from the basic geometry
presented in Figure 2b.

The capacitance of the gap and the trace inductance closer to the point where the trans-
mission line crosses the PBG have a more substantial influence on the resonance frequency.
Adding asymmetry changes the values of the LC and the influence over the resonances.

The cases (a) and (b) are the three traces and show asymmetries for both gaps and
traces close to the microstrip line. For cases (c) and (d), we can notice that traces and
gaps are symmetrically apart from the microstrip line, and in case (e), there are two traces
parallel to the microstrip line due to the rotation of 30º, for which it is expected to have
similar results to the UCPBG. Finally, the case (f) is the fundamental geometry presented in
Figure 2b.

Table 1. Six variations of HCPBG geometries considering rotations and suppressed traces.

Label Traces Rotation Structure

(a) 3 0º

(b) 3 30º

(c) 4 0º

(d) 4 90º

(e) 4 30º

(f) 6 0º

3. Simulation of HCPBG

The simulation setup consists of a reference plane PCB (without PBG on the ground
layer), a UCPBG, and six HCPBG combinations shown in Table 1. Six out of seven sim-
ulations on HCPBG structures have dimensions defined in Table 2 case (a). The seventh
simulation has dimensions defined in Table 2 case (b), where g2 is the only different param-
eter. We calculated the PCB’s frequency profile using CST Studio® [28], an electromagnetic
field simulation software.

In the CST Studio simulation, we set the time domain solver, which employs finite
integration technique (FIT) [29]. The time domain solver has the ability to handle large and
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complex structures, and it allows for memory efficient computation. We set the accuracy
to −40 dB and hexahedral mesh type. For the mesh properties, we defined 12 cells per
wavelength near/far from model and 35 cells of fraction minimum cell near model.

The PCB is an FR-4 two-layer of 90 mm length, 60 mm width, and 1.6 mm thickness.
The microstrip line is 50 Ω, 3 mm width and 90 mm length on the top layer. The ground
plane is placed on the bottom side of the PCB, where the HCPBG and UCPBG structures
are located, as shown in Figure 1. The simulations consider the dimensions of Table 2 case
(a) where L = 3.26 nH, C = 1.38 pF and f0 = 2.37 GHz when using Equations (2) and (3).
The nomenclature to name the HCPBG structures is defined as HCPBG-xx-yy, where “xx”
represents the number of traces and “yy” is the orientation relative to the microstrip line.

Table 2. Dimensions used for UCPBG and HCPBG designs.

Case a g1 g2 tw tl

(a) 28.5 mm 1.5 mm 1.5 mm 7.5 mm 1.5 mm
0.23λ2.37 GHz 0.012λ2.37 GHz 0.012λ2.37 GHz 0.06λ2.37 GHz 0.012λ2.37 GHz

(b) 28.5 mm 1.5 mm 0.5 mm 7.5 mm 1.5 mm
0.23λ2.37 GHz 0.012λ2.37 GHz 0.04λ2.37 GHz 0.06λ2.37 GHz 0.012λ2.37 GHz

The most significant characteristic of HCPBG unit cell is that multiple resonance
profiles emerge due to rotation and trace suppression. Figure 3 shows the transmission loss
profile for UCPBG and HCPBG Table 1 case (e). Both have similar results up to 3.3 GHz,
with the first resonance at 2.36 GHz and similar bandwidth (BW); BW = 136 MHz at−10 dB.
This case presents a second strong resonance at 4.13 GHz with BW = 100 MHz and the
third one at 5.38 GHz, but with an attenuation lower than the −10 dB. This third resonance
coincides with the second resonance of the UCPBG structure but with lower attenuation.

Figure 3. Simulation—transmission loss for UCPBG and HCPBG-4t-o3.

Figures 4 highlights the effect of HCPBG rotation for Table 1 (c) and (d) cases. HCPBG
and UCPBG present a similar filtering profile observed in the previous simulation. No-
tice that the main differences are due to the rotation of HCPBG-4t-o1 and HCPBG-4t-o2
(Table 1 case (c) and (d), respectively). The HCPBG-4t-o1 has two strong attenuated bands,
one at 2.17 GHz (BW = 167 MHz) and the second at 3.61 GHz, with a wide bandwidth
(BW = 982 MHz). In HCPBG-4t-o2, the first attenuation band has an extensive bandwidth at
2.25 GHz (BW = 1.4 GHz), and the second resonance locates at 4.14 GHz (BW = 260 MHz).
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Figure 4. Simulation—transmission loss for HCPBG with 4 traces—orientations o1 and o2.

We also simulated HCPBG with three traces and six traces, keeping the same dimen-
sions to verify the attenuation band profile’s behavior. Figure 5 shows the transmission loss
for the HCPBG with 3 traces and two different orientations, as indicated in Table 1 by cases
(a) and (b). Both have similar filtering profiles up to 4.5 GHz, with a first attenuation around
2 GHz, and with BW of 645 MHz for HCPBG-3t-01 and BW of 380 MHz HCPBG-3t-o2.
The second attenuation band is close to 3 GHz for both. The main difference is that HCPBG-
3t-o1 produces a third strong wideband attenuation at 5.75 MHz (BW = 1670 MHz). The LC
network seen by the microstrip line depends on the HCPBG orientation, and it seems to
have more impact when the HCPBG traces are more aligned with the microstrip line.

Figure 5. Simulation—transmission loss for HCPBG with 3 traces—orientations o1 and o2.

Figure 6 shows the transmission loss simulation results for the 6-trace HCPBG, Table 1
case (f), with outer gaps of 1.5 and 0.5 mm. A smaller gap results in a greater capacitance,
leading to lower rejection band frequencies. The HCPBG-6t with a gap of 1.5 mm has a
significant bandwidth response if we use a criterion of −5.8 dB (BW = 3.16 GHz). This
structure could be helpful in the suppression of broadband noise.
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Figure 6. Simulation—transmission loss for HCPBG with 6 traces—gap distances 1.5 and 0.5 mm.

4. Measurements of HCPBG

We also verified the analytical guidelines and simulation results performing measure-
ments in an actual PCB. An LPKF machine milled the 2-layer FR-4 samples of UCPBG and
HCPBG structures. Figure 7 shows the bottom side of two fabricated samples, UCPBG (to
the left) and the HCPBG-4t-o3 (to the right). The HCPBG-3t-o1, HCPBG-3t-o2, HCPBG-6t
(g = 1.5 mm), and the reference board (ground only) were also fabricated. The sample
dimensions and substrates are the same used for the simulations.

Figure 7. Fabricated UCPBG (left) and HCPBG with 4 traces, orientation 3 (right)-PCB bottom view.

The measurement setup, shown in Figure 8, is composed of the Keysight Field Fox RF
Analyzer N9914B, 2 RF cables, N-SMA adapters, and the samples. The analyzer is set to
network analyzer mode and calibrated from 30 kHz to 6.5 GHz.

The measured logarithmic magnitude of S21 parameter for the UCPBG and HCPBG-
4t-o3 can be seen in Figure 9. When comparing the results in Figure 3, we can observe that
the simulation curves’ profiles are very close to the measurement results. However, the res-
onance frequencies showed a slight discrepancy, with the UCPBG’s case being the more
evident one. This discrepancy is probably due to fabrication process variations, such as
gap width, depth, and substrate dielectric constant variation. Nonetheless, the simulation
results showed good accuracy that can be observed in all measurements. The UCPBG’s
measured first resonance frequency is at 2.18 GHz (BW = 160 MHz), and the second one at
5.4 GHz. For the HCPBG-4t-o3, the resonance frequencies are 2.4 MHz (BW = 160 MHz),
4.26 GHz (BW = 130 MHz), and 5.56 GHz. The bandwidth and maximum attenuation are
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also very similar in both measurement and simulation. The reference line represents the
measured S21 for the transmission line with a solid ground plane (no PBG).

Figure 8. Measurement Setup for Transmission Loss.

Figure 9. Measurement—transmission loss for HCPBG with 4 traces, orientation 3 vs. UCPBG.

The graphics of Figure 10 show the measurement results for the three trace geometries:
HCPBG-3t-o1 and HCPBG-3t-o2. The simulation results are in good accordance with
the measurements concerning curve profile, rejection band center frequency, and band-
width. Similarly to the simulation, the HCPBG-3t-o1 first attenuation band is at 2.04 GHz
(BW = 650 MHz), and for HCPBG-3t-o2, it is at 2.08 GHz (BW = 390 MHz). The second
resonance appears at 2.92 GHz (BW = 260 MHz) and 3.05 GHz (BW = 292 MHz) for ori-
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entations 1 and 2, respectively. Also, as predicted by simulation, a third wide resonance
occurs at 6.01 GHz (BW = 1.4 GHz) for the case of HCPBG-3t-o1.

Figure 10. Measurement—transmission loss for HCPBG with 3 traces, orientations 1 and 2.

Finally, Figure 11 shows the transmission loss measurement results for the six trace
HCPBG with a gap of 1.5 mm. Although it shows a significant bandwidth response and a
similar profile, when compared to that of the simulated model, the bandwidth is reduced
when we use −5.8 dB criteria. To have similar bandwidth, the criteria would need to be
around −5 dB. The more substantial attenuation is at 4.55 GHz (−18.8 dB).

The simulation results show an error of less than 2% in the resonance frequencies
below 4 GHz, while for values above 4 GHz, the error is less than 4%. The discrepancy
between the measurements and simulation results for higher frequencies could be due to
a mismatch between the dielectric characteristics of the PCB and the simulation model,
over frequency. The variations in the fabrication process of the board would also impact
the structure geometry; for example, changing the gap capacitance and displacing the
resonance frequency.

Figure 11. Measurement—transmission loss for HCPBG with 6 traces—gap distances 1.5 mm.
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5. Design of Reconfigurable HCPBG

First, it is essential to remind that the central concept of HCPBG concerns the model
of two metal plates separated by gaps of etched copper. Also, the traces of each hexagon
face and gaps define the features of an equivalent LC network. Then, it is possible to tune
the resonance center frequency of the filter by actively controlling the parameters L and C.
The simplest method to achieve frequency tuning is to switch on/off one or more traces
that result in inductance changes. For this purpose, it is possible to use FET transistors or
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) switches. The caveat of this approach is the
additional capacitance of the FET transistor or MEMS while in an off state, making the
implementation more complex.

On the other hand, it is also possible to change the LC network using a variable capac-
itor at the gaps close to the transmission line. The technique allows actively reconfigure the
first resonance frequency adding parallel capacitance to the overall intrinsic gap capaci-
tance. In this case, a varactor diode connected to a bias tee circuit with a port connected
to a DC voltage supply allows controlling the capacitance. The varactor diode method is
less complex than active inductor circuits or RF switches and provides fine-tuning of the
first resonance frequency. Hence, the cost of implementing switches or the complexity of
polarizing FET transistors for each trace of the HCPBG would be higher than using two
varactor diodes to change the capacitance.

The selected HCPBG model for the reconfiguration study is the 6-trace type, and it
can be observed in Table 1 case (f). The main dimensions used to create the reconfigurable
HCPBG structure can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Reconfigurable HCPBG dimensions.

a g1 g2 tl tw

28.5 mm 0.5 mm 0.5 mm 7.5 mm 1.5 mm

The model shown in Figure 12 was simulated in the CST studio software. It consists
of a 50 Ω microstrip line on a 2-layer FR4 PCB, with a dielectric constant of 4.3, length
of 90 mm, a width of 60 mm, and thickness of 1.6 mm. The ground plane is placed on
the bottom side of the PCB, where the HCPBG structure is also etched. All pads, traces,
and vias are designed to emulate the fabricated board.

On the bottom layer, we have the varactor diode (D_varicap) and the DC block capacitor
(C_dcblock). The inductor (L_choke) to isolate the DC from the AC part of the circuit is placed
on the top layer. A metal via connects the DC power supply traces from the top layer to
the varactor on the bottom layer. At the end of the DC power supply trace, a capacitor
(C_supply) is connected to the ground to represent the power supply’s capacitive coupling
to the common ground.

A simplified series RLC varactor model is used in the simulation. It is composed of a
capacitor (CT) in series with the parasitic inductance (LS) and resistance (RS). According
to the datasheet of SMV1247 from Skyworks, LS is 0.7 nH for the SC-79 package, and RS
is dependent on the applied reverse voltage (VR), having a value that ranges from 2.5 to
9 Ω. The applied reverse voltage controls the varactor’s capacitance (CT). The rationale
behind the choice of the SM1247 is that its capacitance range is in the same order as the gap
capacitance of the HCPBG, giving a good dynamic range for frequency shifting. Table 4
shows selected CT versus VR used for the simulations.
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Figure 12. Reconfigurable HCPBG—detailed simulation design view.

Table 4. Reverse voltage (VR) versus capacitance (CT) of SMV1247 varactor diode.

VR 7.5 V 4.0 V 3.5 V 3 V 2.5 V 2.0 V 0.0 V

CT 0.64 pF 0.77 pF 0.83 pF 0.95 pF 1.22 pF 1.88 pF 8.86 pF

The representation of the varactor’s circuit model (CT , RS, LS) and bias circuit electrical
connections can be seen in Figure 13. The varactor’s anode is connected to a common
ground plane (PCB GND) and the cathode to the DC block capacitor (Cdc_blk), which is also
connected to the HCPBG’s inner GND. This configuration allows DC bias isolation from
the RF ground, for the CT works as a second DC block element. Completing the bias tee,
the inductor (L_choke) isolates the RF signal from the DC power supply line. The DC power
supply coupling capacitance (C_supply) connects the DC line to the PCB GND.

Figure 13. Reconfigurable HCPBG—varactor and bias tee schematic.

The discrete component values used in the simulation can be seen in Table 5.
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Table 5. Simulation—discrete component values.

CT LS RS C_dcblock L_choke C_supply

0.64–8.86 pF 0.7 nH 2.5–9 Ω 1 µF 0.39 µH 10 µF

To validate the simulation model, we fabricated the testing sample using an LPKF
milling machine. In Figure 14a, is the top view of the fabricated sample, showing the
microstrip line, SMA connectors, choke inductors, and DC power supply traces and pads.
The bottom side of the sample is shown in Figure 14b, containing the GND plane, HCPBG,
varactor diodes, and DC block capacitors.

Figure 14. Reconfigurable HCPBG-6t-fabricated sample. (a) Top view; (b) bottom view.

The filtering characteristic of the reconfigurable HCPBG can be observed by the simu-
lated and measured transmission loss (S21) in Figures 15 and 16, respectively. Tables 6 and 7
show the simulated and measured resonance frequencies and bandwidths for different VR
or CT values.

Both results show similar curve profiles, and reasonable approximation with respect
to resonance center frequency and bandwidth. For instance, considering CT of 0.64 pF
(VR = 7.5 V), the simulated first resonance frequency f1 is 2.49 GHz (BW1 = 331 MHz) and
the measured f1 is 2.31 GHz (BW1 = 260 MHz).

Starting the analysis with the simulation results, as we apply the lowest CT value
(0.64 pF) two main resonances occur, the first one at 2.49 GHz (BW1 = 331 MHz) and the
second one at 4.63 GHz (BW1 = 647 MHz). As expected, when we increase CT , the resonance
frequencies are shifted to lower values. For example, if we take CT values of 0.83 pF
and 0.95 pF, f1 is displaced by 100 MHz to 2.32 GHz (BW1 = 244 MHz) and 2.22 GHz
(BW1 = 209 MHz), respectively. The same behavior is observed for the measurement results;
for example, for VR of 3.5 V (0.83 pF) and 3.0 V (0.95 pF), the f1 is displaced by 70 MHz,
going from 2.15 GHz (BW1 = 160 MHz) to 2.08 GHz (BW1 = 160 MHz).
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Figure 15. Simulated—transmission loss for voltage values: 7.5, 4.0, 3.5, 3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 0.0 Volts.

Figure 16. Measured—transmission loss for voltage values: 7.5, 4.0, 3.5, 3.0, 2.75, 2.5, 2.33, 2.0,
0.0 Volts.

Table 6. Simulation—stop band center frequency and bandwidth (BW).

VR (pF) CT (pF) f1 (GHz) BW1 (MHz) f2 (GHz) BW2 (MHz)

7.5 0.64 2.49 331 4.63 647
4.0 0.77 2.36 266 4.56 690
3.5 0.83 2.32 244 4.53 712
3.0 0.95 2.22 209 4.50 733
2.5 1.22 2.02 137 4.42 755
2.0 1.88 1.73 (−7.29 dB) 4.34 762
0.0 8.86 0.98 (−1.35 dB) 4.23 741
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Table 7. Measurement—stop band center frequency and bandwidth (BW).

VR (pF) CT (pF) f1 (GHz) BW1 (MHz) f2 (GHz) BW2 (MHz)

7.5 0.64 2.31 260 4.78 650
4.0 0.77 2.21 230 4.58 710
3.5 0.83 2.15 160 4.55 750
3.0 0.95 2.08 160 4.52 810
2.75 - 1.95 130 4.49 780
2.50 1.22 1.82 97 4.45 810
2.33 - 1.72 (−10.19 dB) 4.45 840
2.0 1.88 1.5 (−6.97 dB) 4.39 810
0.0 8.86 0.85 (−1.26 dB) 4.29 840

The difference between the simulated and measured resonance frequencies is depen-
dent on the varactor’s bias voltage or the selected CT . Considering CT values of 1.22 pF
and above, the first resonance frequency showed an error of 15%. On the other hand,
for capacitance values of 0.95 pF and bellow, the difference is less than 8%. According
to the datasheet, the varactor SMV1247 can show 7% to 11% variation in the capacitance,
depending on the applied voltage. Added to that, we have the fabrication process and
substrate dielectric variations. For the second resonance, around 4.5 GHz, for which the
varactor does not play a strong influence, the error is only 3%.

Another observed characteristic is the bandwidth and maximum attenuation reduc-
tion, as the resonance is shifted to lower frequencies. This reduction is strongly influenced
by the varactor’s RS. For example, considering CT of 0.77 pF, then RS is 3.9 Ω and simulated
S21 equals to −20 dB @ 2.36 GHz. For CT of 1.22 pF, then RS = 6.3 Ω and simulated S21
equals to −12.6 dB @ 2.02 GHz. Due to RS effect, the −10 dB criteria can not be achieved
for 1.88 pF (S21 = −7.29 dB @ 1.73 GHz) and 8.86 pF (S21 = −1.35 dB @ 0.98 GHz), limit-
ing the dynamic range of the reconfigurable filter. The measurement results confirm this
characteristic. When we set VR to 2.0 V, or equivalently, CT to 1.88 pF, the filter attenuation
stays above the −10 dB criteria (S21 = −6.97 dB @ 1.5 GHz). If we remove RS from the
simulation, the bandwidth is also reduced as the frequency shifts, however the entire range
of CT achieves the −10 dB attenuation criteria.

CT has a stronger influence over the first resonance frequency. For example, in Table 6,
if we observe the resonance frequencies at 0.64 pF and 8.86 pF, f1 shifts 1.51 GHz, however,
the second resonance ( f2) shifts only 400 MHz.

For a −10 dB criteria, the measurements show a filtering capability that ranges from
1.72 GHz (VR = 2.33 V) to 2.44 GHz (VR = 7.5 V, upper band of f1 = 2.31 GHz), that is
720 MHz bandwidth coverage.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new planar PBG geometry based on the UCPBG: the
HCPBG. It occupies less PCB area on the reference plane allowing a more compact usage
of the space area. The simulations showed good accuracy when compared to that of the
measurements. We showed through simulation and measurement that HCPBG unit cell
structure can produce similar characteristics to the UCPBG, but it also adds additional
resonance bands of interest. Furthermore, the rejection band is reconfigurable depending
on the orientation and number of traces used, which results in more flexibility on filter
designs for interfering signals. We also presented a reconfigurable HCPBG single-cell
structure that can be controlled electronically. It allows for changing the rejection band
profile by applying DC voltage at the control port. The control circuit, composed of two
varactor diodes and a bias tee circuit, allows changing the gap capacitance of the HCPBG
structure. The concept was demonstrated by EM simulation, including the varactor model
and bias tee components. The measurement results point out that the resonance center
frequency changes proportionally to the varactor’s capacitance, thereby agreeing with the
results observed in simulations. The simulated model showed less than 4% error in the
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resonance center frequency. For higher frequencies, the difference is stronger, probably
due to variations in the fabrication process and a model mismatch of the PCB dielectric
characteristics. In the case of reconfigurable HCPBG, we observed that the varactor’s
capacitance plays a strong role in the difference between the simulated and measured S
parameters. The first simulated resonances showed 15% differences with respect to the
measured ones, however, the second resonance has a maximum of 3% variation.
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Abstract: In this work transformation electromagnetics/optics (TE/TO) were employed to realize a
non-homogeneous, anisotropic material-embedded beam-steerer using both a single antenna element
and an antenna array without phase control circuitry. Initially, through theory and validation with
numerical simulations it is shown that beam-steering can be achieved in an arbitrary direction by
enclosing a single antenna element within the transformation media. Then, this was followed by
an array with fixed voltages and equal phases enclosed by transformation media. This enclosed
array was scanned, and the proposed theory was validated through numerical simulations. Further-
more, through full-wave simulations it was shown that a horizontal dipole antenna embedded in
a metamaterial can be designed such that the horizontal dipole performs identically to a vertical
dipole in free-space. Similarly, it was also shown that a material-embedded horizontal dipole array
can perform as a vertical dipole array in free-space, all without the need of a phase shifter network.
These methods have applications in scanning for wireless communications, radar, beam-forming,
and steering.

Keywords: transformation electromagnetics/optics; coordinate transformations; meta-material;
beam-steering

1. Introduction

The concepts of transformation optics (TO) [1,2] have been used to control the prop-
agation characteristics of electromagnetic (EM) fields in interesting and useful ways by
using regions of non-homogeneous, anisotropic materials. Based on the form-invariant
nature of Maxwell’s equations [3], the TO technique leads to implementation of uncon-
ventional electromagnetic devices using novel wave–matter interactions computed with
coordinate transformations. One salient example is the cloak [4]. This success led to the
development of many other unique EM devices [5–15] that exhibit unconventional and
unusual propagation characteristics.

Phased array antennas have garnered significant interest in wireless communications
applications due to their capability to change the shape and direction of the radiation
pattern without physically moving the antennas. This technique is often referred to as
beam-steering and can be accomplished by rotating the antenna elements or changing the
relative phases of the radio-frequency (RF) signals driving the elements. Beam-steering
of a phased array antenna is often a challenging task because it involves synthesis of
multiple antenna elements and integration of control circuits, including solid-state phase
shifters [16] and beam-forming networks [17], to control or guide the beam in a desired
direction, as shown in Figure 1a. Recently, researchers showed that the TO technique could
be useful to control the beam in a specific direction using coordinate transformations-based
non-homogeneous material regions. Rahm et al. [7] showed how to design a beam shifter
using TO.
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Figure 1. (a) A typical phased array antenna for beam-scanning. (b) A dipole antenna element along
the y-direction in free-space.

Utilizing a similar idea, researchers in [12,13] proposed a set of beam-shifters to avoid
obstacles in the beam path. In [18], researchers experimentally showed a TO-based lens for
beam control at microwave frequencies. This pioneering research paved the way for beam-
steering of antennas using the TO technique. The concepts of TO were later expanded
to design unique antennas [19,20] and phased array antennas for different conformal
applications [21–23]. In [24], it was shown that the techniques of TO can be utilized to
manipulate EM fields and rotate them in a specified direction.

This approach can thus be used to control radiation characteristics of an antenna
element (as shown in Figure 1b) or an antenna array in free-space and to rotate it in a
desired direction, hence realizing a beam-steerer using TO-based media. This specific TO
approach results in material properties that require active tuning to achieve beam-steering,
but significant advancements and attention given to reconfigurable material properties,
specifically in tunable constitutive parameters (permittivity and permeability), could in
the future allow for practical implementation of novel beam-steering techniques [25–28].
Misra et al. [25] demonstrated electrically tunable permittivity in BaTiO3 under DC bias
conditions. In [26], researchers showed the influence of DC bias and temperature on the
dielectric permittivity to achieve switchable dielectric permittivity in a semifluorinated
azobenzene. Significant research has been done to control the permeability of materials.
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In [27] researchers proposed microfluidic split-ring resonators inside a flexible elastomeric
material to achieve reconfigurable effective permeability. Agarwal et al. [28] demonstrated
the preparation of adaptive hybrid capsules with microgel/SiO2 composite walls with
tunable shell permeability.

Therefore, the objective of this work was to present a design and application of a
TO-based cylindrical rotator for beam-steering, where a single dipole antenna element
(as shown in Figure 2a) and an antenna array (as shown in Figure 2b) are enclosed by a
TO-based non-homogeneous, anisotropic material shell designed using the transformation
introduced in [24] (shown by the dotted ring in Figure 2). Through numerical simulations,
beam- steering of the TO-based single element and the antenna array was demonstrated
without using any phase control circuitry.

Figure 2. Metamaterial based cylindrical beam-steerer using TO: (a) Proposed TO-based cylindrical
beam-steerer enclosing a single dipole element. (b) Material-embedded cylindrical beam-steerer
using TO enclosing a co-linear vertical dipole array.

Then, the same TO-based cylindrical beam-rotator was applied to a vertical dipole
antenna in free-space to design a horizontal dipole antenna. It was shown that the hori-
zontal dipole element embedded in a metamaterial radiated in a similar manner as that of
the vertical dipole element in free-space. Similarly, the TO-based cylindrical beam-rotator
was also applied to a co-linear vertical array in free-space to design a horizontal co-linear
array, where through numerical simulations it was shown that the material-embedded
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horizontal array radiates in the same manner as the vertical array in free-space. Finite
element method-based full-wave simulations via COMSOL Multiphysics ® were used to
numerically analyze and demonstrate the performance of the proposed TO-based beam-
scanning technique. It should be noted that the theory that was validated by COMSOL
Multiphysics is similar to the approaches taken by previous works and reported in [19–24].

2. Proposed TO-Based Single Element Cylindrical Beam-Steerer
2.1. Theoretical Model

Consider the dipole element positioned in free-space along the y-axis represented in
Figure 1b. The dipole is of λ length, where λ is the free-space wavelength at which the
dipole antenna is designed to operate. The current distribution of the dipole in Figure 1b
along x = 0 was chosen to be [19,20]:

j =




0
1√
σ∗π .
0

e−
y2
σ


 (1)

where σ is much smaller than the length of the dipole. The current distribution model
is a way of handling sheet current as the limit of a volumetric current density, which
was suggested in [19,20]. The sigma parameter is set to be infinitesimally small relative
to the length of the dipole and the limit σ→ 0 can be taken to approximate the current
distribution on a thin wire at x = 0 [19,20]. The intent is to introduce a TO- based
material shell (again as illustrated as the grey ring in Figure 2a) to control the radiation
characteristics of the dipole element to steer its beam to a desired direction. Starting with
the basic transformation media approach, the associated permittivity and permeability
tensors of transformation media are given by [29]:

ε′ = µ′ =
AεAT

detA
(2)

where A = ∂(x′, y′, z′)/∂(x, y, z) is the Jacobian matrix and AT is the transpose of the Jaco-
bian. The mapping between the original (r, θ, z) and the transformed (r′, θ′, z′) cylindrical
coordinate systems are [24]:

r′ = r, (3)

θ′ =





θ + β, r < R1

θ + β(R2−r)
R2−R1

, R1 ≤ r < R2

θ, r ≥ R2

(4)

z′ = z, (5)

where β is the angle of rotation in the region between radii R1 and R2 in Figure 2. By con-
trolling the rotation angle β, it is possible to control the radiation characteristics and by
extension the amount of beam-steering in a desired direction using a single antenna element
and the array without phase control circuitry and multiple antenna elements, as shown in
Figure 2. The transformation Equation (2) yields the permittivity and permeability tensors
of the material between r = R1 and r = R2 as [24]:

ε′ = µ′ =




1 + 2d f + d2sin2θ −d2 f − dg 0
−d2 f − dg 1− 2d f + d2cos2θ 0

0 0 1


, (6)

where d = β∗r
R2−R1

, f = cosθsinθ, g = cos2θ − sin2θ, and ε′ = µ′ = I in other regions in
Figure 2.

Equation (6) results in anisotropic and inhomogeneous permittivity and permeability
tensors for the spherical shell. Note that the results lead to a perfect impedance matching
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with no reflection at the boundaries of the material region and free-space, which is shown
in Figure 3. Such an anisotropic and inhomogeneous transformation medium can be
realized by discrete metamaterials and structures such as periodic split ring resonators
(SRRs) [30]. The theoretical material parameters in Equation (6) were validated using
full-wave simulations in the finite element solver COMSOL Multiphysics ®, as shown in
Figure 3. An incident TE plane wave of 10 GHz frequency was used from left to right along
the x-direction. The inner radius R1 = 1.1λ, and the outer radius R2 = 2λ. The radii R1 and
R2 of the metamaterial coating were chosen by closely following the similar works reported
in [24] and [31]. As the dipole element was full-wave (L = λ), it was necessary to choose an
inner radius R1 of the metamaterial coating that was bigger than the length of the dipole,
so that it follows the transformation rule from Equation (4). The metamaterial coating

is located in the radiative near field region, as 0.62
√

D3

λ < metamaterial coating < 2D2

λ ,
where D = L = maximum linear dimension of the antenna, and λ = wavelength of the
EM wave.

Figure 3. Verification of material parameters for TO-based cylindrical rotator showing perfect TEM
wave with no scattering at the boundaries of the material region and free-space (a) at rotation angle
β = 45◦, (b) at rotation angle β = 90◦.
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The material parameters were calculated using Equation (6) for different angles of
rotation (β). Numerical simulations were also completed to see the spatial variation of
the constitutive material parameters, as shown in Figure 4, and it was observed that the
material parameters were well within the range of material properties (permittivity and
permeability) mentioned in [25–27]. The rotation angle β was chosen to be 45◦ for the
simulations.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Spatial variation of material parameters inside the TO-based rotator shell, (a) xx-
components, (b) xy- and yx- components, and (c) yy-components. The dimensions of the rotator are
given by R1 = 1.17λ and R2 = 2λ. The material parameters εxy, µxy, εyx, and µyx are equal.

Next, a full-wave (λ) dipole antenna element was placed in the region r < R1 and the
material parameters from Equation (6) were used to design the cylindrical beam-steerer in
the region R1 ≤ r < R2 to control the radiation characteristics of the dipole element in a
desired direction, as shown in Figure 2a. The beam-steering angle φ of the dipole antenna
element is controlled by the rotation angle β. Equations (4) and (6) show that it is possible
to rotate the EM fields in an arbitrary direction, which makes the beam-rotator capable of
steering the beam.

2.2. Full-Wave Simulation Results

The objective of this research was to exploit the concepts of transformation electromag-
netics/optics (TE/TO) for realizing a beam-steering technique using a rotation mapping
introduced in [24]. For simplicity and ease of coordinate transformation, here, no transfor-
mation was considered along the z-direction. As a result, a 2D transformation media was
chosen, which resulted in material parameters in Equation (6). An experimental realization
of the rotation coating requires building blocks that have anisotropic dielectric functions,
and a similar theory of this kind of rotation mapping could be extended to 3D. In that case,
we will have permittivity and permeability tensors in Equation (6) due to variations along
the z-direction.

The performance of the proposed single element TO-based beam-steerer, as shown in
Figure 2a, was demonstrated through numerical solutions in the finite-element simulation
software COMSOL Multi-physics ®. Figure 5 presents the y-component of the electric
field of the proposed single element beam-rotator verifying the transformed media from
(6). Figure 5a shows the simulation results from a full-wave (L = λ) dipole antenna
in free-space along the y-direction (Figure 1b). This will be called the “vertical dipole”.
A frequency of 10 GHz was chosen. Now, to control the radiation characteristics of the
dipole element in a desired direction, the transformation media from (6) was used as the
beam-steerer around the dipole and the rotation angle β in (4) was controlled to steer the
beam of the dipole antenna element in the desired direction. A rotation angle β = 22.5◦

was chosen to rotate the fields pattern of the vertical dipole at an angle of 22.5◦, as a result,
the beam was steered at an angle φ = 22.5◦, as shown in Figure 5b. Similarly, rotation angle
β = 45◦ was chosen to steer the beam of the vertical dipole to an angle φ = 45◦ (Figure 5c).
Figure 5d shows electric field radiation of a full-wave (L = λ) dipole antenna in free-space
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along the x-direction. This is denoted as the “horizontal dipole” antenna. The current
distribution from (1) was re-defined for the horizontal dipole as the location of the dipole
changed to y = 0 from x = 0. Now, the TO-based beam-rotator was used and a rotation
angle β = 90◦ was chosen to transform the horizontal dipole into the vertical dipole, as
shown in Figure 5e. The fields from the vertical dipole in Figure 5a and the transformed
horizontal dipole antenna in Figure 5e outside the material shell are the same. Figure 5f
verifies that the difference between the two fields is negligible and there is almost no field
distribution outside the transformation media.

Figure 5. The electric fields of the proposed TO-based single element beam-steerer (a) dipole antenna
of length L = λ in free-space along y-direction (vertical); (b) the fields of the vertical dipole that have
undergone a rotation of β = 22.5◦; (c) the fields of the vertical dipole that have undergone a rotation
of β = 45◦; (d) dipole antenna of length L = λ in free-space along x-direction (horizontal); (e) the
fields of the horizontal dipole that have undergone a rotation of β = 90◦; (f) difference between the
magnetic fields in (a) and (e).
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Furthermore, the far-field radiation patterns of the TO-based beam-rotator using
a single antenna element were simulated and are illustrated in Figure 6. As shown in
Figure 6a, the transformation media from (6) was used to rotate the beam of the vertical
dipole in free-space to angles of φ = 22.5◦ and φ = 45◦ by setting the rotation angles β = 22.5◦

and β = 45◦ in transformation media from (6), respectively. Moreover, Figure 6b shows that
the radiation pattern of the vertical dipole in free-space is similar to the radiation pattern of
the horizontal dipole, when the horizontal dipole is enclosed by the transformation media
and is rotated by β = 90◦, but is different if the horizontal dipole is not enclosed by the
transformed medium and is not rotated by an angle β = 90◦.

Figure 6. Far-field radiation pattern of proposed TO-based single element (a) beam-scheme 22.5◦

and φ = 45◦ ; (b) beam-steering of the horizontal dipole at φ = 90◦ .

Moreover, considering that losses exist in practical materials, numerical simulations
were performed incorporating different values of loss tangents (tan δ), as shown in Figure 7.
Loss was incorporated in the simulations by replacing εxx with (εxx − j|εxx| tan δ) [22,23].
Other tensor parameters were also modified similarly. A rotation angle β = 22.5◦ was
chosen to steer the beam at 22.5◦. Figure 7 shows that while the antenna’s radiated
field strength degrades with the increase of loss factor, its overall steering capability
remains unchanged. With the loss tangent reduced to only 0.1, the effect of loss is almost
unnoticeable. No significant differences were observed in the range tan δ ≤ 0.01.
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Figure 7. The electric fields for the proposed TO-based single element beam-steerer for different
values of loss factor (tan δ): (a) tan δ = 0.0; (b) tan δ = 0.01; (c) tan δ = 0.1; (d) tan δ = 0.3.

3. Proposed Antenna Array Enclosed by TO-Based Cylindrical Beam-Steerer

The same TO technique from Section 2.1 can be utilized to realize a cylindrical beam-
rotator enclosing an antenna array with the TO-based non-homogeneous, anisotropic
media. Next, consider the N-element co-linear dipole array along the y-axis represented
in Figure 2b. Each of the elements in the array are equally spaced with the edge-to-edge
distance between the elements of m = λ/15, where λ is the free-space wavelength at which
the phased array is designed to operate. A two-dimensional (2D) space is considered to
illustrate the proposed array. The current distribution of each of the dipole elements in
the array is approximated as the current distribution of a thin wire along x = 0 and is
defined by Equation (1). In this case, an array of four elements is chosen to validate the
proposed beam scanning method. Each of the dipoles in the array is of λ/2 length spanning
over a distance of 2.2λ. There was no phase difference considered between the adjacent
dipole elements. Here, a TO-based material shell enclosing the dipole array to control the
radiation characteristics of the array and steer its beam to a desired direction as shown in
Figure 2b is introduced.

Next, the four-element dipole antenna array was placed in the region r < R1 and the
material parameters from Equation (6) were used to design the cylindrical beam-steerer in
the region R1 ≤ r < R2 enclosing the array to control the radiation characteristics of the
antenna array in a desired direction, as shown in Figure 2b. The beam-scanning angle ∅s of
the dipole antenna array will be controlled by the rotation angle β from (6). From Equations
(4) and (6), it is shown that it is possible to rotate the EM fields in an arbitrary direction,
which makes the beam-rotator capable of steering the dipole antenna array pattern in a
desired direction, thus enabling antenna array scanning.
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Full-Wave Simulations Results

The performance of the proposed phased array antenna enclosed by TO-based material-
embedded cylindrical beam-steerer, as shown in Figure 2b, was demonstrated through
numerical solutions in the commercially available finite-element simulation software COM-
SOL Multiphysics ®. Figure 8 presents the y-component of the electric field of the proposed
beam-rotator for scanning of the phased array antenna verifying the transformed media
from (6). Figure 8a demonstrates the simulation results from the dipole antenna array in
free-space along the y-direction (as shown in Figure 2b). For reference, it will be called the
“vertical array”. A frequency of 10 GHz was chosen. To control the radiation characteristics
of the dipole antenna array in a desired direction, the transformation media from (6) was
used as the beam-steerer around the array and the rotation angle β in (4) was controlled
to steer the beam of the dipole antenna array in the desired direction. A rotation angle
β = 22.5◦ was chosen to rotate the field patterns of the “vertical array” at an angle of 22.5◦,
as a result, a beam-scanning of the “vertical dipole array” occurred at an angle ∅s = 22.5◦,
as shown in Figure 8b. Similarly, rotation angle β = 45◦ was chosen to scan the “vertical
dipole array” beam to an angle ∅s= 45◦ (as demonstrated in Figure 8c).
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Figure 8. The electric fields of the proposed array antenna enclosed by TO-based material-embedded
cylindrical beam-rotator for beam-scanning (a) dipole antenna array in free-scheme, (b) The fields
of the vertical dipole array enclosed by TO-based material shell and scanned at ∅s = 22.5◦, (c) The
fields of the vertical dipole array enclosed by TO-based material shell and scanned at ∅s = 45◦;
(d) dipole antenna array in free-space along the x-direction (horizontal array); (e) the fields of the
horizontal dipole array enclosed by a TO-based material shell and that has undergone a rotation of
∅s = 90◦; (f) difference between the electric fields in (a) and (e).

Figure 8d presents the electric field radiation of a dipole antenna array in free-space
along the x-direction. For reference, it is denoted as the “horizontal array”. The current
distribution from (1) was adjusted for each of the elements of the “horizontal array” as
the location of each dipole element changed to y = 0 from x = 0. Now, the “horizontal
array” was enclosed by the proposed TO-based beam-rotator and a rotation angle β = 90◦

was chosen to transform the “horizontal dipole array” into the “vertical dipole array”,
as shown in Figure 8e. The fields from the “vertical dipole array” in Figure 8a and the
transformed “horizontal dipole array” in Figure 8e outside the material shell are the same.
This is emphasized in Figure 8f, which shows almost no field distribution outside the
transformation media when the difference between the two fields is taken, validating the
results further.

Moreover, the far-field patterns of the proposed array enclosed by the TO-based
material-embedded cylindrical beam-rotator were simulated and are illustrated in Figure 9.
As shown in Figure 9a, the transformation media from (6) was used to rotate the beam of
the “vertical array” in free-space to angles ∅s= 22.5◦ and ∅s= 45◦ by setting the rotation
angles β = 22.5◦ and β = 45◦ in transformation media from (6), respectively. Moreover,
Figure 9b shows that the radiation pattern of the “vertical array” in free-space is similar to
the radiation pattern of the “horizontal array”, when the “horizontal array” is enclosed
by the transformation media and is rotated by β = 90◦, but is different if the “horizontal
array” is not enclosed by the transformed medium and is not rotated by an angle β = 90◦.

Furthermore, since practical metamaterial designs have losses, finite-element full-
wave simulations were performed adding different values of loss tangent (tan δ). For a scan
angle ∅s = 90◦, the normalized radiation patterns of the TO-based “horizontal array” for
different values of loss tangent (tan δ) are compared in Figure 10. Loss was incorporated
in the simulations by replacing εxx with (εxx − j|εxx|tan δ) [22,23]. Similar modifications
were made in other tensor material parameters. As loss is increased, the antenna’s radiated
field strength degrades, but its overall steering capability remains unchanged, which is
shown in Figure 10. With the loss tangent reduced to only 0.1, the effect of loss is almost
insignificant. No noticeable differences were observed in the range tan δ ≤ 0.01.
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Dispersion exists in all materials and systems, natural or manmade. There are many
ways to implement the needed material properties given the frequency regime, application,
environmental considerations, etc. Dispersion along with other fundamental properties
such a loss, noise, etc. must always be taken into consideration to meet a specific application
system’s requirements. Several research works [32–34] have been performed to explore
and analyze the limitations of specific implementations of TO devices due to dispersive
materials. To this end, we proposed a TO-based beam-steering technique that results in
anisotropic, non-homogeneous material parameters. Keeping the practical implementation
of metamaterials and its dispersive nature in mind, numerical simulations are presented in
Figures 7 and 10 by incorporating losses to see how the losses in the material parameters
in Equation (6) affect the performances of the proposed beam-rotator. It is anticipated
that the material parameters from Equation (6) will demonstrate a dispersive nature when
practically implemented.

Figure 9. Far-field radiation pattern of proposed antenna array enclosed by TO-based material-
embedded cylindrical beam-rotator (a) beam-scanning of the “virtual array” at ∅s = 22.5◦ and
∅s = 45◦; (b) beam-scanning of the “horizontal array” at ∅s = 90◦.
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Figure 10. The electric fields for the proposed TO-based “horizontal array” for different values of
loss factor (tan δ): (a) tan δ = 0.0; (b) tan δ = 0.01; (c) tan δ = 0.1; (d) tan δ = 0.3.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, it has been shown how transformation optics can be utilized to steer
a beam in an arbitrary direction from a single antenna element and an antenna array
without using phase control circuitry and beam-forming networks. The proposed beam-
steerer is a TO-based non-homogeneous, anisotropic material shell theoretically computed
using coordinate transformations. The transformed parameters are derived, and through
full-wave simulations, the beam-steering performances of the TO-based beam-steerer
are demonstrated. Additionally, the TO-based beam-rotator is applied to the vertical
dipole antenna in free-space to design a horizontal dipole antenna, and through numerical
simulations it is shown that the material-embedded horizontal dipole element radiates
as a vertical dipole element in free-space, verifying the design. Similarly, the TO-based
beam-rotator is applied to a vertical dipole array to design a TO-based material-embedded
horizontal dipole array, which behaves like a vertical dipole array in free-space. While
we have presented numerical verification, in practice, this TO approach requires actively
tuned material parameters. To this end, significant advancements have been made to
realize actively tunable constitutive material parameters, which could enable practical
implementation of this TO-based beam-steering technique.
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